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Businessmen want to avoid 
turf war over school r·eforms 
i\liSU ARCHIVES 
By Jamie Lucke 
Herald-leader education writer 
FRANKFORT - Chamber 
of Commerce officals across 
Kentucky yesterday called for 
"bold vision and working togeth-
er, not turf protection" as the 
state begins the court-ordered 
task of rebuilding its public 
school system. 
The business leaders also 
applauded the decision to in-
clude only legislators and the 
governor's representatives in 
tpe 21-member panel that would 
draft a new education system · r 
The absence of education ex-
perts, racial minorities anp state 
Superintendent of Public Instruc-
tion John Brock on the panel has 
been criticized. 
'1ncluding special interest 
groups could have impeded 
progress," said chamber officials 
in an open letter. 
Jim Ratcliffe, chairman-elect 
of the Louisville chamber, said 
the panel should hear all interest 
groups, including the chamber, I 
"But the final tough deci- ~ 
&ions need ~ be made by those 
persons not peing paid by the: . 
system, who don't have some 
sort of vested self-interest:• he 
said. I 
Chamber officials hailed the 
state Supreme Court's June 8 
ruling, which struck down the 
entire public school system, as a 
"golden opportunity." 
"We're looking for a bold 
initiative that we can support," 
said Ratcliffe, who was flanked 
by 25 chamber officials from 
across the state at a Capitol 
news conference. 
The business leaders en-
dorsed the approach that Gov, , 
Wallace Will<inson and legisla-
tive leaders have adopted. It 
calls for first redesigning the 
system, then determining the 
cost, and, finally, passing the 
taxes to fund it 11 • r, 
• , "It's really too early to deal , 
with the revenue side before we 
look at the programs," said Billy 
Harper of Paducah, chairman of 
the Ken'tucky chamber's board of 
efficient collection system. 
• Teacher certification and 
tenure. . ' 
' . Governance and: aaxxmt-
ability. · - . 
• Nepotism and the method 
of electing school boards. _ --( 
- Ratcliffe, a former member of 
the state school board, also · . . directors. 
But he said business •people 
were ''willing to look at the tax 
issue" once an efficient sy~tem 
was in place. "Kentucky's ec<r 
nomic future largely depends on 
how we respond now" to the 
education challenge, Harper said. 
· called for a amstitutionaJ 
amendment making the state 
schools superintendent an ap-
pointed position, rather than an 
elected one. That proposal has 
been defeated repeatedly at the 
polls. , 
"If the business community 
can see a well-designed plan that 
tackles the tough issues, we are 
ready to support the need for 
additional revenues," Ratcliffe 
said. 
The turnover at the head of 
the education department every 
four years disrupts progress, he 
said. 
Brock said that an amend-
ment to allow state elected 
He said those tough issues 
included: 
· officials to !ucceed themselves 
might solve the turnover prol> 
!em. He said if the public want 
an appointed superintendent, 
"I'm in favor d it" 
• Determining the appropri-
ate number of school districts. 
• Fair tax assessment and an 
h) t< t d , 
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,Bingham fund gives $500,000 to UK' 
i- LEXINGTON, Ky • ..:. The Mary and Barry.,_.., Sr.i Fund 
bas given the Universlty ot Kentucky $500,000 to ~ow a pro-• 
gram offering educational opportunlties to facultY memberl of 
small Appalachian colleges. UK ~ yesterda:J. . · i 
, . ~terest from tbe gift wU1 pay for Stlll FelloW\sldpl._ -w1lldl 1UIC 
started in 1980 with a grant from tbe And~ W,. ...._ Fouada-,, 
tion. The Mellon money Is expected to run out around 1991. ac-. 
cording to Alice Brown, dJrector of UK's Appalaebln C.oUese Pro-
gram, wbleb admlnisten tbe fellowsblpa. 1 . ~ - "1 
The program provides•$3.000 stipends~ to 10 small-, 
college faculty members to study for two at UIC.' Tile; 
program also provides smaner grants for other awards -aDd proj-
ects. . ~ :'! 
Tbe feUowsbips are named tor Appalaelllan lutbor James SUD 
of Hindman. Tbe Bmgllam gift was announced at a UK lundleoll 
celebrating Still's 83rd blrthday. _ ______ _..i..__ __ 
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WKU to ask 'state for adclltlonal fund• 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky: - Western Kentucky Untverslty
0 omJ 
clals plan to ask tbe state leglslature for $61.3 million for 1990-81 
and $65 milllon for 1991-92, the university's board Of regents de- 1 
clded yesterdaf: , • • , 1 , ' 
The request will Include an extra $3.9 million to raise faotliy, 
and staff salaries to match th<l9e at beodunark schools, President 
Thomas C. Meredith said. It also lnclUdes an extra $2..83 million to 
add instructional start to handle the school's growing e·nroument.' 
which bas Increased 15 percent. to 14.116 Btudent1,stnce 1988, 
WKU officials said. The 1988 General- Assembly cut WKU'I SM, 
million request for the 1989-90 academic year by $8. 7 million. But 
Meredith and regents Chairman Joe Iracane said tile university 
will need tbe extra money t~ survive. · .J 1 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
· .. ,,,l -
... , ....... ,.<-t·;,\ >~>:- ., ··-.. ,,·. 
·. 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Ky., Thursday, July 6, 198!1-
/Ztllhia'.~cSUit:igaif f $i''C ()tp S Of •'Eil giiie~Fifi1a1gm:1~·gga: 
~.,,,,.' ·By JIM ROBINSO~ . Wilhoit Jr. ~~ the suit Fri• 580,000-square-foot Ashland Mall on . The suit argued that th{ initial. Zamias countered by saying the However, Zamias abandoned 
i Independent News Writer day on a motion fµl:(I by the de- U.S. 60 near Cannonsburg. · , pennit, approved on Feb. 2, 1988, Corps did not notify the proper consideration of the wetlands site 
· ASHLAND - A federal judge has fendants, three offlc1als . from the They alleged that the Corps im- was granted to Glimcher without agencies of the June pennit. after he found numerous practical 
dismissed a lawsuit filed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engmeers, on · properly issued the two permits to the developer demonstrating that Wilhoit ruled that the initial alternative sites, which he sought 
.. developer of a shopping mall on Dec. I, 19!13. . . . the Glimcher Co., which is building 'there was no other practical al-· pennitting process was sufficient after believing that he would not be 
: U.S. 60 who sought to· stop a rival "Certamly, .it's- grallfymg to .. the 450,000-square-foot Ashland ternative for the mall site. .. . . . and that if the Corps should have permitted to build on the wetlands 
1nialliildowntownAshland.··· - · know that the court felt we had TownCenterMallinAshland,c ,-,- -·• ..... , •. : • ·-·~- .• · notlfiedtheagenciesforthesecond.. site,accordirigtothesuit .... ; ... 
~ George Zamias developer of the _ acted properly, and of course we In addition, it argued that the pennit "it's failure was at worst a ., ... 
k Ashland Mall on' U.S. 60, charged fe~t we _had all along," said Conrad '.fhe suit asked that the two per: ~orps failed_ to complete a ~u~lic hannless error." ·· 'f!le Clean Water Act, legis~tl~n 
::that permits issued by the U.S. ~1pl~y;· spokesman for the Corps. IDlts be revoked, the permitting mterest re~ew of_ the penmtting_- , . : .,- .,. ~- :· ""'."-·,-,:"~-designed to protect __ the nations 
r, Army Corps of Engineers allowed This means that we can set aside process be reinitiated and that process. • ., . · , . • ·.· · · • . · The penruts were granted to wa_ter .. resources, forbids wetlands 
i' the company building the Ashland the i~ue and get on with other Glimcher be prevented from filling The defendants, meanwhile, ar- ~Iimcher after Zamias had con- . fr~m being destroyed unless per-, 
~ Town Center Mall to destroy a work. , . . . in the 8.5-acre wetland area. gued that a more general pennit, s1der~d the wetlands, at the corner 1D1tte1! by the Corp~. 
~ wetlands wildlife habitat at its 7th The ~w~ .iyas filed a year ~go by , Zamias also claimed he had been. approved on J~e. 7, 1~, supers of Wmcheste~ Avenue and Seventh . Zami~ "·a·:·s·c:ould n· 
0
' .
1
· be. rea. ·ched for. 
if Street and Winchester·Avenue site.,· .. , three mdiV1duals and Zamias of , damaged financially by the Corps ceded the penmt ISSUed m Febru~ Street, as a site for his mall in July 
f u.s: District Judge .!!enry, ~-~---~o~to~:_1:a.:l-:..developer of th~ . ~ecisi~n. :. • · . . • ·: _ .,.· ~ aq'.· .' . , - , .. .J .. -1987. · · '; _:: ~ ;..,, ; ,. _, · COl!llllJ.!1~ il,iis_ mQrnipg,; \':; . ~ -
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~QU19~ t:·.·-:1 
fu QO ~:9c:Atf 
i ,... : -: ..... ·~, \ L"\r.? :~i1:· •• : .. : 
By Jamie Lucke .:-··.( ·i.t.·°i,,/· .. r 
Herald-Leader education 'iriter • ; : "' • ~· ~ 
• • • ..... 1j; 
-·· 'LOIBSVILLE -:_~,The:·Council , 
on- Higher Education2yesterday ai· 
'pro✓ed a _compron:i~ · ~t w_ould 
I virtually erase .. the .. funding gap 
·between community '·colleges · and 
the rest of higher education in four •• 
years. . ·. . ·., _,;_.f!·•::. -~ ~- . ! . 
- 1 ...> -.J ;_ ~ ;?" •• - t ¼ ~. 4,.. 
.;: '-The.\.lllanimous vote'came after ~ 
a tense 2½-month lobbying·blitz by' , 
supporters bf -. the Urµversity ·9£ 
Kentucky's_ 14 community __ colleges. 
· .:The dispute had threatened to 
,produce in.fighting bet:ween the tw<r1 
,year COI{lIIluni_ty colleges and the' 
fm,ir-yea.r"_ ufti~ersities: Jnstead,)1es-' l 
terday's compromise.left both sides 1 
vo','fing to. apprgach)!le_l9_90Jegis:: 
lature with a unified pitch for more • 
money 'for all of higher education. ' 
- University .. of K~tucky commu- ; 
nity ..:coUege _ Cbaricellor Charles 1 
; Wethington praised .. ~e .Pl~: but,· 
,,"r~erv~ . .th~ ri~bt'' · t~. suppoi;t a l 
r qwcker soluj:ion· if _on~ 1~ pr~ught to 
thl ·1a , '. ,,_ e egis ~ .. , ·. _;., .,,¢,'"'-•· · • 
t-~ • :' Gov. · Wallace ~V{ilk:inson:. and ; 
House S~er'"Donald -Blandford,.· 
tD-Philpot, have endorsed the $12.5 1 
I ~illion special catch-up appropria- : 
tion that Wethington first sought It I 
would have immediately brought 
the community colleges . up to the ~ 
state average. ... . -:, ,-1'• - . : • 
, But ,Wethington" _ ::·~h~ co'm-
plained tpat co_mmunity ~colleges 
have been the victims of unequal .t 
fuf\ding·.v:::said he. was satisfied 1 
-with the council's action yesterday,, 
eve~ though _th~ _solutioq~ w.9-!..~ 
slower than his proposal. • ,;.. --=··. 
The. council decided to narrow ~ 
the gap by • amending the way • 
increases in state appropriations are "l 
distributed to universities and col= 
leges, the . so-called _ formula ;. use 
. 1·cy . -.... ·• .., ,'l'. -~. po I • • ' ' ..,• .t'l~~ ·t.·· . 
•The ·change will ·not._help ·th 
community colleges unless· the.leg'= 
islature 'boosts -higher education's 
funding, said. coµncil chairman Mi~ 
chael Harreld. · t •~ · • • • •· ,. ~..' 
""', ... ,./J1.• l .., ,.· ~ • 
"-Yesterday;,. lerry McBrayer, ·\ 
council .. membei~1rom' J.'.exingto~ 
said funding was ~•still ' the main 
. bl · .. -., ' ..... 
pro em.. • "' . . .s: • : ii- • "" , 
"I don't Wcl!}t anyone to.,;'leave., 
here thinking it's fixed ~~I want us 
to go hQmt~.J!B!d,.:l>uL no~ a 
each other, mad with the daggone l 
legislature and the people of Ken· l r ~- 1 Funding increases would be . 
tucky for not supporting higher smaller for universities at the upper 
education like they should across I end than they would have been 
the board." . under the old policy, as each institu-
McBrayer suggested that the i tion moves closer to the statewide · 
solution amounted to taking money ! f average. _ _ _ _ _ . ~ 
fi:om other financially strapped uni-
1
,, Cou!1cil member Morton Hol- , 
~ munity colleges. _ staff to . develop alternatives bring-
-'ver:sities and giving it to the com- j · brook m May asked the council 
Wethington and others said that_ t ing the community colleges up to I 
was not the case. Each institution the statewide average within two ' 
will continue to receive the same 'j years. But the university presidents 
amount of money from the state. favored the four-year plan adopted ' 
~
But future increases will go more to yesterday. ~- -1 
the 'institutions with the greatest The funding formula and the 
needs, according to the· new policy. policy for distributing increases 
Since 1984, the council has used have been under review for abQut a 
'a formula, based on universities in 'year. 
1 
·. --► • .., 
nearby states, to recommend .an 1 • Officials stressed the need for a 
•appropriation for" each ' Kentucky significant increase if\ the state's j 
"university and the' commuruty col- $541 million annual appropriation . 
leges. One hundred percent of the to higher education. · · ,- J • 
formula represents average fund- · Morehead State University Pres-
•ing, according to the council. I •
1 
ident Nelson Grote said-that More- 1 
-;- But the legislature has never ' I head may have to begin turning I 
funded the formula at 100 percent, away qualified students in 1990 
freezing ~ - ~spariti~ among without funding relief. _ . , t 
· schools. ' · · •. · · """• ., I Also yesterday, the council: -~ 
· -:-;.. ·At the high end, Murray State is. • Approved Western Kentucky' 
.,now funded at 89.9 percent of the1 University's plans to spend an esti-
:i:fom;1Ula, · while the community col- I • mated $800,000 to' buy a· 12-acre 
• 1eges .~e funded at 68.3 percent:UK . shopping center · that would be con-
i is _at 79 percent; 'the statewide] ·verted into the Institute for Ec<r 
·average is 80 percent.· 7.- "'.;;+;-~i • no~i~ Dev~lopment annou~ced by j 
, .': , Under the· plan. adopted yester: -Wilkinson m May . . ~- "", · , ; • ' ' 
day, all institutions would move to~ - · - • ~ - · · ·, - · -
within 5 percentage points of each 1 • Enacted a ' policy requiring 
other by 1991-92 ·and within ·3 ·council approval for extended-cam-_ 
· · b ~ ~ .. pus programs, such as W estern's 
• percentage points Y 1993-94. - l · Glasgow center, that are more than· 
, If the legislature gives higher · 
education a $35 million increase➔ -30 miles from _the main campus., ... 
recommended by a legislative com- ~. • Established criteria· that will 
· mittee, the statewide average would . allow extended campus .cente~ 
be 81.6 percent of the formula ·next with more than -150 : full-time stu: 
• year -=._The council is expected to ask ~ dents, ·such as Glasgow,. to gualify 
for enough money to provide 100 · for $125,000 under the formula.~ -·. 
percent of the formula .. ... . ; . 1 ~ - - ~ ....... 
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lPanel~backs 
, . l 
· Ian to .Shlink~ p . . ~Ji..· ,.. . '~-•, I • \ 
. - -~ ~ i . ..:.'i.: fi .. .,,>r 1ct • 1 - t 
gapm✓~  P)g 
Of .?,OJ)eg~~-~l 1 ... • 
?, -r. •:/.• ~- •• ,'.jJ ~ ) ~ • '• 
By MICHAEL JENNINGS)-~ r~ · "'5, 
Staff Writer ;,,, ,. • , R:. ".,:.,:._~ ! • W• •·;'. 
• .. •• ~ ..i "'-f ~ ~~.f:- 1' • 
• •--y, ~ "' , \t.-' ""., tA:,. ~~"F ~ 
\ The ,Council on ~Higher Education ap-
. proved a rule change yesterday that ~ould 
enable'"the cellar-dwellers of Kentucky's 
_higher-education ' funding game'. - J the 
state's H two-year colleges- to play catch- · 
up ball.•' • , ",:'"' , • ":Ii , "". ~ • .... -
\ _If the General Assembly goes along with 
the idea; the change would fund the Univer· 
sity • of Kentucky's community colleg~ sys-
tem ton a par with the· state's universities by 
19~_4. ·, -. • . .' • • r ,,b 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
·.c The council's plan, approved at a meeting 
in Louisville, "will keep ' the ·equity ls.5ue 
-from being a problem for us again," said 
Charles Wethington Jr., .chancellor of the 
•community· college system. ~-...n ' · I 
iii! Short-funding by the General Assembly 
prevents any of Kentucky's colleges and 
-~universities from getting the level of sup-
.. port called for by the councU's funding for-
I mula, but some schools suffer more 1than 
others. : ...,1 .J : L~ .. n1 .. ~; :,. •c.. • t 
! According to the council staff, the two-
year college system fares worst of all. While 
1. Murray State University enjoys 90 percent 
h of the funding called for _by the formula, the 
two-year college system receives only 68 
:. percent .of - full .funding, :.. council figures 
G show. •utt;;"i h:·;orl., "ft'l vtl ~s ~11.t ~ '-4 - . ' 
cl ,That rate puts the community college sys-
(,Jem 12 percent_!>ehind .the average for all 
state colleges and · ..11 perc~nt , behind the 
◄ next-worst-funded institution,_ the Universit) 
of Kentucky. '~,.17,.~· JJ1 io ·1af n · · t ·; ' 
~ • The plan adopted yesterday would shrinl 
the current gap of.22.~centage points be 
t,ltween the "funding mtes fof:._the)best{ anc 
U worst-funded state lnstltuttoos;~ 5 percen1 ! by. the· end. of. the 1990-92 ~budget cyclei Th« 
Uncirs '.~ J_Utijl~~~~~ • fujthel 
-LEXl~_GTONHERALD-LEADER, LEXIN~T~~.~"(:,,~IJNDAY, JULY 9., _19_8~ I ~:C:ommentary.:• _ -~~-~-
S
. ~o:"i·~·;:;;·t·,:~.1e>t:~ra.-f;s,~,!._t. ':[e1~l~~r·"°·n·{-1.:~ ;·Ki. ·e{).~n; !. ,;-t;' ·:tfc•i~;1~•·:.:·••:\:-.·i~::e:<{fe~~A)d!;,": ,~s1;::,1;t~~'i:r.~et~~~~~;a,;;1\:t:}cr·1 ·o.:, I ll;e:: g'. e· ·;:,;·:•:<:;1:;1·.::i:i{~~:::;:;:::;1Ii.:~~;~:~~::·:.~\'.;;:;.:::'.E:~:~~;~::.;,;~:;:::•l;,~1:;II u lrl . , .'. : 1 U 1 .,1i,1i;·I, , .. · /',:- ,,.,~ . .~/1 . . .·\:· _,.,. .,,:-: $-l ; >,,~:-_;:; .. ~-~r;,,.._ •• ,❖r.·· <'••:--;, ·❖ ,>, <==:. •• 
•it 'rt ,· (''•"" I, ,., ~' •'" , .. ,... ~• ,;,.,~ .~.~J'(!·' u,'1lj 'k,,,11.,1,;,, ,._,i,i ~<f 1·.,_, ,,•·''{'· I", ,1, ,, ,j.i~ ~ ~ • ,, , :·:'.:f:):~~~----:;.~g¼/<~\.>(>·.;,}:(,~~-~.fft':)'•"' . ~,: ".:~•," :·•~,/.,~,';"~,l~; ~•~.1•,·•:· '·, •.•, ' [ •• ' •,' ,.•• d ,1•~ • fi .. a ., '.ii 
By-W,Hard Ashworth,,,,_. '. ,,,--' ;·,- ' .. ' . ' . ".' '_, r':· ' . IJJ' . 
• s'Ev~ry~~/;:iil· Kentuc~: is 'i~; ·our youngsters ct.eser~e )his .~s. muc,h as th9se i:.!: :: · ' ,: r , . _ . ,. ''.' ·• ,, ... •:·: :/ 
a&i:eem~nt that'we need more edU-_", youngsters who /JV~; WJ!hl~ dnv,1~g d1starc~,pf)he, other ' ! : ' ' ,, · •·•1;, :.·:>:'. ':} ',,,., / ' · ,;:-··., ~,lflf~);{fM;:;J.,m(f~f'),\j'!i 
catJo~ ,m the ~mnmonwealth. Al-': state-run, four-year, 1nst1tut1ons.' ·"' ' ' ' ,,,, ',:':·':;?Ji " . ' •' J !;\The author,". '.·, '' ,;:,: ', ~astern' K~ntucky:·, Readers~v!t'\llJ;:)1 
most ev~one 1s. m agr~ment that · · · .,. __ : ~ ,===-:,- _ __ _ __ .... ,, ____ .: , _ _____ _ '.:"'c Willard Ashworth ls'a long-::-, interested 1n co,r,itn9.µt!nq:to•Jp:1:fp 
nowhere. is_ that education needed. , Eastern Kentucky College; a .. So, maybe .a better name would be I ; time teacher jn. East~rn · , [ ""~''" this ,feature .s.h.~ul~ w.(1te._\o,.X1~J 
".),~re than m Eas:ern_ ~entucky, . n~e I w?uld like to s.ee on the sign . Southeastern Ken.tu __ .. cky f:ommunity, /1 Kentuck_y: He lives ,in P __ erry, _ , : David Holwe_rK._, editorial pa.ge, ;£~"-
.. • .The h1g quest10n. 1s .how do we beside highway 15 •iust south , of . College,_ . . , .,,"' + i . :, Cc;,unty .. : i',: .~,;.-•i. , r., -,, t,, : ·,e.d1tor, t~e Lex!ngton ,Her.aid·,.,. :(J~, 
improve ?ur _education an? m'!ke, ·Haza:d, .. wo~ld :be a small h~l . ~atevt!, t~e n~_1;11e,. th~ .!mun.[ ' , . -Appalach,af} Vo19es, IS·~.'_';' :Lea_der,: 1q9 tv1,1dland;(".v~~u1\ lJi;: 
Appal'!chia a,-better P)ace;_t?, h~7 arts mstitution gear~ to meet~the· t~mg 1s tol_get' '.111:!mstitu,~on' ofJI , weekly feature abou(ilfe !n, ·. , Lex1ngt?,,n, .~y, 48~2~:'"-'.~,$~,'l:;tJf••:; 
ap~ ra1~e our,children. · ·,; !;l~ds of the mountam _peop!e,.. ·, ,higher !earn1~g:nghtnhere· m the,: 't • • · •· · · '' · • ." "· 1 ·· "'" ,".:··•'.,;••·· ·•~ ·:',:, 
· ·,For years, I have thought th~t , Morehead State Umvers1ty ·1s a· 1 m?untams. -Our, youngst~rs deserve,::, . .. . • .. ,, , . , . , ., . , , , , , , . ~M--'·• , y,,..·,:.,l 
what we needed most ?f ~11 here m, , mountain institution, but if is as far, I;, this as much as· those ;youngsters . , "' • • ' •· ·. ·, •· ' ' ' · ELz --"- · · · 
south~stern 'Appalachia 1~.~ ~late-, f. away from ,_southeastern Kentucky f .. who live withiri .driv __ ing dis_ tan __ ce of;\ 
funded, four-y~ co(lege. ·" ', ... : as EKU:., ·:,r .. '.,·. :·-·,:-;:11 • ;,,,..,,,,""l'the other Sl/lte-llll!,-four:year1insti--i 
Hazard Comm_umty College has: ., "I expect 1that' the enrollment 6ff tutio~ '. '·'1 ''• .. q t1·,•:-' . ~·;_;,; 
~n very, beneficial to our commu-: - Eastern Kentucky~ College·-''would '1kt 1,lt would give .them;a: chance tor 
mty, but 1t has not completely met: · immediately jump to· 1200 to 1500 I ·.attend,college and stay: at• home. It J 
the needs i~ this.· part.· of. t. he sta. te._; students. That would ~ a goal th_ atl '. w. mild make. going to _coll.e!(e_· affor<I-. __ :; T~e colleges co1;stant growth has, . the college should shoot for.,, ., . , ~ able for those who otherwise would:.! 
pomt~ ?Ut. tha.t: r~, ~~ ~' f~m;:; ' A ' C?llege bri~gs more to 1 a. ; not be a?)e; t?;,a~e.1.11;;[,~,r:1 :)';~at~ved 
Y~ ms.titutJon .. /,' · · · , ,, , · community than Just. degrees .. It /.~son. · ' ' · · ,• .. ; .. ,_.,,,., ! '' '· ·' ·. :1 
(government do· soinething as obvi-' 
I ous as this to try and- help _a region 
f.puH,itself out of poyerty? , ' - - , __ 
I; :: ' h ' -~, f ' - ' 
/1":, This same need was discovered• 
!dn Northern Kentucky a few years 
~ago, and Northern 'Kentucky Uni-· 
tversity came into being. Today, I 
;,see· this· same need in southeastern 
t~~~&~z·:·)\ .:. ,:: ·:11 ·· 
. · 'Ye ,,have a· school of higher .. brings employment. It brings cul- 1 ,:- ., _,_J __ ha_ye been thmkmg about th1s--i 
leanung in· Kentucky' that ~ed. ; ture and educated people, It brings,;; ~ea'for some time, Recently, I have,/ 
the name of Eastern ~enti,ickr, but, , community:respect and.prosperity:.,) jheard o.thers express the same sen--
!'3stef:1 Kentuc1o/ U,:,11~?;>1tr. 1~ not... ,; All of these assets we desperate-,} /.ti!,11ent."'·WbY shol)ld_n't• our state 
m the• mountam,s._ :I\ .. 1~ 1!1; th; ·, ly, need in southeast~rn Kentucky,,! 
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~/·s·y KENNET
0
HA.
0
HAir \ :L:;:,;§t~ro~~~i' fi~~~~ \~;:.:~u:;, 
,,·' Independent News Writer --':\-.first summer session ·were_ an-) 
MOREHEAD --, .Morehead S\ate : nounced by C. Nelson Grote MSU , 
University's recent trend of double- · president. · · . : .'' .· .- .· .. .'-. "/ 
digit perce_ntage enrol!ment_ gains ' "The university has seen its en- . 
shows no signs of abatmg with the rollment grow steadily at every · 
current summer semester. academic session since Summer 1 
Accordin~ to preliminary figures of 1986," he said. • · · ' ·-' · -· · i 
released this we_ek by the school, ... MSU's 1989 spring enrollment set, 
2,250 students signed_ up for the a record with 7 041 students an 
Summer 1 semester -'- an increase - increase of nearly 12 percent from· 
·of ~early 10 percent from the same last year. Projections indicate that 
period last year, when 2,051 · stu- - enrollment for the coming fall· 
dents were enrolled. __ - . : . --,- ;,~ · · 
•/ 
- ~- , ~ ., . -·· ;.; .- -· 
semester may 'fi>p 7,800 students:' ,,r l 
, .. For Summer 1, enrollment gains · , 
w~re recorded·at e_very class-level,; 
said MSU spokeswoman · Judith , 
Yancy. _'.['he ·graduate class posted . 
the largest increase with 921 stu-' 
dents, 83 more than in 1988. -,: .:, : •'' 
C Summer. 1 enrollment figures for . 
other class levels showed: ;; ,t. ·_ •: 
• The freshman class with 337 · 
students, a gain of 46 from 1988, ... : 
·:• • The sophomore class ·with 196 
students, an increase of eight. :, ;, , 
• The junior class with 280 stu- ·., 
dents, a gain of 33 .. :• ":·:.-. ' .. , 
- • The senior class with 50 stu- · 
- dents, an increase-of 21. -'- ~--~-' ~ 
· ,·· The first summer session' at 
· MSU, which began June 12, -con: 
eludes Friday. Summer 2 begins 
Monday, and ·ends Aug. 5 with 
commencement. ' -
,. The university's fall semester is 
scheduled to begin Aug. 21. . -,·,-,--=, 
--- • > • -- - '.Ji 
'.THE COUR]ER)OLJRNAL, MO_N_[)~y,-JULY iQ,.-1989 
, Moretiead's-:-enro1iment_·-~uu growing 
,'_··. MOREHEAD, Ky;·:·,·. 'A rece·nt trend of double-digit-pe~centage 
· enrollment gains has continued during ·the summer at Morehead 
'.State University, officials said. ·, __ ,_,: .u~ •,: :. ,: c , :<c ;, .,;_(. _ , 
;-,., Preliminary figures released last week by the school show thal 
2,250 students signed up for the first summer semester - . an 
Increase of nearly 10 percent from the same period last year. 
when 2,051 students were enrolled.· · . ' . . _ • 
--·.,The university has seen Its enrollmeiiCgrciw·sleadiiy-ateverj 
academic session since Summer 1 of 1986,",said university Presi• 
dent C. Nelson Grote .. ,.,,.,.,_-., ~- ,,,_;;;; .... h;.,,-:,·-. -
The first summer session began June 12 and concluded Eriday. 
(;!~cS:!~~f semeste~ _begins t<:<13y :an,~ ends Aug. 5 with com 
';·:- _The university's fall semester is scheduled to.begin Aug. 21 • 
.. -~- ~- , ........... u-.:. - • . ·- •::, • • - . 
.... , .. --~. ~····•·, ·-•···-·· ~---·· .,. ···-· ··• ,.-,···-
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, SATU'1D_1W, JULY 8, 1989 ·; 
ivrmr'ijy:~r-egents:\cfilef i}'\ 
@{1.,$,!!~PP]i~~~~ ,~~t~ 
future·,-at;:.the ·•school ~1-~_:~ij . 
' I I --· - ::___.....c::__=..c...-.:._~---
----- ..:··-':·7'.--r-:-~~;,-,-.s1--t~-- ;~ .. ~;~~-; . The· university has been concerned for \ 
By FRAN ELLERS ;- :
0 
! · ·,: .• ~~:'·.'.' .. ,I j .. years with replacing Racer Arena, the bas-
StafC•ytri\e(,.•.--=-'~-~f ;:!_._' :·'"__:_:·::_~::.L ketball .facility;- because· of _its dilapi~a!ed ; 
.:.,..,,.,.,"1'....,::-•t • ~- .-.1: ... •::,.,:: • ,".:•.?-1' 1::;...;:.'\.:~ J · condition. The project bas been a buildmg 1 
MURRAY, Ky. - Murray State Universi- - priority in. the past, but in recent yea~ a · 
ty President Kala Stroup, the chairman of . • stronger effort bas gone toward gettmg \ 
the school's board of regents, and their re- funding for an industry ?-rd._J~chnology \ 
spective attorneys met privately Thursday ··building. The I&T building !Jas __ re,c_eived _
1 night to discuss Stroup's role now. that the · state funding. · · · · •. ·. '·c' ·0 • ·: • 
board has voted not to renew her contract · -At Wednesday night's meeting, the sea_rs_h ; 
and.~_sear_£hing for. a new president. ·:;;:_-_i.J r,;f; -· ·committee wrote-an·advertisernen( 
One of the subjects the group talke~ about _ , ,_,~, • for a new president, deciding I!) , 
in general terms was a contract buyout. ; \ , ·--,~·. keep It general in order to attract 
.However, none of the participants would , ·~-, ilie greatest number of applicants. ··. 
comment Thursday or y~terday on t~e sub- , , ·-- ~:_:Early In the meeting, regent and 
stance of the short rneetmg, held behmd the : committee member WIiiie Kendrick 
closed glass doois in Stroup's office: .;;, ';,;-r '--· -- --
Present at the meeting were Stroup; her 
lawyer, Edgar A. Zingrnan of the Louisville 
law firm Wyatt Tarrant and Combs;· board -
chairman Kerry Harvey; and board attor-
ney James Overby.-•~-·~-:-0.: 1.'\_J. · :.m·.o~..:,f !~ 
The .board's options., Include keeping 
Stroup until her contract runs out;.reassign- · 
'Ing her, perhaps 'to' the classroom; or buying 1 
out her contract and ·choosing someone to ' 
~ct jn J1e~_st~ad __ U!1.!i!__a_ne~_.presj<!_e1_1l_is 1 
_chosen.-··c;:i~t.;2 i. : r-~~;:_v:~::; I ;- _: ' - .. i 
· Stroup's contract allows reassignment if 
.there is an_!ndication_of no. confidence by 
~eJi~y.an1 ~tro~fp~~;,:;ot h~v,e:te?ur~ j 
. -·Toe board voted 8-2 on May-2 .not to· re- 1 
new Stroup's contract,· and it discussed her , 
'future, '."including •·reassignment, behind I 
'closed doors at its ·June 27 meeting:··.,-~;,_ ; .l 
. . At a Wednesday meetlrig of the I 0-mern- ' 
ber sear~h committee set up by the board to. 
:find 20 presidential candidates, Harvey, the . 
!panel's non-voting ~hairman; said the board 
'of regents hopes the committee can ,corn~ 1 
",plele,its task by mid-November .. ;_._. :_, f j 
;__:_!f_ ~o, _h~_ sal_d,Jl!eJegents Jll.!IY _be _!!_\>_l~_tp_ 
name a ·replacement for Stroup as soon as 
~~~~~o~i~ b~· ii;;_-;;;:~[~·~;f~;e ';jr:~~·s JI 
contract expires = .. June 30, .1990 .-: but 
ey~n. if. a president wer~ .na!lled by)!Jen,, 
that doesn't mean be or she would be for•; 
·::f~'.~.!1-~~.1~\~lt~~: 
'?,,;Faculty :•·regent: 
;; James Hammack; a 
. ;,mernbe,r , ~ or,;., the i 
~1-search •-✓-·committee, 'l 
•:·said be has ques- ' 
:-;;lions--;-:: aboµt_ ,;;;:, the -
. search ''committee's 
'.':_timetable,-'d1ecause ~ 
. ;. ':,be believes it doesn't 
. '.'½I . allow the 'committee l 
· Stroup ;;. -;·l-,~ : . ...,,,;~, t,o. get an -applicant : 
,:1.':.-,,:~"';'3_ ! ; __ -- -_pool as large or ,as 
highly qualified as if more time were al· 
lowed. ,...Ji:..0-1 ... , ;.-c:;-•:1::-1,t ,. • - ~~--.!.1,.1;,;.-; j .: 
One consideration In setting that tirneta• , 
. ble is _the .. General_Assernbly .session early .. 
next_year,'Harvey said, which would corn•\ 
'pete with ·the search for the ·energies' of 
-board members and staff.: ;- " .. ""'•':::.,Aµ 
:-• Also, if a 'president.is iiamed by J!'fluary, · l 
he or she "will be able to observe 'the Gener• ;I 
··at ~IilbtY . . _.•l ~.w(:~~ ~~;::.~~~1:10:_;i<J .:,...,.., ".~ 
\,,.Uthe committee determines the schedule 4 _f9g~omi>t~ti_!lgJts:~\for1tJs_:_t9o __ tlghr,'_~i-
board_,'?fill ~econslde,O.!, •Harvey said. ":'I ➔.;,. Jj 
.. -..One ·of the tssues.the .. General Assembly:, 
- will address ls funding for higher education J 
In the next-biennium;ff;',l:,.:,,,;~.;t{i'ilij 
· :,,Murray's board.has made its top constrilc-3i ·- , , 
-!Ion priority In the next blennl_um a regiopal_,, 
: spec!al;e,l,'.ents ·. ce'nter; ';!'hlch_: .. will,:;requ,tre J 
~~~~g' I~gis_latlve,_\Qcal ~!l<!.l!rlva~ 5¥PPQ.rtJ 
(Jo~!!u.!ld.'titlii.t'Jtr~!':i!"J.:.1.$'1;;,t~l~ 
Pl "Hopkinsville-said' Mu'rray"Stiite · 
. J!!'S had problems. with presiderit!! 
who came to the school from out of 
siate. - an apparent reference ·10 
S!roup and her predecessor, Con-
st;,.nline Curris, who left after a pro-
u;acted contract battle. ,:.-. .. ~ -···- , .: 
;,/ Kendrick asked If the committee 
sftould give weight "to people who , 
, , kpow state government and the l 
1- . ~~:. ~n~,.~:\~~ .~~~~l~ !~ ,,~~r .. r~ I 
- ,Another regent and committee ' 
niember, Tommy Sanders of Mur- ; 
ray, said that might be accorn- : 
i>!ished in choo,sing \yhere to ~n _t~e I 
search ads. .. . -. . . -., .. 
1 •·;But Harvey said selecting a'presl-_ : 'dent Is ii subjective' 'pb:icess,':and he·; 
1. ,. '~Id he thought it, would .be a mis- ; 
· --Jake to be too specific about qualifi-
.. •· C{ltions ·in·. the board's advertise-
ment. · - - · --·--- - ··-• .. 
The Daily I11_d_epet1de~!,_A~hland, Ky., Saturda Jul 
.. --·~ --·-•• r .. - ........ ,,.,._,.____ ----- . Y, Y 8, 1989-
p ~1re·r~):b1{~.;~~il1: £ip1i~e): ief tb1ji,ti~~~ · --
.in+ Sh~ ffilee· fre1E#I~~-:J;Iplo:gy~:~c-Il~$·}: ·,= · 1 
By ROGER AL.FORD .. ,.••>-· .. , _, ·'-"'"·..Fa.:,a.~•-·• .. -- . ' ' • 
Independent News Writer '"Phyllis Kegley, a math teacher at·· · - ·"- _: __ • __ .I 
PORTSMOUTH, Ohio - The sci- ~hawnee w_ho played a leading role " r.; (Wesolo_ivpki ··said )hi{ 'biology· i 
ence facility at Shawnee State 11:1 developing the integrated cur• ! course gives students an idea of 
University thinks it has found a nculum, said _critics are a benefit·· [ basic facts_i:_elate,_to the world be--
way to_ avoid one of the biggest to the program. ··. ' ··· · · ·· .-··· · ' • fore _they are , mundated with 
complaints about freshmen biology . ·«r think criticism is healthy 'as·,, memorization. .. . · · · 
It's doing away with the text:' long as they don't try to underntine -' ,"They will learn those same 
book, said Tom Wesolowski ·direc- • what you'e doing," she said. "It facts, but in a different way in a 
tor of public relations at Shawnee ' !ets you change what you're do- ·1 ,_ world they see and feel every day," 
In its place, freshmen will us~ I mg." · . -·-·. . . . : . he said. . 
__ th_Iee jne~pensive_paperbacks_ that [ . Shawnee is .formerly a two-year··, · The new courses ar·e ·related to , 
I 
ar~ de_s~nbed a~ more literary than· 
1 
c~llege. Its first bachelor's degrees I _the "writing across the cur- i 
sc1enltf1c. • .• , • .
0 
~11 be awarded next year. En- \ riculum" program· that in the last" l 
: . "We're-hoping ·that by straying . rollment last fall was about 2 800 1 few years have been sweeping 
away from the usual format that·! students, and applications for ~ext high-school and college campuses. 
the students will be more interested I fall are up 18 percent. · · ·' .. :· • •, In that program, teachers in not 
in classes that often fall to .the \ · - Wesolowski points ·to the· iri." -, only the humanities but in math 
wayside," Wesolowski said. : • _ l ?. ~grated curriculum as one of the I !Ind s_cience classes stress_ writing 
Shawnee, which has been a uni-1 ,.biggest changes at Shawnee. He ·1 m their lessons. · .' · · · · · · . 
yersi~y only since· 1986, is develop-· -:says, it's _.being. implemented at ·: : ' Shawnee's curriculum· .carries 
mg its own general-studies ·pro-
1 
; Sh~wne~. while other colleges and .! _that idealfurther. ·;;- , .. ,.;1; .. : .. 
gram, referred to as the integrated J , 1¥1tve~s1t!es are sti)l studing it. _· . · . ;•1 --~~-'-'I wouldn'.t describe it as radi-
~ curriculum, that_!e~ogni~es links J \:,,-.This 1s something that has just 1 .,cal,". Wesolowski said .. "It's more 
!. between subjects. All students· _developed "in· .the past through '. •· up to date_ and futuri_stic than radi-
\ working for a bachelor's degree are' years, and because we are a new ,,~a/; , ,.,, .. .-•. ·. · · ... . 
r~quluired to complete the _core cur-. un~pvlermsityt yite c~, hgo a!idead and : '''tlvo'fci1~n;~fJ;e Jgagse·sdtecsoigneld. ttso I 
nc um. . ·. •· : . -.. · : ,, , . e en I now, e sat "Older mp am 
: Besides biology,' the integrated· ~versities would have tro~bie do- } ; · of . freshman biology students ~ 
~curriculum incl_udes courses in.' _mg that because they would have to· j , .. m~dmorization ·of trivial facts," he . It! h · ,sat. .. · •· communications; history,- litera.' 1 ,_comp e e Y c ange· their .. cur- .. , "'"-·'" _____ .. · _ el: ••• 
ture, math, physical science social ,._Iiciµum.''.,,. .. ;-.,;~;;.;~:.,::_;~·• -~ .;,:,.,.::-1 
science, life science, ethi~s and 
. community involvement. 0 ·, [I 
- The program is a readion to" 
1critfcisms· leveie<I af"-unlversities . 
·nationwide that various fields of ! 
·s1udy are divided by artificial bar-:'. 
.:1.~;s, and should be integrated .. i.;,i,; 
., .. Kentucky-state University'"has· 
"one · of ,\he .. best programs in the 
1 
. country: of that kind,'', said Norm') 
_Snyder, ·spokesman . for the Ken- ' 
·:tucky Council on Higher Education:.:\ 
. "It ·. integrates'":'different 'study"' .I 
areas: In some ·cases,· it has team,., 
teaching by teachers from different ' 
' disciplines" . '.· .,. · , ... c · ... ~ · 
L:.: "\Ye ~ tt•; ·r~~~l: ~o~' p/~ 1 
\ 
gr3m.," ~nyder said. ;'_It's ·_a way of j 
_showmg how courses mteract with ;J 
~ each other ,, ··:::· 1.:· 1;'!......,.::;~,:; • H, • .,_.-.... ~", 
, • -·• -_,'.;:' ;·1 ... _;r.·;·.cffr:?rf-·;.~ 
(.--. Kentuc_ky State, with an enroll: , 
ment of about 2,200, has ·had the '· 
curriculum in place since 1983 ·and ' 
universities from across the n~tion ·· 
have watched with _intentions of ' 
incorp_orting the program into their ': 
_campuses, said KSU spokesman ' 
Joe·Burgess. ~,~ii!.:),,,,.,. - _,,._ .-.·-· 
~-"'The thirig about these· core 
classes ·are that they _are unique, j 
and tl)ey have not been tried in a ··_, 
lot of places, and they do stray , 
away from the original format " ! 
Wesolowski said.· ... .:.. · ;-.,.~;~, :v -:,._?) b'.11 
'.' As )l'ith 'anythiiii('new', "'some 1 
people. at th~. university ar( ~PP- :1 
rehens1ve, said Robert Deal asso-·'1 
ciate · professor ··of · biology'' who ·, 
coordinated the change.''-' -,•\._,;, .. ,c ~ 
. "E . t Sh - . -.«11l·'-,.~•rc 
]FR . v_~~ .. a, . _ a~~e_, .. th~~e .c!1:e .'. i 
.- pe_ople ,w,ho '.poJl:t ~iyant _to ;cliange ·:'l 
· things,', .be_-. sa1d;.;1~Some "'people ·1 . have .a . belief .that the old tradi-'c-
ti~?al .w~ys_ ~e: the liest ways'.-~;: f~ 
'r ,,Yes, we.stay away from·tradi-·• 
, tional biology; and-we·get a:·Jook at'.l 
the big picture''·-~~ J.i~•-•:"'fJ...f_:"..· --~~:.!. 
•-- .• , ... .. . -:._~1-u>.U .• .\j~N'61'~--":...o-,ri. 
-· 
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Wilkinson sticks to plan 
to fund higher education 
with catch-up allocation 
By Bob Geiger 
Herald-Leader poltt1cal writer 
FRANKFORT - Gov. Wallace 
Wilkinson said yesterday he fa. 
vored a calch-up appropnaiion next 
year for Kentucky community col-
leges, de.<;pite a Council on Higher 
Education compromise that advo-
cates a different approach. 
Kentucky's community colleges 
receive a smaller portion of their 
funding-fonnula goal than qther 
schools in the state's higher-educa-
tion syslem .. 
Wilkinson backed a plan that 
would cost an estimated $12.5 mil-
lion. The plan would immediately 
bring the community colleges up to 
the average funding level for higher 
education statewide. 
The Council on Higher Educa-
tion last week suggested changing 
the way money is distributed 
among the various schools, if the 
legislature boosts higher-education 
funding: 
The plan would erase the fund-
ing gap in four years, while con-
tinuing to provide more money for 
· the state's universities. 
Wilkinson said he thought the 
• funding formula for community col-
leges should l:>e changed. "But I'm 
also in favor of a one-time catch-
up," he said. "I haven't heard any-
thing ' at this point in. time to 
·-
convince me that that is not a good 
idea." 
Officials at Kentucky universi-
ties are worried that they might not 
receive enough money if communi-
ty colleges receive a boost next year 
without a significant overall in-
crease m the higher-education 
budget. 
Legislators have recommended 
a $35 million increase in the state's 
higher-education budget. But Wil-
kinson said yesterday that he had 
not developed a budget for next 
year, and it was too early to say 
how large an increase he thought 
higher education should receive. 
Charles Wethington, chancellor 
of the University of Kentucky's 
community colleges, praised the 
Council on Higher Education's pro-
posal. But he said he reserved the 
right to support a quicker solution 
if one was brought before the legis-
lature. 
-Wilkinson also said he was 
extremely pleased at the education 
reform efforts in the wake of last 
month's state Supreme Court deci-
sion declaring Kentucky's public 
schools system unconstitutional. 
"l believe we could not have 
made more progress. . . . I believe 
there could not have been more 
cooperation" between the legislative 
and executive branches, he said. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, TUESDAY, JULY 11 , 1989 
Will<lnso~ _appojnts 3 ·neW members~-. 
to UniVersity~f Louisvill~'s board i: 
From AP and. Staff Dispatch~ serve until July 1992. J. Chester Por- reappointed in 1984. Chancey's .and 
ter of Shepherdsville was appointed Rudd's terms expired July t, 1988, 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov. Wal- to the board to replace Dr. Sam and Weakley's term ended .J:uly 1 of 
lace Wilkinson has made three ap- Weakley, a Louisville physician. this year. The terms of_ ~o· •otlier 
pointments to the University of Lou- Porter, who will serve until July trustees ~- Sam Klein a_nd: ~i~y 
isville board of trustees and one to , 1993, was Bullitt County attorney Musselman - also expired.,Jul_y l, 
the state Board of Education. The from 1974 to 1981 and has been city but Wilkinson bas not acted 9ri those 
appointments were made July 3 but attorney o1 Mount Washington and I positions. Trustees whose term's tx-
were not disclosed until yesterday. Lebanon Junction. He Is a '1966 pire remafn in office until their 'Suc-
James A. Patterson, a Louisville-, ' graduate of the U of L Law School. cessors are sworn in. • .• ·• ' 
,area busine$man and former mem- . , M~ry Davidson Rudd of Prospect , Wilkinson also appointed Dr. ~en-
ber of the U of L board ~f ~verseers, 1,was reappointed trustee ,to_ serve _ry Spalding of Bardsto~n to the 
was n~ed to replace retired bank- , through July 1992. One .of the , state Board for Elementary and $ec-
er Malcolm B. Chancey-Jr., also of board's long-term members, she was ondary _Education, to repla~e Be_vpr-
Louis':llle, as .,a ., trustee. He J will a trustee from 1970 to 1981 and was , ly Schnelder of Lexington. ·,_:., \1 t 
. .. 1- .... ,_. ___ ... .,. ..... ... .. " . - .. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Task force for redesignin·g schools 
to set _up committee structure today 
Blandford said Gov. Wallace 
'Wilkinson's administration, which 
has five appoinkcs on the task 
force, was responsible for deciding 
their committee assignments. 
By Jamie Lucke 
Herald-Leader education writer 
FRANKFORT - The 21-mem-
ber task force charged with rede-
signing Kentucky's education sys-
tem is expected to split into three 
committees - finance, curriculum ' 
and governance - when it meets 
for the fi rst time today. , 
House Speaker Donald Bland-
ford, D-Philpot, said the three com-
mittees would enlist other legisla-
tors and professional consultants to 
assist in the "awesome" job of 
sa~isfying the Supreme Court's June 
8 ruling. . 
The hist~ric 5-4 decision struck 
down ~entucky's system of public 
educahon as unconstitutional and 
_ ordered the legislature to replace it 
by April 15. 
Blandford said he and Senate 
President Pro Tern John A "Eck" 
Rose, D-Winchester, the chairmen 
of the task force, would serve on all 
' three committees. 
Blandford said legislative lead-
ers had considered forming as 
many as l 1 committees, but finally 
. settled on the three, broad group-
ings to examine and recommend 
refom1s in the areas of how the 
state pays for education; what is 
·taught and who teaches it; and how 
the education system is organized. 
Blandford predicted that the 
three major committees "will ex-
pand as we get ,down into the nitty 
gritty" and form subcommittees to 
deal with more specific issues. 
He said the subcommittees 
would include lawmakers from the 
education and appropriations and 
revenue committees and other inter-
ested legislators. 
"We're going to be able to use a 
lot of members. " 
Blandford said the task force 
was contacting "40 some" consul-
tants and education experts from 
around the country, some of whom 
will be interviewed by task force 
members and hired. 
I Wilkinson's chief of staff David 
1 F. McAnelly, a Lask force member, 
said he was "exlrtmely pleased" 
with the organizational process. 
Although the assignments were 
still subject to change, Blandford 
and his staff said late yesterday 
that the recommendations Bland• 
ford and Rose planned to make 
1 today were: 
• On fi nance, Rep. Joe Clarke; D-
1 Dan\'ille, and Sen. Michael R. l\lo-
loney, D-Lexington, as chairmen, 
with Rep. Pete Worthington, D-
Ewing; Rep. William Strong, R-
Hazard; Sen. Charles Berger, D-
Pinevillc; state budget director 
Kevin Hable of Louisville; and edu• 
cation secretary Jack· Foster of Lex-
ington as members. 
• bn governance, Rep. Kenny 
Rapier, D-Bardstown, and Sen. Joe 
Wright, D-Hamed, .as chairmen, 
with Sen. Nelson Allen, D-Greenup; 
Sen. Walter Baker, R-Glasgow; as-
sistant education secretary Sandra 
Gubser, and McAnelly as mcm~rs. 
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• On curriculum, Rep. Jody 
Richards, D-Bowling Green, and 
Sen. David Karem, D-Louisville, as 
chairmen with Rep. Roger Noe, D-
Harlan; Sen. Helen Garrett, D-Padu-
cah; cabinet . secretary Richard 
"Smitty" Taylor, and Foster, who 
would serve on two committees. 
Baths~ 
chief, 57,· dies 
Herald-Leader staff report 
OWINGSVILLE - Bath Coun-
ty. school Superintendent Darvin K. 
Estes died yesterday at Humana 
Hospital Lexington after a short 
illness. Estes, who lived in 
Ridgeway Estates, was 57. 
· He had been school superintend-
ent for the last 19 years. 
He was a membei; of Owings-
ville Baptist Church. · 
Surviving are his wife, Patsy 
Estes; two daughters, Terry Smith 
of Fort Worth, Texa~. and Kelly 
Estes of Owingsville; a son, Mitch-
ell Estes of Harlan; rus mother, 
Thelma Estes of Cincinnati; two 
brothers; and two grandchildren. 
Services will be at 2 p.m. Thurs-
day at Richie Hunt Funeral Home. 
Private burial will be Friday in 
Maplewood Cemetery in Mayfield. 
Visitation will be after 6 p.m. today. 
The still-unnamed task force 
meets for the first time at 1 p.m. 
today at Bradford Hall at Kentucky 
State University in Frankfort. 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Ky., Tuesday, July 11, 1989-
O hio University has new offerings 
IRONT~~. Ohio -:- ~hio University Southern Campus will offer several 
new Specialized Trauung and Educational Programs this fall. 
':{'he programs are designed for persons who want a more practical 
oriente_d start tow~rd a career or a different approach in their formal 
education. Internships are a part of the programs. 
T~e new two-year associate degrees are in accounting, office adminis-
trati~n .an? sales ma~agement_. The ne~ _nine-I_I1onth certificate programs 
?re 1~ Juruor accoun_tmg, medical administrative assistant, office admin-
1stration and professional sales. 
Fo~ more information, call (614) 533-4606 in Ironton or toll-free 1~00-626-
0513 ~ Ken!_ucky and West Virginia. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
MSU ARCHIVES July 14, 1989 
Su .. · c·1· ~ . . . . ~ . . i, ; ~. · :~ 11·'. pi.,:, >.:,,·-~ ..... -~ . "'· _.,., - ,, 
A eampling of recent artides of interest to Morehead 6tate University 
, -A service of the Office of Media Relations-,, 
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~o -:F0_~R.~ed9 piromciment 
· toail_ °iiIP'erator, di~~ ~( ~l.: 
.. Y:: • _ ·~ .! · : ·: .-l,, _,; ! - ~· · .. -:'.:..._:_, __ -_ - : . .:a.~-.:'....:'1.-~~~, . ..::~.:J 
}:'r9m Staff and. Special Dispatches · · fj~e-story building on the campus 
· · , .. ' vias named In his honor. He also 
I fMARTIN, Ky. - B. F. Re~d-, a liad been a member of the Pikeville 
•.prominent Eastern Kentucey coal College · board or lrustees for 22 
.operator and Floyd County business- years ... ;---:;c :· . .,,,. ;,·, .•,.: " ·• ·" · 
I man, died Tuesday at his home In ,,Reed also had been president or . , Le1<lngton. He was 91.·•:··=~"-":::· .c··.·, tµe Lonesome Pine Council of the ! 
! ~ Reed, formerly of Drlf~ was own-· Boy Scouts of America, consisting of 
~ and operator of Turner Elkhorn ro· counties In Eastern Kentucky ! 
COal Co., one of the ·targest lnde- ~~d- ~lye I~ 'flrginla. ~;J'.',':. ;. ':'.' ·.' 
p·endent coal companies In the rec :,·JtLwas _;i_'___nie_mb·er, or the__Drl!L 
, ~o,n. .. .;::_ .;, :_; .;, --·, ., ·- .,.,; . , - . Presbyterian Church and had been; 
, ~fl. native of Shamokin, Pa., Reed active with the Kiwanis □ub, the 
. came to Kentucky in 1927. He had Masons and_l!l.e Shrlners. , f 
. been president of the Kentucky Coal . · _Survivors Include his _wife, !_he for- , 
· ,\i;soclatlon, Kentucky Mining Insll- , mer Ruth Maurer; a son, David , 
. tute and the Big Sandy Elkhorn Coal 1,,Reed of Lexington; three daughters, ; . Operators Association .. He also was 
1 
Helen Ankrom of Naples, Fla., Mar- i 
:rormet chairman· of the :Eastern lana Kelly of Rocky River, Ohio, 
~entucky. Regional. Planning Com- and Phyllis _Lowry of Hillsdale, 
~-Ion, lorme_d In 195. 7 to. address I Mich.; 18 · grandchildren; -and '. 26 :!!if area's economic and education ,:great-grandchildren. ·• ~ -~ 1-.' -''· 
l~}~~if;~;r~fg~~~;j/;fri~~{r. ,_j r~~!/:atrah~~~e ~~!~\!0:~~: 
, a'nty National Bank In Martin and · tin, with burial In Davidson Memorl• 
'l!aJI been Its board chairman since: al, Gar~ens In Iv!!J. >IT,,,,,"/.':'•' \ 
1950. He also was founder and presi- ·:•··Toe family requests that expres-, 
, deii( of Big Sandy I!15urance Agency -slons of sympathy lake the !qrm of ' . 
I 
In Martin •. ,, -~ .! r r.,?" : , .• · ·, 1 contributions to. any Presbyterian 
•f.He was a member of the More- · church. :·'. · .. :· . ".''. '··-. · · · 
'liead State University board of re- .1" ,._ 0 ' ' •• , ., ,,.,_., ' ;;,.,;, Sri'•·-',., 
gents from 1954 to 1978. In 1973 a 
GiF(E ~COURIER-JOURNAL, FRIDAY, ·JULY _14, 1989 
~~-~~~P~_.;;!;~~fi~~:~~?rf~!,/9~:~3Jf,~~;~-;~~--.:~-; t~f!f jf ~,t 1\ 
'Ihe Bluegrass l3ureau_ -.•. ··•aA ,< ,,;, ·,a,,,been for .expenses, ·•. - . . - ' --. ' ,.day .... ,.,a,-·- ·•-·· - . ,., ' ,,,. .•• '•-• 
:_-;-·:. ~~;• •:·::·: ··· :.:.::'.".";:';':;·~.;·;··~In April .1988_ UK.hired James ·''.·'Records show that Brown,-Todd 
•;·LEXINGTON, Ky:;;,.; What is ap- s '.Parli,'a lawyer and former state ap- .- and Heyburn lawyers have speqf ~I-' 
parently the final legal blll for the ·_;peals _court Judge .who Is alllllated .. most 2;800 hours on the lnvesllga-' 
University of Kentucey's lnvesllga:. with the law llrm, to Investigate the . !ion.· Park has ·worked about. 1,250 
tlon Into its men's ·_basketball pro- ' basketball program· attet reports _hours on the Investigation.'·:::··:,·· I 
gram ls In, bringing UK's total cost 'that. a UK assistant ~ch had sent ... UK also :has·. paid · more~ than' 
to more than $386,000. __ _. · $1,000 to the lather of a recruit ·• '$11,000 to Lexington lawyer 'Jenni-
. According to records obtained : · Park's lnvesllgatloii"~as conduct- ·fer. Collman for repres_enling :ror-
1 '.through the _state"s ·0pen · Records '~ed In conjunction with the.National 0 mer • basketball ·recruits ··.!iJl:t"(.n 
'Act, UK's legal expenses for the In-._. Collegiate Athletic AssoclaUon's In• _:K~mp 11!1d Sean ,Wo~ ' .,.,. ·: :~- . •I 
:Vestigallon from April 1988 thr_o~gh ,.vestlgatlon Into the program.'· : ,. :. : .On May 19 the NCAA· penalized 
.last May totaled $386,686.85. •. , · · UK's contract _with Park and µie · the UK basketball program for. Vio-' 
t,Toe ,Lexington law. ~I~ .Br~wn,] firm ran through June. As of Jul:,' 7, :-°l~llng NCAA rules, banning the:ilr~ 
1 ,:rodd !and , Heyburn ··b1lled •UK ···the latest bill \he firm had submit-,: gram from appearances on '.jeleVI-
1$30,011.38 !or lees and expenses for .. led was for expenses through May :;sion for one year and from·partlci- 1 
·April and May."Earlier, the univ_e~: 1)1, i ( f! i-;,- f J,(: · r,·,.•:J '.:,: i;1,-,;;.:::patlng-:ln posts~n ·p!ay fot;,.t,\yo 1 
Jy had paid the firm $356,000. ·· ,;,._UK ofl1ctals said the latest blll ls _-years. NCAA ol!lc1als satd the pe_nal-: 
;o,-About $325,000 _of the. bill has ~:probably the final one: _Park could :lies would ,have been ·worse If.UK 
been for. legal lees;· the rest .h~.~f!Qi_be r_!l_ach~d for comme~U'.~ter• ·; !!.~~,n2t£!l~P~!'!11~.:L:.ii'.;,~:i::lil 
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t\s fal I nears, . 
LKU schedules /v/su 
student sessions AiRc1-t1 
Sorry to intrude on summer 
,reak to talk about school, but 
:astern Kentucky University is 
.olding meetings to pass along 
,formation about its academic 
1rograms and to answer students' 
uestions. 
The sessions will be mainly 
bout the extended-campus pro:' 
;rams, but EKU representatives 
an talk about offerings on the 
nain campus and can register 
,tudents for fall classes. EKU 
,fficials also would like to hear 
1bout classes students would like 
0 see offered. \ 
There will be a one-hour ses-
ion July 29 at 4 p.m. in Rich-
1ond Mall. But there will be 
everal more sessions around the 
tate throughout July, so be on 
he lookout for tin1es and places.· 
Sessions are scheduled for 
Vf3's 
• UPO BOX 1100 • MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 • 606-783-2030 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Ky., Saturday, J uly 15, 1989 
Roon-1s -for 111ales full, MU official say . 
HUNTINGTON, W.Va. - Some males students at Marshall University 
are expected to be for.ced to look for housing off campus this year. 
Marcia Bourgeois, Marshall's assistant housing manager, said Friday 
rooms for males are filled up. 
School officials are trying to create more space by converting some. 
lounges into rooms and turning double-occupancy rooms into triples. 
Marshall expects more than 12,000 ~tudents to enroll this fall, Registrar 
Robert Eddins said. But the school has rooms for only 900 men and 1,100 
women. ,. 
A waiting list for campus housing started Thursday already has 10 to 15 
students on it. Men may also contact the Student Government office, 
which operates an off-campus housing referral service, Bourgeois said. 
-The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Ky. , July 16, 1989 
eaths 
Wilma Hurt Caudill-
ilma Hurt Caudill, 69, of 125 
rtlett Drive, Morehead, died 
S turday in St. Claire Medical 
nter following a short illness. 
Mrs. Caudill was born Jan. 8, 
1 1 20, in Trenton, Mo., a daughter of \ 
e late Thomas Ray and Mable 
E ·s Hurt. Her husband, Osbal 
sley "West" Caudill, died in 
1 4. 
hese other communities: Albany, · She was a retired director of 
~bourville, Beattyville, Berea, udent health service at Morehead 
looneville, Campton, Corbin, tate University for 20 years. The 
:umberland, Danville, Frankfort, - ___ . . . audill Health Clinic on MSU 
~eorgetown, Harlan, Harrods- LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON .. KY.: SUNDAY. JULY 16, 19891 ampus was named in her honor. I 
>w:g, Hazard, 'Hindman, Hyden,_ Stroup7s fate?ebated in closed sessi"on- She ~as a-graduateofthe s~hooTof -J 
rvme, Jackson, Lancaster, Lex- , nurstng of Sacramento Junior Col-
ngton, Liberty, London, Man- . MURRAY - The Murray State University Board of Regents lege in Sacramento, Calli., and a 1 
hester, McKee, Monticello discussed the future of President Kala Stroup for more than three member of the Church of Jesus 
lliddlesboro, Mount Vernon: hours behind closed · doors yesterday and decided to form a Christ ~f Latter Day Saints. 
Aount Sterling, Nicholasville, committee to discuss the issue further. . 
>ineville, Russell Springs, Somer- Members of the ad hoc committee will be board chainnan Kerry Surviving are three sons Osbal · 
et, Standford, Stanton, Ver- Harvey, the board's faculty representative, James Hammack, and the We~ley Caudill Jr. of Sacr~mento, 
ailles, ·Whitley City, WiJliams- board's s~dent representative, Eddie Allen, said university spokes-1 Calif., Tom Caudill of Galveston, · 
,urg and Winchester. : man Dwame McIntosh. . . _ · , . l Texas, and Leroy Caudill of More-
Whew. _ ; - _T~e ?OOrd is trying to determine what options it has after head; a b~other,. Dale Hurt . of 
• ~ ' dec1dmg m May not to renew Stroup's contract, which expires June I Watha, _N.C., two sisters, Cathenne 
"30, 1990. . , · •·I cDaruel of Greenup, an~ Jo Ann 
The board's options include allowing Stroup .to conduct business ' ~~ of_ Orldando, Fla.; six g:rand-
as usual through the end of her term, -reassigning her to the ren, an a great-grandchild. 
r, c)assrO<?m or ~n~ng for a contract buy-out. · · :. . .1 The funeral will be conducfed at 
1, The committee 1s scheduled to meet today in executive session.to 2 p.m. Tuesday at the Northcutt & 
t discuss the ?Ptions in "great ~etail" in a "less formal" atmosphere, Son Hom~ for Funerals in More- · 
, McIntosh said. __ . • , . ,.,. ;-;- i. r .1...-...... ., ....... ~ 2. J head. Burial will be in Forest Lawn 
A . f h Off' f M d' R I t· Memorial Gardens'. - service o t e ice o e 1a e a ions- _Fri_ends ~ay call after 2 p.~. 
July 18 , 1989 
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State's n de on tram to pro§l)erity :: v-1-?
0 
depe:n~~ on schools,_ rep~rt warns: J ~,~_, 
By MICHAEL JENNINGS 
Staf f Writer ' - · • ~ 
' FRANKFORT, Ky. - The 
Southeast is bound for the year 
2000 on a fast train of economic 
growth, and education reform is 
Kentucky's ticket to ride. 
· En route, the state could pick 
up 287,000 new jobs, according to 
the Southern Regional Education 
Board. But if the state falls to pay 
the fare DY educating Its citizens 
bettpr, many -or those jobs will go ~ 
elsewhere, the board warns. ◄ 
In a report on education, em-
ployment and population trends in • 
the 15 states it serves, the non-
profit advisory group predicts the 
number of jobs in the region will 
grow by 26 percent between 1986 . 
and 2000. , 
The 10.6 million new jobs pre-
1 dieted for the region represent • 
two-fifths of aJI new jobs expected 'i 
nationally, according to the re- ·1 
port, part of the board's " Chai- , 
lenge 2000" study of educationci ! ~ 
needs. - - - • 
More than 8 million or the new •, 
jobs predicted for the Southe~ l 
will require at least a high school . 
education, and that poses a chal-
lenge Kentucky will find bard fo_ 
meet, the board found. In a profile · 
or Kentucky issued with the report, -
the board says the potential for the 
287,000 jobs In Kentucky "offers an 
· opportunity for all citizens, but only 
ff they are prepared to fill them." 
· ;;The report says 90 percent of 
those potential jobs will require at 
,least a high school education. But , 
·unless changes are made, only 69 
percent of adult Kentuckians i n the . 
.year 2000 will have at least 12 years . 
or schooling, compared to regional 
·and national rates of 79 percent 
and 87 percent respectively, the re- , 
-port says. , r , , , .l ,1 
•:, Unless Kentuckians narrow the . 
-education gap between their state 
and the region and nation, "It is un-
·illtely that Kentucky's labor force in 
-the year 2000 will be prepared to 
compete for the kinds of jobs and 
opportunities that will be available,",, 
-the Kentucky profile says. 1 
.. The board based its report on in-_ 
formation from the National Plan- . 
nlng A$ociation, the U.S. Census Bu- . 
r eau, the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
the Office for Civil Rights and sever-"'I 
al state agencies. · · , ~ 
i..l .The report predicts that by 2000: ~, 
a Population in the 15 states will 
•grow by 15 percent, to one-third or 
the nation's total. ' 
CJ Public school enrollment will , 
grow by 10 percent in the region as 
a whole, but some states - includ-
ing Kentucky - will see a decline 
i n enrollment. 
■ College enrollments will dwin-
dle throughout the region, due large-
= ty to a sharp drop in the college-age 
population. 
About 26 percent of the r egion's 
• white adults, but only 14 percent of 
I ts adult blacks and 10 percent or its ·1 
► Hispanics, will have completed four 
·,. years of college. ~ -
.• ■ Unless blacks and Hispanics • 
make , educati_onal gains, many 
Southern states "will not have 
economies that can compete in na-
tional and International markets." 
The regional board's predictions 
for Kentucky In 2000 include: 
■ Kentucky's population will 
r ~ cb atmost ~ million, but I~ 8 per-
' cent growth rate will trail the re- • 
glon's 15 percent rate and the na- J 
tion's 12 percent. . l 
■ The :number of Kentucky citi-
. zens under age 35 will drop by 
159,000 (8 percent) while the num-
1 ber over age 35 will grow by 460,000 
(29 percent) . 'i 
■ The number of non-white Ken-
tuckians will grow by 15 percent. 
and one in 10 school-aged children 
will be non-white. t 
a Public school enrollment will 
fall by 29,000 pupils (4.7 percent) - • 
the largest predicted drop in the re-
gion except for West Virginia's 10.6 
percent 
■ Enr ollment in Kentucky's col-
leges and universities will fall by 
15,000 students - about the number 
'of undergraduates now enrolled at 
the University of Louisville. 
,,_ ' .,... • • ,.. •- L 
1. Cindy Heine, associate executive 
I director of the Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence, a Lex.ing-
l ton-based citizens' group, seconded 
I the board's predictions and warn-
ing.5 for Kentucky. 
"We've been behind for years and 
we're not catching up, and we need 
to catch up and move ahead," she 
said. 
Brian Malloy, editor of a business-
news magazine published in Lexing-
ton, said the board's f indings 
1 matched his own analysis in a re- ' 
1 cent issue of "The Lane Report." 
Without education reform, "Ken-
tucky will lag behind the nation and 
1 - perhaps more importantly - its 
neighbors In being able to provide ' 
t the kind of trainable work force that ' 
this changing economy will re-
quire," Malloy said. 
He sald North Carolina is reaping 
the benefits of education changes 
made years ago. More recently, Mis- '. 
• sissippi and Arkansas have made · 
bold moves in education that could 
1 
~ have economic consequences, he 
said. . - · 1 
. Heine and Malloy said the find-
• lags underscore the importance of 
the Kentucky Supreme Court's find-
; Ing that the state's educational sys-
tem is unconstitutional. 
•,.. The court's June 8 ruling "pro-
vides the greatest opportunity that 
Kentucky has ever had to create a 
new system that will directly re-
spond to the rapidly changing econ- • 
omy," Malloy said. 
"Obviously it will take a tremen-
dous amount of money to address 
the problem, but I think the evi-
dence is overwhelming that the in-
vestment is worth It" ' 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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G · · :,·: ••s-·_-.: .. -- •• ::· ,.------:---~---;·-iootar is -stem\i 
. . }rOIDl}l), ,PF.O.P.Q~-~~,.J~.o,,:;,; .. , '."/'"' .,Y_ :,:'. Y,,,,. ,,,,, :'!'\:?'i:1 
-1r· · ,,,;,,.rfil ·,o .•• •· ·'th:e,nation9~ _j_~~~b~rs.·: _ .11.0r .ce mng -----.---•'·-··-· --· .......... - I· · • "'"··-- · ..... ,. ... • ·- ··· ·•·. -· , ........ _______ ,) ~-:'- .. ' ----- - - ----.- ·-· ... · · president James Kelly said local au-· 
·, • . ·.. .. . : .. • •·•••
0 These ~-_assessments :--.wm · be 1- thori!ies will have to determine that. 
· By JILL LAWRENCE ·' ., .. ,n. · .... ,, stat_e-ol-the-art and g~ far beyond 1: ''It's not the· bo·ard's business· to say ' 
Assoc(ated _Pr~~ci'.·l;";,r.;;i ;,;~ · _th~ pencll-and-pape~ ~essm,~nts. ! .. how each school .. distric_l'aridj,ii_v~te 
- used for _state ilcensmb to.day, . h.e .school should recognize · cert1f1ed 
;:_;WASHINGTON'.;::..--,·A··p~vate "said. '. ., ·: .. ,. ·, c ~ teachers" he said - .. ,.: ·.- ·· 
: ;~~~~ti~n vg~~~ti~~~'::'jfJ~af1;~ 
1 
;--;t;h:nsa~~:~s ;·~a~!\~; o
1?tt-'J ! .. " The _;~tlon~l bci:/.i w;/p;bffeise~. 
· 'plan for the ·nation's teachers. · degree and at least three years o( , .. three years ago by l_he Carnegie_ Fo-
·---_The National Board for Profes- 'experience to apply for certifica- : I rum on Education a~,d t_he ~conomy 
-.sional Teaching Standards.hopes .tion in any of 29 fields. The pro-: ! In a report called A Nation Pre-
. Its system will lead to _greater re- . gram will begin in 1993, and ther_e _ ,. pare~: Teachers for th~ 21st C~n-
. spec! for the teaching profession, . . will be no limit on the number or '. , ·-l?!Y·. Many w,ere skeptical .that its 
Improved teacher training and, ul- 1 • pe'rcentage of teachers certified. : /. mix. of lt:achers, _gove1,11ment ofll-
timately, . to better-educated chi!- , ;_--The new' credential is expected ., ,_, clals, pu_sm~ 1eade~. and. h!ghe_r 
dreh said former North Carolina, ··io help draw more and better peo- J educahon_repr~entahve_s ~9~Id suc-
,.Gov.'Janies Hunt, chairman of the , . ple into teaching and help _teach- . _, _cee~ In lmprov1~g educ~hon_. , 
63-member board. · ers move. into __ ne_;y _rol~J .<!tU:i!~n: !, D<· Albert Shanker, president of the 
Teaclieis will be tested on their : tors:curriculum specialists and oth- 1 American Federation of Teachers · 
spei:ialty,'teaching techniques and, , __ er positions_ ~e9~Iring _e_xperti~•e or_
1 
·, and a longt!~e ?acker_.of nali~nal \ 
r knowledge of child developm_enl : extra respons1b1hty. , , , .. ,, " ··;-' ,,teacher cert1f1cahon, said the enter- , 
. But Hunt ·said the boa_rd still had . ,'.,Ji C~rtifie'ci' iea~hei:s '.iis~ _ may":t:om- , i~ laid out yesterd~y p'.o~~ t~-~, skep- ' 
not ·completed work on ·a "credi·: ,•·•. d better. salaries but board j_1_cs wrong ..•.• ,._.__. .. , ... ,,::·.•··-- ·l'' _ __ : 
blf'. eya_luatlon·:syst.~_ni,'.'.t:,:;:-;'. 1 -ipan_ · · '··· · · · ... -· , I "They said JI couldn't be done but . 
LEXINGTON.HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, K)'., TUESDAY, JULY _18, 1989 we did ii," Shanker said. "We :can , 
be proud that we_ have come so far/' Fo. ·r· · g" ··y· ..... -, .. _·; \ . talking in Frankfort and less Frank-' ._. ... Mi:ry' Ha~ocid' Futie1(' presiJept · : : ·:. fort talking on Main S!reel( . . . of the .National Education Asso~i~ 
. , · • _ · ,·- · :·:. " Forgy, w_ho_received a ianaing' ation; "ciil!ed _the·guideliries-:''an··1in:- · 
: ~-='' ;. : : , .. · ,, ·". ~-;-;":-1,-:; ; ;, ovation when he finished, ~id af- portant step ·_doivn_the long roaci;/i:i; 
d . f . a· ' . ·. terward that . he ·would submit ward developing a national teac\111;1g e . e n s · -copies of the speech to aU members· certificate that can be supported 
-'.. of the General Assembly. · · · and _emb~ced_ by all. teacb,_ers.\,.~:. 1 .: .. ::_·'c.;a .. ·' .. · .. ·.; ·:. 1 .• , .He.said he was asked to speak- · · .. · · · · - · ·- · · · 
. .. . .• -·. d th t "-The 'two teacher iinions each have - "h -- --· · 1 -_ . .- by the educators group, a~ a - seven seats on the board and MvJ Sc 00 S ' his purpose was to call for a more been active in ·developing the·cerfi• · · . : moderate .approach'.' to _reforming tication picicess.''.'.'." ·. _·· .. , 1·•·,·1 ' 
, _ ~' ,,,.,,-.. ~-- -_-· theschools . . '.- .:.: 1_,:. • •• -~-:,11..,t_ •. -.•~~---•t--.:, .•. ,,,,~,,-J.r "~!' •. 1 
·• ·. ,. ' . : ·· · · · · • · · · ·· · ·· ·.:' . . . • . "Somebody's. got to begm to sar, Sy. ste·m ·; · · 1 \vb. at eq~-ity ~~tually means hei:e,, - ; Forgy said. :,· -- ~ ·· ' . \ .. 
. ' · ··· · . ·· .. . · : . . . , · '_ Tlie state :supreme Court · af: . 
-,:,,_,.,_,_,·,,;-c:~. c~-.,c•:'f=:.!.':;:' c.: .~ ... --: :r~ed a decision by Corns wheri.it 
'"Admiriistrators arei'told ruled June 8, ti)at Ke!ltu~ky public 
· · · · .. ,.. ·· · ·· · schools were uncons!ltullonaL . .-. · ... :·. 
: to ~eep IQ~a} c;ontrol -~ ::"change~ 'in" the educati~n sys-. 
,.,.: '" .,_;, ''· -c .. , , •. , •• ,.• • tem,'·Forgy·'said, "mus_ t_.c_ome_by' 
'-· By Joseph S. Stroud. i>.•· · ·:'·':,-,, ·· · · b 1 
/ Herald-Leader8dllcation writei- -./.~, ;,---' · ·: ~;h!~~j;~, ~~fosn~ill ~es~~;.~ :t~~-~~,-.-
.·.,·,LOUISVILLE · '.c.;.· .· -Lexington ; . Estimates of the cost of school 
':Ja\ryer ;Larry· Fo;:gy'·"yesterday ' reform-have- rangeci"from $100-mif:-: 
•·dropped a· decidealy .conservative ;I · lion· to '$800 million, Forgy .. said. 
.• note into the chorus· of_demands for Ji .The latter figure, he contended, wa~ 
, radicalrefor11;s to_t~e state_s~_hool 1· ·"a gross·over-exaggeration." ··. ,.··,-. , system ' ,,. · ... · · J-., . ., · ,.,;,.,. l .: ,· -'-'We must begin to put financial ;! .-,. "It ·h;s"b.;;o~l fa;hion~bie"t~: parameters arourid this debate or 
,_· say. thqt we'im;st design a whole : else many ,,Jin throw up their hands 
_. new school system," .. Forgy '.told .' \n futility," Fllrgy said .. "This is not. 
-iabout 300 educators at a meeting of ; a $700- to $800-million problem! It,. 
•·.the· Kentucky· Association of School '. will cost a lot of money, but clearly" 
:,Administrators. Forgy is a member )' is not beyond our re;ich i:/
1 
we love', 
,. of th~ special advisory ··committee ;, ·. our children ancl if we want to stop, 
-appointed by Fran\din Circuit Judge ;; sending multitudes of them out into' 
Ray Corns to look -into school re- :' . a. high-tech "'.9[ld with. <!Jl;ll4•Pen.~iJ 
-:..forin:·"~:; ¥;:~·:--~~- .- .- · -; -. __ . · !' -.educa~on." :.·.-:~-- ·:-. ·-· '~--~-·--:."·-. 
,-/ "D01\.'t. · be shy in . saying · to . . i Forgy argued that the state 
. anyone\vho asks, 'We are not doing . system of school financing was a 
: that bad a job with the tools we : . good one, and. should be left in · 
'·-have!".' Forgy exclaimed.;' .. ;-··,'.'_. f . place.' He said that many of the 
, .!::·,:After applause;" Forgy )ed _the; school ;reforms enacted in .1986., 
: group in_·lj .\wo.-liµe --~hant_ qf ,that , would work if they" received more 
·statement.,~··/~~ ; .. :~~-..1 .. : ·,::::• :;,: .:r.-. · f' m?!l~Y:·:j"~./:.\;~ ~ .f. _;., :·;< ). , \:/·-~ 
,--, Forgy struck another chord of , ·, ;;_ ;l'Tlie' General Assembly· at that 
; caution when ··he ·warned against ' ;: time; ', and before, :exhausted "the 
'giving )he .')egi~lature, too_ ·much '._ : thinkirig··of some of the best educa-
., coritrol of the state school system. ·f ·:·'tiomil minds fu Kentucky' and en-":, 
·,;: ;'Schoof"administratcirn;'°he 'said, i :; acted ·a· number of requirements to ' 
f'shoi.tld say '.'n9_·waf' .. to_ state-level ;. ; ensure a' mor{efficient system· cif. 
,' control of the' school system.JJost; ·' education iri Kentucky.":•'f,i,--:~q,;':_,,J 
':' Kentucky ScliOOis i-uri .'withciut 'cOr- i. :~ .~!-., L"- -~~1 •: J _:1_,_,,, .. • \:1 .1:;_,,-..t; ,~,.- ·.o;".~ 
''ruptioh _and political i1:y/ilvel!\e1!t,''.j ~: l~ 'forgy said the June 8 ruling ~td ; 
1_•he sa·'1•d_ '"" __ ,.,_, -·,,_,;,;.,;,, -i,:~J,..., .. _i•_.,.,., · · > not apply specifically to the fundmg. • ·,·'-~- .. ·'I-'·:. ..,.,. k,r,,:.t-, .,.,,-, t'A.. ~..., ~ · sed • -K tu k i' 
i.::r·1u1 waht'tiiai'!his q~ietly,Jfot I. J5fQ11I1Ulas"'no"'.;;,1; --.-ln~e.n C Y-4 
f:.?~~l~e~~J\s c~~~r,~ri s::;_1 r:in~!~~t~itis:i\} ~~f:~r. ~!\fm~~r 
· t;:i:x~tinii_----· -··· ---·~-------. ,___ · 
. "Substantially \inifoim means 
. : . that the gross disparities, which 
. .. presently allow $1,600 per child per , 
· year to be spent in Clay County as ' 
. · compared to $3,400. per child in '. 
~. Fayette_County; must be narrowed," I' • 
- Forgy· said: ·:'But it cannot mean 
;:. that $3,100 must be spent in every I 
, district" ·; ,, -: · .· . .-.... ,._, .. ,.,,:.I 
, .... '.fh~ 'mo~ b;sic fumli~g\~~~ias 
-. - .the ·Minimum Foundation pro-: 
_gram, which bases school property . 
. tax funding on average daily at- ! 
tendance, and' the Power Equaliza- i 
0
• tion program, which is intended to 1 
. equaliie funding to property-poor ! 
.districts - would work well if they ' 
were' adequately · funded, Forgy 1 
~~d: •, 2~., "i,, - ,- •• ~ : •• ~ •• :::.::~~. • •• 0 I 
· "We know these programs," he ' 
said. "Eptire generations of educa-
' tional administrators, hundreds of 
them, can work with them through-
··out the system; in 177 divers~' 
districts. · Why blame the --distribu- ; 
· tion system for the lack ·of financial 
commitment? It's ·about·as sensible 
as blaming a car that won't run ' 
· because you yut no ga~ in iC' '.=...-, 
:- . .. Forgy· proposed that the ·state 
,,~create an equalization fund to bring 
'.;poor·:counties ·.up to the"funding 
devel of the -top 5 percent .. of the . 
• ·
1state'S Counties .. _"i,,_.,_ .. ·,,a ...• _;, '.~L .. -," 
·:--, .. •"We can never eq~alize'-'!ii°'the. 
·;• top· district, Fayette, where·extreme::" 1 
. ly high local effort is· exerted; nor·; 
. should we try;" .Forgy .said. ':Ken:' I 
'; tucky's people cannot afford that as .,I 
_-,; a . practical matter.' But 'we ', can 
;,.afford the.to ···5 iCeiit.".:t ~ \.'.;,:;_: -·-- '"'•b···· __ P, .. ,.pe_ -~•-_,,.~~~-:,.;;..,_. 
-The Daily Independent, Ashland,"Ky:; Monday ;-July 11;-1989 l ____ ~-- _ 
~r~gram he-lps. youths b~_ifd ·se·tf-este~·m,·;:.·gqqcf: 
' -..1.~- . • 
,, .' ., By KENNETH A. HART 1 
Independent News Writer , I 
: MOREHEAD ...:... Summer vacation is a time of rest for most high-school· ' 
students, ' · ·.. · 
But this year, 48 area youths will spend part of their break at Morehead. 
'state:University, building a house and mowing lawns for the elderly. · · 1 
" In the bargain, Dr. Wallace Flint said he hopes, they'll learn a little 
something about self-esteem and good citizenship. ·. 
, Flint, an assistant professor of education, is coordinator of MSU's 
Destination Graduation, a program designed for selected ninth-graders· 
·whose academic or social problems put them at risk of quitting school. , '· 
· During the school year, Destination Graduation uses college students as 
tutors and role models for at-risk youths. The summer program at MSU is 
for students picked for Destination's second phase. 
· "These kids were nominated by their schools as having made the most 
-progress~" hesaid. "It's kind of an incentive for them." · - -· -
Although MSU served only four high schools - West Carter, Rowan 
. County, Bath County and Menifee County - during the school year, the 
college is this summer's Destination ,base for the 7th U.S. Congressional 
District. ,' · : , 
Other schools in the district - including Ashland, Maysville .and · 
Prestonsburg community colleges - operated Destination Graduation 
programs·during the academic year. , 
· Flint said the top students in those schools' . service regions were 
· recommended for the summer residential program at MSU. 
"Some of the other schools are. operating tutoring programs, but MSU is, 
the only one that actually has the students in residence," he said. 
· The summer program started June 5 and involves four college students 
·who serve as counselors: The students ar~ housed in groups of three with 
their respective counselors while staying at MSU. · 
Flint said the· housing arrangement is an exte~si~n of the· "m~ntor'.' 
aspect of MSU's Destination Graduation program. · · · ' •, · · 1• ' · ' 
"The college student is a person who· has taken control of their life," he 
said. "We want th~ high-school kids to look up to thes~ _college students, 
and see themselves as being very much like them." ·' '·.. ' '·' 
The counselors have plenty of time for individual attention; since only.12 
high-school students are enrolled in the program at a given time. ', · •, 
, Flint said the' centerpiece of the program involves the construction of a 
, , home for the Morehead chapter of· Habitat for Humanity' Inc.; an . 
' organization that helps low-income families realize the dream of home 
ownership. ' 1• • • ' , •• • • ' • ,.,, ··• • 
The Morehead organization - of which Flint is president· - now is 
building its first house. The students work on the house two days a week 
during their stay at MSU. · · ·' _: ___ .. ' --~ 
. ---; - _ : portunities for -them- to-do·f_;;.:~th: 
Fhnt said the students learn .,.,. ers," he said. ,,.' .. ,.,. , ..• , ,. '/,'.,. 
abo~t self-esteem 3:nd self- ,'.,
1 
Lest the program 'look 'to b~ !an' 
conf1de~c~ throug~ working or th~ '" 1, work, Flint noted that"a number, of 
house. :. , , , fun activities also are involved · , · 
· "The students view this as very",/' These include a canoe ride d~wn' 
real, 3:nd very important activity.'~:': the Licking River, a trip to a-fancy' 
T~ey fmd ~ut that.they are able to, J•Italian restaurant in Lexington and, 
~n.ve a n~1l, hang _sheetrnck·or put•;,; daily dulcimer-ma!tlng wor~hops .. 1 
mmsulat10nY '-·•,, •· '·' ' ... ,,,1 ···,"The program offers a,lot,of 
Since the home is being built for , , ·, ways for,. students · to : test' them-
a diadvantaged family - which has i I selves, , try·. some. risks ·and·,. see' 
I yet to be selected 1.- Flint also.'.: themselves in new ways," he said. 1 hopes the students ·have learned · ,· Several.students enrolled.in·the 
something about reaching out to .' program ' said they . had indeed'· 
those who are in need. · • . learned more about themselves and 
"This progr~m . is_ buil\ on a .. o_thers, !l')d_,_haq, fun .~t, the,, ~ame., 
number of things, mcluding the ,. bme. , , .. , -. .,,.;,. . 
co~cept of good citizenship," he ,"/i "I really.loved it,''said Elliabeth, 
said .. "Too many people vie_w .~iti,-, 1, ·. McGlone of Olive Hill. "You had so,:, 
zenship as.all take and no g1ye. .1 • much responsibility of-doing. di£-;: 
Havmg the stud_ents on board i . ferent things, · and you · learned so 
1 
: 
, also_ has been. a ~1g he!~ for t_he_ ;,., m_uc~, abo_ut. the p~ople_you
1
~tayed,. 
Hab_1tat. orgaruzahon, Flint said. . with. · --:.·: , . ,, , : .,.'/ ,'. ,, : 
Their, work has help_ed move the ', McG!one · said she enjoyed,. all;,• 
home s scheduled tunetable for aspects of the program including·. · 
completion from October to Sep- · working on the house.,., •·,. · . .'i\~ 1: tember. April Ferguson of Owingsville' 
In addition to working on the said she'd made a number of new 
• house, each stu~e~t _is required, to, , frien~s during her stay,at MSU. ,:.
0 
con_iplete ~n , m_dlVldual service ~ : "With our counselor, it was just .1! 
proJect. Flint s~1d mos/ of these like you were living with your. sis- .. 
mvolve perforn_img. van~us tasks.,, ter," she said., '"· ~ · .-: :.,. 
for el~erly shut-ms, mcludmg h?use_ :· Andy Zabrieszack · of Greenup ·; 
· cleanmg, yardwork and gardenmg. ,, County was a bit more succinct in Ji 
"Rather than focus on what we,: 
1
.his assessment. ' . · :- ·,1 
can do for these kids, we've foe- ·: · "I liked the dulcimers " .. he said , '\ 
used on 11~a.y~· 1we .. ~ provi,d~ op• •r "~d the girls:"_, . · , ?: , · /~~-' '·J 
,,._ • • I ~-~•lee\ 1J ____._ .~ 
July 19 , 1989 ~. J-1/-) 
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§trouirp to take sabbatical; actilillg MSUARCHIVEs 
presi~ernt nameo) 
By FRAN ELLERS 
Staff Writer 
MURRAY, Ky. - Both sides dropped the rope Mon-
day in a draining tug-of-war over management of Mur-
ray State University, agreeing that lame-duck Presi-
de!)t Kala Stroup will keep her title and represent 
Murray from afar, while her first lieutenant takes 
charge at home. , 
Starting Aug. 1, Stroup will go on paid sabbatical to 
become a senior fellow for the American Association 
of State Colleges and Universities in Washington until 
her contract expires next June 30. . 
The Murray board of r egents, which voted May 2 
not to reoew the contract, granted her request for the 
leave after a five-hour closed meeting Monday night, 
i ts thjrd private session in about as many weeks. • 
At the same time, the board tapped James Booth, 
vie~ president for academic affairs who b~ served at . 
Stroup's right band, to become acting president when 
she leaves. Wllfd Zimmerman, vice president of fi- 1 
nance and administrative services, was_ nafT!_e_g_Jo lb~ 
temporary post of executive vice president to_ assist 
Booth. . _ • 
Stroup said Monday night that she was "very, very 
pleased" with the ;settlement · 
' The agreement, which began taking shape over the · 
weekend, gave both Stroup and the board a face-saving 
answej to whal was becoming a frustrating impasse 
over {be president's role for the next year. • :-_, 
l -Stroup had made it clear she wanted to finish he~ I 
1 term as president, but the board, reacting to staff con• 
cerns about increasing Internal tension at the unlversl-
ty, was exploring options for c;hange. 1 ~-
The options ranged from reassigning Stroup to a,n-
other job or buying out her contract - the more ex-
treme - to l eaving her In place but arranging fo_r 
closer monitoring of decisions. · : . 
The latter option, or some modification of a plan 
that would allow Stroup to remain as president while 
addressing the board's concerns, was apparently the 
most likely as the board's deliberations went down to 
the wire. . ' ~ 
• However, the last-minute possibility of the fellow-
ship· with the universities' group came up at a closed 
board meeting Saturday. Over the weekend, board rel>': 
resentatlves were in contact with Stroup, who was at-
tending a meeting of the universities' group in Hilton 
Head, S. C. Stroup returned to Murray on Monday and, . ., .. . 
could set the university up for con-
fusion and connict If roles aren't 
accompanied by her lawyer, met well-defined. 
with the board for about an hour. Harvey, however, said that both 
After Ironing out details of the leave sides clearly agreed that Booth 
and the appointments, the board alone will be the school's chief exec-· 
voted unanimously for both and is- utive officer while Stroup ls on 
sued accompanying statements. leave and will have full authority 
Regent Billy Hurt of Frankfort, for campus operations. 
one of two board members who vol- I n the past decade at Morehead, 
ed to renew Stroup's contract, had a presidents have left under different 
conmct and couldn't attend the circumstances - Morris Norfleet 
meeting but concurred by phone. r esigned in 1984 but was given a dif-. 
Former chairman Robert C. Car- f erent title and a new contract, 
ter, the second vote for renewal, did which included a sabbatical; Her-
, not attend but was told of the bert Reinhard stepped down In 1986 
board's decision, he said. a!ter a buyout with private funds 
According to the board's motion was engineered by _the board. 
granting Stroup's leave, she will Booth, who has headed academic 
serve as a liaison of sorts between affairs at Murray since 1982 and 
Murray Slate and federal agencies been at the school for 13 years, got 
and education groups; help -with unusually high marks on the last 
fund-raising for the school's center faculty evaluation of administrators 
of excellence and the National Mu- and has been given a lot of credit 
seum of the Boy Scouts of America for the university's strides in aca-
on campus; and act as a consultant demics under Stroup. 
when Booth asks. He has stepped In as acting presi-
For the universities group, she'll dent on brief occasions before when 
concentrate in part on planning for Stroup or her predecessor, Constan-
and Improving academic programs, tine Curris, were away from the 
the joint statement said. school, and was characterized yes-
Stroup wlll continue to receive terday as an Ideal choice to help 
her $80,000 annual salary and most Murray make a transition. 
benefits, plus a $2,500 monthly al- "There's not a better person to 
lowance for giving up the pres!- lead Murray during this interim pe-
dent's residence and related perks. riod," said Gary Cox, executive di· 
The universities' group does not pay rector of the Council on Higher Edu-
for the senior fellowships, which cation. "In my opinion, he's as well 
have been offered for years to uni- respected as anyone In the higher 
versity presidents. . · · education community In Kentucky." 
Stroup has long bad a close rela- Booth, 48, said yesterday that the 
tionship with the group - she ls on · school's biggest challenge In the 
Its board of directors, and its presi- coming months ls the General As-
dent, Allan Ostar, bad nominated sembly session in January, during 
. her for the University of_ Central which university funding decisions 
· Florida presidency, for which she wlll be made and Murray will be 
was a finalist earlier this year. . pitching for capital-constiuction 
A. D. Albright of Lexington, a for- funds to build a regional special-
mer chairman of the state Council events center to replace Its dilapi-
on Higher Education and president dated basketball arena. 
of Northern Kentucky University "We want to be really organized," 
who served as Interim president at Booth said, and most of the universi-
Morebead State University a few ty's management will be involved. 
years ago, said .yesterday the ar- Asked if he'll be a candidate for 
rangement appeared to be "some- president, he said: "At this point in 
what unusual," with potential pluses time, I have no plans for ·that I 
and problems. , _ - think the role that I can play that's 
Stroup will have the opportunity most beneficial to the university is 
to make contacts for a future job, he acting president" during the presi-
said. However, he also noted that dentlal search, and helping In the 
having two so-called "presidents'' transition for a new president. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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. M ol _q n ey~--c~ri-tij ci_~_:$~--: F o rgyj s: 
·schooJ ;:recorrfn1.end-ation ,:-~·:l 
• • Q 
Judge see·mingly backs ·proposal 
_- Eiy Joseph S. Stroud 
and Jamie Lucke .. , 
- - ----·~·· ,\ ... 
·that our schools are being managed · 
very poorly." - . • 
. Moloney said he had estimated · 
it would take $700 million to $800 
million to address the entire state's . 
_ Herald-Leader educ81i·on writers ·· f most. pressing needs, with about · 
The cautious approach to edu- ·. $300 million of that going to educa-
cation reform that was· applauded · lion. · 
by Kentucky school superinten- · . _ Forgy had said the education : 
. d_ents Monday drew stin!:!ng·-cri_ti- ·· Lexington, said' the public would ,solution would not "cos·t the $700 
ctsm yesterday from a leadmg leg1s-_ refuse to support ·more spending on · million to· $800 'million that has 
lator. : . :· : schools unless · the money was been kicked around." 
•,. But Franklin Circuit Judge Ray linked to dramatic changes in the Moloney and his House counter- · 
Corns, whose May. 1988 ruling set education system. · .part on the budget committee, Rep. , 
,the most recent reform efforts in · "If I wanted to get a standing Joe Clarke, have said the minimum 
motion, seemed to endorse the cau- ovation and was speaking' to the foundation program, the basic : 
,tious approach during an appear- ~ superintendents, I would have made ... mechanism for funneling stale man- . 
ance yesterday before the superin- , the speech he made. If I wanted to ey to-schools, needs serious exami- : 
· tendents in Louisville. _', -.. >'. ·. ·.,,· -talk to them about .the·· issues we , na\ion and might require an over- i 
:,' Carris, · speaking to .the ·-Ken-. ·j' ·have to deal with, I .wouldn't liave · 1_ haul. : : .. · · · · · · · · · · .: : i 
lucky Association of School Admin- ·· .. made that speech," Mqloney said . .'1 . :· But Forgy contended· the only . 
istrators,_implied that he ~upported _·:., Moloney, chairman of the Sen-"'. thing wrong with the program was: 
the conservative Position that Lex-·- ate bt1dget_committee, 'said, •:If the _:_that it.never had enough money. f 
'ington lawye,r _;Larry _forgy. took · , General Assembly _were to · take : · ,, Sen. David Karem, D-Louisville, : 
!V[onday. - -,,' fr,· - -.·• ·.i ': c·,_, ••1,their advice·and not clo anyihing} said ,that if Forgy were simply; 
_,, : · Corns noted that Forgy was one, •. about the· ·structure of -ciur system : 'saying "we ought not overreact, I ; 
_of th_e five advisers he appointed in_. and just pour more money into it, I ; agree with him." But Kar.em said : 
'th~ case. "He 'and I, do ·not often ,;,think the_people,of_Kentucky; rig~t-'-.\ the Supre!lle ~urt ruling deman~s i 
_thmk apart,"-Corns Joked. ''Need I :·fully so;would ms1st e"erybody _1n_.'._an ·exarmnabon of all of pubhc 1 
say more?" . ''!. ;,'"_;· .. ~,- ''.,L,tihe General Assembly-get def~ted: educatio~. C \ 
'-,· Forgy suggested Monday-truif ;:nexf_ti_me::. ,:i/';/:'.:.:·\•~-.°;,,'.;:-0 _\Frs'f\ .. Because the school case ·could ; 
the legislature come up with an ,.,·,, Moloney said Forgf"does have'' return to _his court, Corns said it' 
: additional_ $~~. !llillion ·.for. poor .•;-,a ·point in that yve have some pretzy :· "would r?t be approp:i~te" to _com-. j 
r-schools and hm1t itself to moderate :\ good schools m Kentucky, We've· ment on 11 more specif1cally, -.. , ; 
/,reforms .instead . of the-- radical_ ;a)so got some you could pour · :- However, in his speech, Corns · 
} ..changes that SO/lle ., people ·.have ',' $1.Q0,000 a year· into, per student, endorsed Forgy's conservative tone · 
r-'been tal_king abouf : · _:, ".'.C\0,·_.,;.,,., and you wouldn't produce any kind ·' when he. said: "!l's not a tiine for '. 
:'.c_s";-' • Responding · to • Forgy's 'state'.:· . of educational excellence. ... The revolution -,,-· ,to turn the .house ,1 
fments.Sen:·Michael R. Mol?riey, p. _ .;perception ·th_e _public has now is · upside down."; - · ' · · ·.: :. :I 
""':' ... ::.... __ ,,,,._ __ " "'-'-<i...:.~, ..;........,;-,.j;.~':,,~.:.,&~;,.~~- !.i.._...~__. .... -·~..:.....::...!;.-., •_~. ~ - ~ ·- !', '•.. . -~ --·-·- ' 
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Jua ··-e 'COfns:,~~:iv.eii;facit ~a;''"c'roval 1\ ,.-... -..... _g_,,_.,, ... , ........ ,,.-,.,,J'_.,, .• ,,g,.(,-· ... ,-;: .. -,•-~•-· _ _pp ,.--., ·.,--·--- _, 
:f ~i;:~~i~;J~,~pg;ii~~?~~Jr~~-~!!9ID1 
By MICHAEL JENNINGS ,:,:i:,: '.:i,;':,1·<-~ jy;-;tNe,ed I_say;more?",_. °?'' . ·,,<•:•_·•;;':~ ;q~·ailty-of-ed~ratlon_- and U!e avail-: 
Staff Writer · . · .. i.J';_J " h:', Corns referred to .a panel-of five experts ability or skilled labor..:. "and we: 
.'!.' '.'Ji, c .-, -, · ,:·:·::r, i'l'·: __ -~--- . .. \ __ he appointed to recommend, school re-·, :cannot answer either of those ques-: 
_:·The judge whose •1988 )'.Ulmg set the 1 !" forms after .he .ruled last year that the tions·in desirable fashion,". :· . .. : , .stage for a massive school-reform effort In ;,state school _system was unconstitutional.._ ·_,., ~ ··.. · . , , ·'.; '. 
Kentucky put bis tacit seal of approval , :tcOn June 8 of this year, the state Su-•· ... _ Despite ,a hlstory_or falling to ~1-, 
; yesterday on a plan to'' pay ror .. a better·. • preme Court upheld Corns' finding that the ; fill campaign promises of education 
· school system. · ,: , , ;. -·,;.,·,-1 ,j,.2 ;:,~ -. · .. · ( '.1 .. legislature bas failed in its constitutional _ reform, the state should n~w finf!IIY. 
' j, Speaking In Louisville· at the Kentucky :,duty !o _provide_ an effi~ient school system. •I make good on its eommibnen~, to, 
~Association of School A~mini_stra!ors' an:, ~,}.'llliher ec~o_i_!'g !"orgy, Co_rns said yes- I lmpro~e _sehools,Corns said; ... : : 
,nual conference, Franklm Circuit Judge. .- terday he had seen ........ ·.~0 o> ... ,,,.,, ,.) The climate is right, the focus IS' 
Ray Corns referred to a funding plan de-" :' estimates ranging· sharp, !_II?. e°:~usias111 ~ _gr~a.t.". he; 
'scribed at the conference Monday by_for-·, '..from $200 million to· said. · . • · . • , : , 
:_mer state Budget Direetor __ Larry Forgy. _; 's$800 million for _the: _·:.:•we're witnessing the dawning o( 
.'_' : Forgy's plan calls for the ·state to link its . · cost. or mending the ; a: new day - unparalleled opportu- . 
. ~ffort to improve funding in property-poor.. , state•~ ·school ·_sys- ( nities for edueatlonal growth in this: 
school districts to the average school fund- j .,,tern m a way that . state." ' _ . . _ , .. 
Ing In the six.best-funded county districts, ,•,·would ·Sl!tisfy: the: ... ---- __ , __ .. · • 
in Kentucky·-· . .,,. .,.,.._ .. , __ ~-'•\ -.. -. ,~_l_ :(!co_urts.~;.:;:t;•l!:t!i_.•.'t I 
' • -, .-.,.,,.: ·-:, -:. .,._.f "!";•• ) n- '. • .,. -- . ·• • 
;Forgy said his .seheiiie"would cost the. ;·'','·He· said he .be-·-;,-:..-~..,--'<• ,, - . _1 
state $200 million more than the $111 mil- _1 heves the state could have a very ade- .. 
lion It already has In its ·fund· for helping .i · quate educational opportunity for every 
;;:-p-oorer districts, and'li'e saiiCitwiiuld work: 1. child", for an additional _$200 million ·.to , 
~without any increase fa property-taxes.-'.. s._$300 million In revenue. --~~,'. hi '.;c;-;:t 
1~ Striving to maintain some· distanee:fron/ ~/'.:_!raditi9nally,'Keniucky has.sought to a( l,a· case that could end up back in bis court-) ,. tract Industry by offering cheap labOr, but, 
froom, Corns said. he_'.i:ould ·not comment ;rthat won't work any more;Corns said.---! 
;°dire~tly on For~•~ P!.~fri~~-1.e~re _fo~ ~:.. _Jr';Today; he said, when lndustries'consider. 
r,8!81~ s_,sch9ol c~1~•uos;1 ; ~---".."~ •~1 .. "':::.1:·ry n_ocating In Kentucky, they ask about the 
.t !J~1But ti _think yo~ _ can unde~~d ·_SJ!_d :}...::·;•.L_:~ ,,, ~;,:d~--:.1:-·;~ J _ .. ;.~.:.::..:.~ _ l:~ -;;.: ----~-;•·,;.: 
read between !hEl lines, · that since .I apJ 
_pointed him (Forgy)' to the··select coriiiitit-' 
:, tee of five; Ilia! he and I do not often think" 
~•·ap· art" Corns sa·1d · ~-.iJuv v • · · ~'.; • · • ~ , _ •.• s::,.1\\<i. _, .-. ~ ··~ 
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·., o_o early to limit 
schooi debaf~ . . 
:• In a speech Monday in Louis-
ville, Larry Forgy set what l)e 
describes as a "conservative peg'' ; on the school reform debate. The . 
address (printed on the · opposite 
page) was in response to the Ken- . 
tucky Supreme Court decision find-· 
ing the entire state system of public 
education unconstitutional, · : 
· ; The breadth of the court's deci: · 
sion has worried Forgy. He told the . 
Association of School Administra- ·; 
tors that the state w'as "overreact- ·, 
ing" to the decision, and warned of 
radicalism among school reformers. 
Forgy preached "conservatism" and 
asked for "cooler heads," · saying : 
that, even with a chronic shortage; 
of money· for schools, . "we aren't , 
doing tha~ bad a job v,Vith the tool~ ' 
we have." . , . ·· ·,f_c ,:'· •• ·::·· " . , . . ) 
. .- Forgy, · a man st~eped . in the ; 
problems ·of Kentucky public educa:· · 
tion, may well prove to qe right. But . 
now -:= the SUJIIIIler · of 1989, six ·1 
weeks ,:after the .Supreme ·.Court's ! 
0
·_-ruling-· is not a time of revolution7 
' ary change. And Kentucky, · we : 
. S?Ould remember,' is not a. rev~lu- ,; 
:: tionaryplace . .. _. __ ·. · ·1 
· ·· ·Tli.e · state legislature has ·not '. 
\ begun .the process of reform !l;an; '. 
:., dated by the court's June dec1s10n. 
,., The 21-member panel established to 
··guide the state. through the process -
has held one short and inconsequen- • 
tial meeting. Nothing has ·been.seri-
<oµsly ._proposed. No!hing, in fact, 
,;: has happened at all. · • ,,_ :c;: · '·: · ·' 
_',; • This is the· perfect time to think 
:, proadly, to examine a host of ways 0 
f. Kentucky schools· can work. In the '. 
:· end, ,the consensus may /ery w~ll .J 
,: -be what Forgy proposed m Loms- , 
, vil)e.,-But in_ a nati?n w~er:e fe~_; 
1 ·states·are satisfied with their pubhc · 
•"+. •.• - -,,- •.••.. ,; _),~ 
:; schools, ,.the opportumty given us 
; '. by the Supreme Court to s~ anew_( 
,;. is· or:e; that s~10ul?n't . be. wasted. :j 
: , Certamly, .'~e s~ch for better ,i 
· schools shouldn't be stopped before·! 
/,)I even begins .. :5t".;; ,,: ,J~ .;..' -~~- .'.,i'. . 
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'Money-_i~11~t the only issue· 
'·. .• . ·, ' •• ' .. , ., . I • • ,{ 
RBUILDING Kentucky's , senled to address long-standing de-public education system . flciencles In public education. ls In part a matter of dis- , ,, Sure, the court case has to do tributing more money to with funding, or the lack of it. But · 
the poorest schools. Otherwise, the expansive language of the ma-
they can't achieve a reasonable -jority opinion - It spoke of launch-
standard cif adequacy, much less · Ing the commonwealth "into a new 
. , equality with affluent districts. , . era of educational opportunity 
By reminding the public of that, ' which will ensure a· strong econom-
. La:rry Forgy has Injected a note of le, cultural and political future" -
realism Into the debate about the strongly suggests that the court had 
future of education In this state. .. In mind a more far-reaching result 
. The state Supreme Court decl- . than better money distribution. . 
,slon that found the school system ~- , Indeed, the panel of legislators 
:unconstitutional In Its entirety has .' and gubernatorial aides that ls Just 
Inspired flights of rhetoric about , beginning to map strategy for · 
.costly programs __ of .:,reform In meeting the court's directive will 
school organlza-. · · be seriously re-
lion, curriculum miss if It fails to 
and mission. -But ,. address all . as-
plans that are too peels of public 
grandiose ·10 ex- , education, . from 
pense and scope the quality and 
may, as Mr. effectiveness of , 
Forgy argues, : programs to the · 
·serve mostly to ·,way district lines 
, convince i many are drawn. ·.: .. , . I 
Kentuckians· ·or "The present 
the futility of at- system ., doesn't 
temptlnganythlng ·have to <.be 
at all. ; ·.·,.:.. :thoughtlessly 
·· -And · he c · has · scrapped · · ..::., .. an 
ilcine us a service · outcome Mr. 
,in a way by re-'.. Forgy '.'fears 
._duclng the cha!-. ' · WOUid lead 'to 
'lenge posed .. by .· chaos - In order 
the court to one .. · to give teachers a 
'relatively· uncom-' · .' larger role In 
,pllcated. p'roblem " ., ; . .., .·,: , .•. ,.,.· STAFF PHOTO . '.school manage-
. and by offering a . Forgy: welcome realism, but 8 < •'-: ment or students 
,specific . remedy: : tad too cautious. ,; , ..... ,;;·;:: -; 00 _greater choice of 
Pump another. •.r .11:·: · .. : , ... ' , .... , ,.· schools and pro-,, 
$200 million Into the state's Power grams. . If the state seizes this 
Equalization Program, which was .. chance to Invest more In Its chi!- i 
set up to channel aid Into propertys dren, It -must also make sure. the 1 
poor districts but never adequately new money ls allocated rationally ·I 
funded. Require a greater local tax among such priorities as ·early , 1 
effort. Make adjustments In the dis- '. childhood education, smalli:r class. j 
· trlbulion system and hold local dis:. , size, and better teacher tramlng. · ,-
trlcts accountable. Result: The ·gap ·. The • Southern . Regional Educa-
between rich and poor wlll be re- lion Board offers another Impetus 
duced and the court satisfied .... -··· to action with a report saying Ken-
. Maybe. ; His proposal, · 'in any tucky won't ful!Y share the region's. 
.'case, ls a concrete one at a lime ·. future prospenty nnless Its people 
when much school reform talk is are better educated. Mr. Forgy, In 
on the nebuious side. It deserves to · offering part of the answer, will 
be thrown into the hopper of ideas .. help get the __ process moving. , .. 
: But Mr.·Forgy takes much·too··'•.;·,r.·,~·.,,; ::C,i, □",'·· , 
:narrow a view of the opportunities:::'. F~; e~~-i;;,,;; M;. i,.,'rgys sp-;;.,~~ ·.,,,; ' 
'.·Kentucky"has suddenly been pre- .'.ihe oppostte page ... ,,,,,, . ·,,,.,, .,.,..," ·.,, 
,. ......... ._..._ ......... _ ........ ______ .""''""~---•~--· -,~ .......... ..., •• _... ---···-·" -· ••• ,.,..,~ • .&- • 
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;-f ~RGY -ON-KENT.UC~: SCHO@tS:i;_AVO~ili'.~fOVERK!Lll/')-. :;~:;,~----
.• .,, '.1.. • ·• ~ ,, ·;:~•,{~-.. ;.\~;;:::·•.~···.· < ... ,,,. ... ;., .,.·J:L~ .. !·,· .r,•,,~i;t.~•.,._.~: 1 f,,, -;,:· ,•,,;,;)•1t~:1J'.:.,':,~-•~.';';Jr.;~~~ 
-.~• --· ' ;• ' ' • ' ·•.· ,l ;·• ·.;' ' -~~· ,, , J • ·.'_,,; .. 1 ,r'. , • " • .• '' ',. • , ·• : • • , '. ' •·•, ... , · ·., , ·' _.,. . ' .... ·:: j 
,_These are excerpts from remarks by Lawrence . had the sixth · best •,Improvement rate in_,_: As to scrapping the system,·conslder this: :- reach_ a level,that woµld ~ave egualized, up- '_mum] Foundation or:· Power'Equallzatlon.! 
E.--Forgy Jr. Tuesday at )he_ 1989 conferen~•, -drop-outs ... .".And the percentage oI y()uth .There ls nothing at all uncoqstltutiortal-about_ "to a local tax effort of 25 cents per $100 of: ,iWe'should use caution before.re,inventingf:, 
.:,"?f the K~ntucky_Assoc1at1on of School Admm• · who graduated from hi!l11, school statewide": .the_for,nula principle i~ t~e,!vlin\!J!Um_ F;oun• · :, assessed :valuation,:as •if !hat_tax had been.• _wh~e! that a)ready works:.::;.,!',:-_• .. , '. : ·i 
,.1str~~or~~ An e.drtorr_~1 _on, h_,.• .. ~P•~c-~ appe~r~.: ,.went from 71.7·percent m 1982 to. 73.7 per-; dation program. ·It d1str1butes; mqney, as 1 imposed upon our wealth1est-county.;lt•has, r, \(!, ~- :" ':'.s"J1':,"r.:,·i o··:r:•Y."·,,:-,(' , .. ~; ,;,:; •; 
o_n e c,,ng pag<>. -... · .. :; :;·, ·-.. : .. ·.. . cent· in 1987. This is 2 percent •above the· .,.money ,is available, based upon:the,average !,, never been funded-at,an :equallzatloil 'rate' .Q.;.·_,· L: .. ~,,- · ,.•.,:,1-.,,· ,.,.,. •,'21 '' ~- t · ~ -~,;· ·, ,•, 
• .. ·My: charge t_oday from -y~ur program"· national average and above New, York.,', .:;1d~ily attendance. />i fo'!1,~1a· si,lJlilar __ to ·our· ) greater than 11 cents, less than one'half of ' On an_oth~r point, ge_tting entwined ~r.: ·comm1ttee-was· to put-Council for Better,_, .. After years of involvement, I believe that,,,Mmlm_um Foundati_on IS used Jn pyer· 15 ( the,originalpromlse._As usual, the llghtnlng_,:,school d1s(r,ict O}'ganlzalio11 ts._gettJng o)u .. ; 
,Education v .. Rose, et a1., "the s<H:alled .. Kentucky, statewide, is getling a pre\(y good,-; s~tes! and recently .I discussed the fo~ula .;, flashed, tbe tbUJ\d_er rolled, and a crickef~a:ere ?ff"the ball.· Kentucky has _177 ·sc~oo·.; 
"Cams . case,'.' ;:into perspective. No little , ,return for its education dollar, those few we_,_,, pnnc1ple with _a leading offlcla\ a_t.the,,u, S. ') was kllled, But the program was not at.fault;· districts;· sure, some of ·.them· should b<:I 
challenge. · · · . ·: Invest.· This state has always starved·· its :;,Department of Education, who Indicated that•.:;- the money was Just never appropriated,;, ·,",,-,merged. But this decislqn should •be .left tc" 
. First, I_ believe we are doing what we as schools, but a high percentage of them are do- ".
0 
as a concept It works perfectly v.:en. 'The 11 :· ,".:·:'.'" : .. ,.,.;, ;;,·,;, '□ ,,, .. ,-.,., i,;",,;i ,.,.,-::L.,;/i, the. people ,and., to0 financial_ reality. ·N,j 
Kentuckians seem to do' best: overreacting.~·. 'Ing a good Job with- the resources they have:":._ problem, according to•this official; is not the·: ,. · -·: , 1 , , .. ,., • ·,:... , ·, •: 1,.,, · ,. -,·,,,school professionals,.you should promote ,i,, 
We are In danger, If we are not careful, Most of our·.systein runs without corruption ;: __ formula, but a lack of money .. ,. '"·'"'' t ··:·• • .:!;'"· The' Supreme Court maJo,rity I.in , the,,'.; ,_system that ls fisca.!ly neutral. That ls, there! 
here, of emulating the proverbial horseman_ and political involvement And certainly not ·:, · Toe same;can ·be· said of :the SCH:alled ·.• _Coms·case talked of remodeling the struc-· · should be no state.subsidy for a school di!:· I 
· who mounted up and rode off In all direc-•'':.every .. school superintendent'is Jesse James. I Power' Equalization Program. When It was '\ ture;·•'and ,·,.re:enactment"cof'certaln stat<,'. trict 'just because lt'it'.~mall. Then, if thr) 
_ lions. The public is confused, the education know most of them and they are, in the main, ' enacted,' Its purpose was to dtstribute funds,>i utes.' Similarly; Judge Corils'ruled that cer-· ·'distrlc!'~an't 'meet'the accredl(!ltlon· stan.~ 
.-community is' concerned, and the political.-. hard-working, dedicated public servants dolngi,.' In conjunction with the Mlnln.µm Founda- '( lain ·statutes.are contributing factors ·to.an··:_, dards, It ~hould merge-unless_the local pee, 
.,structure is gearing up for .. overkill. , -a difficult job. Our teachers are a dedicated · lion ·program to property-poor dtstrlcts. At ·:, unconstitutional.result -'Inequality: But, he -:'pie. care' enough about':tbaj-.lndepend~n :/ 
... The Corns· case does 'nof stand''for 'the , lot, imderpaid and underappreciated_,,.,.,., · ... ,'·the' time of •'enactment; •it, was supposed to ,; specifically ·did not. single. out the ,[Mini- , school.system to put up the mone;{to· funt!· 
~- proposition 'th'at' all I KentuCky · s'chools/ or .: .,_i.,:1,, ,.i-.:· • ,., ·: '· -1, .r:. ·, ~i~~ :.. ·' :):,.. ; ·' -~.- :· 1 1· ·' •,i ~: ·,• ··11 ,\.i.:". :: 1':~11 ~ "r:-l·.1 -~J.,h d,,, -:it·,~ '"1'·.-,rm, t · : :.;.si._~_...:.,: i,.:;i ••. i·; ·:·- ..i • ·'· • _ ~i -·11 •• -: ,:! Ii i 1 :~- -~- - • :•:.the cost qt its lnde.pendCnce. ;,::: __ .. :\1-t1· t · :i I 
; even most- of them;' are· terrible. It· stands ', '- As to the cost of the Corns case'~~;''notb :, 
;,for· the''polnt' that: soine·;.children In· this ti Ing 'In [his) ·opinion 'or· the' Supreme Court1 
~state; primari!Y,· in the 5th and )th ·congres- . . ··. decision requires that 'schools be 'funded er, 
~slonal districts, have suffered from a seri- - ; :- actly · the same' throughout the· state, aml I 
fous neglect' because,they 'come:from· prop-':•: !; they won't be: It. ts flnanclally'. Imposslblc,j 
~erty-poor''school _districts ·and that that ne- · · '" and wealth just;tsn't.:tbe, ·same; throughou:, 
~glect"must'cease .,,. ,, . .. ·:c: .. • ,. ·:,-the state. - . - - ,_,._· ·: .,• -•-•-'••'•'.j 
~-: '. Qur education·~y;iem is huge'. _Changes' in LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., VyEDNESDAY;JUL y 19, 1989: '. Substantial uniformity' meansito me, thi 1 
Lit must come by evolution; not by revolution; . . : the gross 'disparities -must"' be ·narroweu' 
:otherwise,chaoswill.result.Aschoolsystem,• Sav·,ngs trust' h'1res ex t've' d' t ,.,,,_. which presently allow $1,600 per chlld'pe:I 
;is. a combination of cooperating personnel,:· eCU . I I rec Ori:.'('\ year to be spent In Clay County. as corr.,: 
(competing". constituencies : and enormous _ FRANKFORT - Kentuckians could be able to participate'.in ~ pared to $3,400-per child In Fayette County,:· 
: complexity. II demands certainty, not shock- .,: state-sponsored college savings plan by 'this fall._ .. :_-:;,,.: ·f : , :·; l . but It cannot, mean that. $3,400 · must )le: 
'in'g jolts and starts. Some changes,. such ·as·· 'The board of directors ofthe Kentucky Education Savings Trust ,. spent.in every diStrict · · ·:· ",- ·; ,,.•.,, ·,:: :.; 
;_consolidation of certain·'services; are in or- ,: Plan yesterday unanimously selected Matt Wilson Jr. of Shelbyville f You as e~ucators should urge reasopablr,1 
;d~r. but radical surgery is not indicated. · ' ' to serve as the trust's executive director. -· --.. ' :,, . ,.,/,/- ·>",\:,1 uniformlty,and reasonable must.mean1h?,I 
· It has become fas~ionable to say we must , Wil,son, 26, a Kentucky Farm Bureau area _field serv_i·ce drr' ec' tor,1 -which ts· financially attainable. ·M9r~ove_l)! design a whole new school system. Don't be ·, , for Kentuckians In the non-deprived urba;·; 
·shy in saying to anyone who asks;"We are:· will earn $32,900 a year-in the:new position.' .. ,,. •, ,:,.- ··; ,:: ·J .·areas of \his.state to support the concept:cii1• not doing that bad a job with the tools we , .,., .. , The savings trust plan,'created· by the 1988 legislature, is gearing, equalization, they are going to have to b.'; 
. have!" II is time for you Kentucky educators.•, ,up to start an endowment:fund-raising drive this fall. Earnings from' ,shown that 'the residents of poorer area '.I 
,,to become your own cheering section.'.".. ,·, -the endowment eventually will supplement the.savings of Kentucki-J are at leasl'doing their best. It's like the ol•'l 
· Just ·a few· statistics.-.-.. ' In · 1988, Ken-,, '.ans who participate in the plan by investing as little as $25 a month' Kentucky saying, "I wanna help-but;I:fo~\ 
· lucky had the second _best improvement in · toward the- cost of a college education. ' '-· · · · _; · 1 ,_l)Ull ya if ya don't push." .. ." . '_ .. ;;._;,_,: ; 
ACT. ~cores m the·.nation.- ... Last year, we Actual 'participation in. the plan will begin soon after· the! f Specl~• to T~~.1cour1er..Jour~1 · 1· ,\:;.~\d 
endowmen\ drive, said Jim .Clark; a· spokesman· for the finance· 
cabinet·, · · · · · ' ··,, _,.,; 
. . 'J. ,. ,• • ·1 •·-: 
-The Daily Independent, Ashland, Ky_., Tuesday, J_uly 18, 1989_ 
of: pr9test 
cancels 
ceremony 
believe the information about the 
planned pickets was incorrect. ... 
Wesoloski said four of five con-
tracts issued by the state of Ohio 
for constructing the library were 
union-affiliated, and the general 
contractor has expresse_d an inter-
est in subcontracting with union-
ized companies. 
to the very individuals we wished 
to honor on this day." 
The decision to cancel the cere-
' mony was made by ranking uni-
versity officials as well as by Riffe, 
Wesolowski said. 
The school spokesman praised 
Riffe as the guiding force in 
changing Shawnee State from a 
two-year college to Ohio's newest 
university. 
He said the competitive bid 
By ROGER ALFOR!) . process dictated by law was fol-
Independent Ne~s Writer , lowed by the state architect's office 
"Shawnee State is grateful for its 
special relationship with Speaker 
Riffe and we would not allow the 
pres~nce of pickets to mar what 
should have been his and our spe-
cial day," Wesolowski said. 
PORTS_MO~, O!Ji? - Shawnee in its selection. The lowest and best 
State. Uruvers1ty officials cance)ed bid was accepted, he said. 
Monday's planned gro_UJ!dbr~aking Union companies awarded con-
ceremony for a $7.5 million library tracts for the project include Me-
~cause a local group planned to chanical Construction, James Ele-
p1cket the campus. ctric and Dalmation Fire. 
"He has enabled the expansion of 
· educational opportunities in his 
home district and made sourthern 1 
Just which group, though, no one "The university is saddened to 
seems to know. . , , cancel this historic groundbreak-
Ohio a better place to live." • · 
Construction of the library will go 
on as scheduled, without a 
groundbreaking, he said. The next 
ceremony will be the library's 
opening._ 1 •: J, _ .. _ ·. 
To.m We.solowsk1,. director. ~f, ing," said Wesolowski. "But a con-
public relations at Shawnee,_5:11d m tinuation of the ceremony in the 
a press release that the dec1s10n to , midst of pickets would be an em-
cancel the ceremony was made barrassment to the institution and 
Wednesday, .alter efforts to con-,'· . ... . · 
vince the local group not to protest 
were unsuccessful. 
However, Wesolowski and SSU 
President Clive Veri sald they don't 
know who was planning to picket. 
Neither does Ralph Cole, busi-
ness manager of the Laborers 
union Local 83 in Portsmouth. 
Cole said even the Tri-State 
Building and Trades Council -
which has picketed construction 
· sites in the Ashland area where 
non-union workers were used -
had no plans to picket the library 
site. · 
Wesolowski said the pickets 
would have placed a shadow over a 
good event and possibly embar-
rassed some of the state:and local 
officials - including Vern Riffe, 
speaker of the Ohio House of Rep-
resentatives, .who planned to at-
tend. · 
Riffe ' spokesman Kent Carson 
said he didn't know who was plan-
ning to picket, either. · · . 
Cole, a member of the Tri-State 
trades council, said _it would be 
almost unheard of for a union 
that's planning .to· picket not to in-
form the public if asked. "You 
want to let people know it's being 
done," he said. . 
. .Veri, however, say~he doesn't 
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.cats-·to use\ 
'{"·· .; ... :. '·, ::.~·::.·:"":.:j 
~: recruit -· · ·. · 
::c·omput~r·:~ ':: 
···:·:The software·'ivill confcinn to 
: NCAA audit standards. Using the · 
. system; coaches will be able to ! 
, monitor their players progress to- I 
ward a degree status. That way, . 
' Newton said, "we can 'be sure that I 
· nothing falls through the _cracks.".' I • 
I . ·, He would not say whether the : systeni is a direct response to past.J 
1 problems in the basketball pro- I 
. gram. But Bob Bradley, assistant 
: By Kevin Nance. . ,:,, ,,. , ,·:, athletics director for academic af-
', t"'aL~:l•a~ers'taff write( ' -'•'.·--; /;-- :-, fairs, made it clear that the comput-
i S.. •. •Jn·the wake of,NCAA ·sancl!ons er system is part of a new ethics-, 
;,against the University 'of Kentucky,' conscious era at UK. · ·' < -· ', • : 
. two priorities are (1) efficient, mod- 1 • • "It's making sure you do things· 
~rn .i:~iting _records and (2) keep•_
1 
, with· inte!jrity,". _he_ said. "What's_ i 
. mg th~ _athlel!c programs squeaky , , happened 1s you've seen a focus_ on l 
clean. _-, · ·: ,. ' · : · · ... ·. · .. \ · that in our renewing our energy in '! 
•·· : A ·new computer system for I the Athletics Association· - C.M. 
· recruiting and compliance tracking, 1 1 coming in, and President (David) ' 
announced yesterday by Athletics ' Roselle's directives." · ·: · . .- · :· 
· Director C.M. · Newton, may .. help I . · Coaches'• in all sports'· will be .. 
solve both problems, . · · • . ,' .· .. I risponsible for putting the data into 
;·;:Wang Laboratories Inc. has do- 1 the system, ·Bradley said, and they 
nated · $80,000, and the Athletics : will be required to keep the infor-
. Association will be spending up to· mation up-to-date. ·."\\'hen. you ask· 
· an ·additional $200,000 on the· sys- ! questions is when infoimation is 
,._t e_m, t_he fi.rs!_ .~f__it~-~in~ in_. coll~ge II n?t !here, not when it is.">_'.:-:-·· ··•: 
~thletics, . :;.-. . , .. : . : ,~-~--- _ :··., · ; ; . A!1ot~er ben~fit of the system, 
. :' ... "The_ system::w1l).,enableys tq 
I 
he ,5'.11d, 1s ~I.if there:s a_reques\: 
_ track a _prospecl!ve_ stu~e1;t athlete 
I 
for infonnalion about a student- · 
'from his early ,days m a cam12.., athlete - whether from Roselle or 
:setting -all -ilie way~throughhis as. part of an NCAA audit -=- the_ 
·athletic career," Newton said. ""I:his answers will be easy to get to: •.:·, 
,:will inake us much more thorough. _;j . Most record-keeping in the Ath- . 
.' in our recruiting of student athletes, !enc Association· is now _done on· 
:but I think much more importantly, ·paper; Bradley said, but with a . 
'it gives us the tools and the tech- . computer <"If there's a· question, 
. niques to ~ a trend ~etter in ~e 
1 
·, they C3:!1 go to ~~ ~oinpute~ and _: ' 
· whole area ·of compliance. Were . , bop ·-,,get thetr 1nfonnalion and 
· totally committed to a compliant I not have 12 offices digging out 
:•program.''.,·: .. :\ ., •·. " .. ' : .: ·_. .. ·everything they've-got:" :-~,~ 
• .. ' The _computer system, usi~g ,,.,, .. ·If other university athletic de-
ihardware by Wang and software ••partments buy the system, UK and 
·: by Ruddata Inc. of Paducah, .will · Ruddata .:....:. which plans on show-~ 
,track a student-athlete's entire· ca- -;ing the' software at "the NCAA· 
:\reer; from' sports camps (including ,convention~ could receive royalty·, 
··who's.paying the bills) to recruiter .. payments for use of the software.··; 
": contacts, official ca!'lpus visits, fi, ... :,J/, Th~ 'system; of which the _first .. 
•.nancial aid_al)d_~p,q~mics,.,;:::·.L'1;·cphase :win be on-line· within_ four. 
f.months, will also link _the "Athletir; 
",Association to other campus offices .. i r.-:.. .... -.. ~ .... -~ ...... - .......,,....,...__,_,. ''~·- . 
July 24, 1989 1tl1 'J'); ~---II-~ 
MSU Clip Sheet 
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THE COURIER-JOURNAL, SATURDAY, JULY 22, 1989 " Kentucky Slate requires au stu- : 
dents linder 21 to live In dorm!-; 
torles.. , 
C 
K;fiifiic~)i,~Stat~ ,regent,~-
' .. -. "'..';&l~r~; ;iJ.ih~~~~--·~,il -~~~~-•Vn niis;Ul·J~~ -n;~ j lo another matter, Ille regents ap- : pointed a seven-member committee 1 
to screen caildldates for the pres!- I 
·dency. .l 
· The panel members· will be re-1 
gents James Luckett and Leola I 
~ 
() 
~PPJ:PI~;;f:~~~~'.!· .. -~-::.: .}~~~ :~: I 
.. ,·,0,·~·· .\u~.-· ...... I:.·· ,.;?I:. ·l. z•I , e i O, ,. 'I z,l. . . ,.i' 
:c 
< m 
en ;9l!\:4,Q~~£2rY.'':1Sitation ·. 
;By' MiglAEI,. JEJ<ININGS -· .,:,-•• · · · : ,~-Bellamy said Smllll changed rec-' 
Travis; Dae Sung Lee, dean · of the , 
business school; Louise Chawla of ! 
. the university's Whitney Young Cot-! 
. lege of Leadership Studies; Carson , 
' Smith, the university's acting vice ' 
, president for business affairs; James ; 
, Letton, an alumnus and research; 
chemist for Procter & Gamble Co.; : 
Jtatt Wr)ter i ·. . · ; .. , . ommendallons on visitation rules • 
,. - •· - ., I , , .. ' : .. , submitted lo Iler by a panel of SIU• , -
.,.·.FRANKFORT/ Ky:-~ Kentucky dents and university officials. 
Slate University, rocked by charges ' University spokesman Joe Bur-
of rape_ in a donnltory last- school gess said Smllll · proposed the rule : 
year, will cut down on the rights of I changes after conferring wllll other, 
students living on campus to .have , senior administrators. . ' 
visitors ln their rooms. , · : He said the panel thai Bellamy re-
. Tile board of regents approved In- ferred to would continue· to study 
terlm President Mary Smith's rec- visitation policy and make further 
iimmendations 'yesterday for. f.recommendallons in March.. . · 1' 
.changes in visitation policy. The • , Burgess said Ille rule changes ! 
vote. was· 6-1 with one abstention. · were warranted because "the uni• I 
•·· The new rules, which wlll be ef• · versity believes it has an obligation, i 
fectlve ; only lllrougll next. spring,· in the full lnteUectual develo1>ment , 
·ca11 for: •' r · · · ; . or students, to impart something re-
"" ■A ban, on. open~visilaUoil: for sembllog moralS and values . as. 
· • • , ~ 1 well." 
and student Mary Green. , 
. . Tile screening panel will rank the l 
\ candidates and send the top 12 · 
: names to Ille board, Luckett said •. 
• There have been 45 nominations.: 
' a~d 12 applications for the Job, he. 
· S8ld. Tile. regents are seeking a re-
placement for Raymond Burse, who 
, resigned April 18. The regents' rules 
· call for appllcatlons to be post-. 
marked by Sept. I, but regent and 
former Gov. Edward T. "Ned"· 
Breathitt asked that any "superior" 
late appllcants be considered. 
freshmen. . ,,.,.·. ,·. '. 
,__ ■ Letting all students except 
freshmen choose- between a dormi-
tory with visitation and one wltliout I 
visitation, with parents havi!!g a say I 
In Ille decision. . 1 
r:·-■ Cancellng Ille 72-hour vlsitaUon · 
1 period durl~g he>mecomlng week-j 
._end .. , .. : . .. . , . .. . I 
1 The new rules also· call for Imme- ' 
.' dlate expulsion of students found I 
'guilty of unauthorized· entry to a , 
· donnltory, rape or sexual Inter-
.· course In a donnltory, assault or , 
< possession of a controlled substance 
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., or firearm. · -' ,,. 
i Student Government ' Association 
! President Corey Bellamy denounced 
'' Ille rule ,changes; clalmlng'tluit Ille. 
: administration · ani!.': regents "Just 
; bowed .. down. le>,,, COIIIIll~nlty . pres,. 
, sure" r~llng .:.,..f!'Pm. 1 Ille_ ,rllpe_, 
, cllarges. .. . . 
. Bellamy was allowed to speak at 
Ille meeting, but because he is not a 
. resident of Kentucky, he co.uld not 
I vote on the recommendations. Stu-
.. denf regent Anlllony Tichenor -did 
not attend Ille meeting. 
· Five Keiltucty State students, four 
of lllem fresllmen, were accused of 
raping a female student In Young 
· Hall, a men's donnltory, last Sep-
tember. All five were acquitted of 
rape, sodomy and unlawfu1°lmpris-
onment cllarges In a two-week trial 
Illa! ended May 5 In Franklin Cir· 
cult Court. l · . 
·. Regent Jolln ' Johnson 'voted 
··against Ille rule changes and Allan 
: Lansing abstained after Bellamy 
:. said students would not support · 
:· i;ome of Ille new rules. 
1-.- · ~1 think we sllould listen to our 
it students' feelings, and l don't feel 
I've had enough time to study tills," 
,.-Lansing said. <· , .. , 
.r, .- Bellamy opposed Ille bans on vlsl• 
tatlon for fresllmen and homecom• 
ing visitation and Ille call for par• 
ents to have 1f say In what kind of 
dormitories non-freshmen ,. sllQuld 
live In. 
KSU regents 
approve· ban 
on sex in dorms. 
By Josepl] S. Stroud 
Herald-Leader education writer 
FRANKFORT - Kentucky State Uni-
versity students -who engage in sexual' 
intercourse in dormitories will be expelled 
immediately under an open-visitation poli- : 
cy adopted by the KSU Board of Regents ! 
yesterday. ! 
· The policy calls for the expulsion of 
any student found to have engaged in 
"rape or sexual intercourse in a residence-
hall room." It stems in part from an 1 
incident last September that led to rape 
charges against five students. 
AU five were acquitted May 5. They 
admitted having sex with the woman in a 
Young Hall dormitory room, but said she 
was a willing participant. 
Although the policy is only for ne.xt , 
school year, KSU appears to be the only 
public university in Kentucky to make sex 
in the dormitories against the rules. · . 
--Bob Clay, the University of : 
Kentucky's director of residence , 
life, said he thought KSU's policy•I 
was the first of its kind among state 
universities. ·1 
He said UK did not have a ' 
residence-hall policy against sexual 
contact between consenting adults. 
"At UK, we call them 'affairs of 
the heart,' and we leave those 
decisions to our students," Clay · 
said. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
---The KSU. policy was presented 
to the board by acting university 
· President Mary Smith. She said the 
,_ recommendations "came from a 
:· meeting of several administrators 
i·'' and me." · ·' 
:, · "So what you see is my recom-
' mendation based upon discussions 
:: in conference with upper-level ad-
l' ministrators," Smith said after -the-
' meeting. · • 
:; · A task force was appointed , 
:: May 16 to set up a visitation policy· 
, ., for next school year. That policy 
;; includes the setting of hours and 
:· rules for allowing visitors in resi-
. dence halls. A report was submit-
:; led June 30, but "was found to be 
!·, unacceptable," according to a note 
'.f ,accompanying the new policy. · 
: . The task force reporl did not 
f r~mmend disciplinary action 
• agamst students who have sex in 
;- -residence halls. · · 
, ' Smith said the rule was added 
; ~ecause "for one thing the institu-
i hon cannot condone that kind' of 
! behavior. That is not the image that 
l we want reflected of this institu-
' ,,, f tion." •. L' 
:- ; 
' Another reason, she said, was 
i the university felt there was a•need 
; to promote the "total growth and 
,. ~evelopment'' of its students. ,. i 
' : _'.'We·are not a hotel," she said.·, 
':- Higher education, she said, "is' 
~- :rot_for everybody. ' , , ' : 
;,' · "It is not free. People voiunteei-' :i to come here with the understand-
•~ i~g that ther_e are !11les' and regu)a-~ 
lions that will be imposed." · 
Smith compared the ban on 
sexual intercourse to rules against 
academic cheating. While cheating 
KSU. (CcrJT'D) 
on a test may not be illegal, she 
said, it has to be against the rules 
on a college campus. 
· A March 1 deadline has been 
set for developing a permanent 
policy on dorm visitation, Smith 
. said. Enforcement procedures for 
next year's policy will be developed 
in a housing plan to be completed 
in the next week or so. · 
Other aspects of the policy in-
cluded elimination of a 72-hour 
open-visitation ,policy for homecom-
·, ing weekend and a ban on open 
visitation rights for freshmen at · 
,. any time. · 
, Freshmen are required to live in ' 
. dormitories at KSU, as are all 
: students younger than 21. Excep-
tions to the dormitory living re- , 
: quirement include married stu- , 
dents, students who live with their i 
parents near the school, and stu- .' 
dents who have served at least two 
years of active duty in the military. : 
. Upperclassmen may live with i 
freshmen in a dormitory that bans ' 
, all visitation, but- the no-sex rule 
will apply to all KSU dormitories. 
The rules on freshman visita-
tion and homecoming weekend 
drew criticism from Corey Bellamy, 
president of the Student Govern-
ment· Association, who spoke 
against the policy during the meet- · 
, ing. Bellamy, however, expressed 
'_ no opposition to the no-sex rnle, 
: and said afterward, "I can under-
stand that, yes." 
When Bellamy finished address-
ing the board, Chairman Louie B. 
Nunn called for a vote. Board mem-
ber Edward T. Breathitt moved that 
the policy be approved. Nunn sec-
, onded the motion, and the board 
·. voted. 
Board member John H. Johnson 
was the only member to oppose the 
policy. Board member Allan Lan-
sing abstained, saying he saw some 
· merit in Bellamy's comments. 
,: · Board member Edythe Jones Hayes 
voted for the policy but said imme-
diately afterward that she didn't 
think the board had been given 
enough time to review it. 
Bellamy said after the meeting 
that he was disgusted by the policy, 
but focused most of his attention on 
the rule outlawing freshman visita-
tion. He said freshmen were being 
forced to take the blame for last 
year's incident, because four of the 
five students involved were fresh-
men. 
Bellamy said the board mem-' 
bers and KSU administrators "have' 
bowed down to community pres-
sure" in establishing the policy. 
Bellamy, who also opposed a 
rule saying parents could help de-
cide where a student lived, said the , 
policy could come under attack ;. 
when the rest of the students re- ·, 
turned for the fall semester. , , . 
"As student representati~e, I '. 
would just w~it until the students-
come back, and we'll take it frpm _
1
. 
there," he said. : , ... ,:, 
University 'spokesman Joe Bur: ·1-
gess said it:. was unfair to compare 1 
KSU to large state universities ~j 
, cause it was a small, essentially j 
liberal-arts university. He said a 1 
comparison to private schools such1 
as. Berea College was mo~e appro-: 
pnate. :·--·-· ... , ._,,·,, .. ,! 
Rutli Btitwell, dean of student· 
· life at Berea, said the college expect-J 
ed "chastity in all our relationships" 
from its students. She said a rule to! 
that effect was clearly stated in the! 
student handbook, and that on'l 
campus violations mighf;; lead, to1 
_ disciplinary,pr~~es..,jt;:.·?:,·~ 
: . . , .. )i,: ~,,,,,,, .•. ·., .; • .• 
Herald-Leader· staff•writer ,An-< 
drew Oppmann contril>Uted to this! 
i~ arh'cle . ... ~~....;.,;''~ . 1 : 
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=acuity shortages at universities. ,, 
~et increasingly worse, survey finds 
1lf, wire reports 
WASHINGTON - A higher 
ucation faculty shortage antici-
ted for the mid-1990s has arrived 
fields· from computing to health, ·· 
cording to an annual survey of 
lieges and universities issued to- · 
y. ' 
Half of the 366 institutions in 
e survey by the American Council 
i' Education said it ·was taking 
em longer to find qualified people 
r full-time faculty positions. . 
Half said they were having. 
·eater difficulty getting top appli-
nts to accept positions when they 
ere offered,· up from 25 percent 
ho gave that response in 1987 .. 
Elaine El,Khawas, a counctl 
ce president and author of "Cam--
IS Trends, 1989," said that some 
udies had projected shortages in 
,e next decade but that her re-· 
arch indicated a more immediate 
:oblem. · , 
. Ms. El-Khawas said factors con-
ibuting to the problem included 
1 inadequate number of people 
ith. · doctorates, more doctorate 
Jlders going into private industry, 
greater proportion of doe1oral 
- -~-·-· - --·----
degrees earned by foreigners, accel-
erating retirement of faculty mem-
bers ,and expanding student enroll-
ment. 
nation's colleges and universities. 
Its campus-trends survey, based on 
responses from 366 campuses, was 
adjusted statistically to be repre-
sentative of the country's 2,500 
The council's sixth annual sur- general institutions of lligher educa-
vey of senior academic adminisira- tion. Seminaries, art schools, stand-
tors found that 40 percent were alone graduate schools and o~er 
having trouble· finding qualified specialized institutions were not m-
people for full-time positions in eluded. The margin of error for the 
. computer science. One in three ins(i- survey was 2 percentage points:.._ 
tutions reported similar problems m . 
the business area. Mathematics and 
health professions each were cited LEXINGTO~ HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON,_KY,, SATURDAY,_.J_ULY 22, !989 
by ;;n!_7dfo~n~~~~:~ chancellor' , Briscoe expects governor,, 
~rir~:;~c;~i:iat~t:;~n;::~ : to renew succession driv~'t1 
"very compet1tiye market' m some : · 
1
,, 
fields. In particular, he cited busi- : Statt, v.re reparts ·, , , , . , ., , ,} 
ness, engineering and the sciences. : Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's chief political adviser said yesterday he 
He said universities could ex- ' expected another push during the 1990 General Assembly to pass a 
pect "critical shortages across the 1 gubernatorial succession amendment .to the state Constitution. ,· 
board." . · · . I D~nny Br!scoe, who ran Wil~inson's 1987 campaign and no~ 
Sands said salary was the b1i:: practices law m Frankfort, also said he expected Wilkinson to have a 
issue in faculty shortages. In add1-, , role in the 1991 campaign even if he was not a candidate. " 
tion, he cited the length of time_-it "I think the governor very much would like to have a secorid 
takes to earn a doe1orate as contnb- term, and he will try to get it now," Briscoe said. "Obviously the odds, 
uting to facul~y shortage:i. ~re against it, and there are members of the General Assembly who 
The Amencan Council on Edu- are very much against it, but I don't think that will prevent him from 
cation is the umbrella group for the at least trying." . . , , 
Briscoe said opponents of gubernatorial succession had their o~ 
• agenda. . ,, 
i "If the governor were t6: rim on his record,, he i,would win 
· overwhelmingly,'' Briscoe said. "But I think, unfortilnately, the 
people who .want to raise taxes in this state at this point have it 
bottled " . ,. up. · .'\' ,. .; , ·- ·1'.• 
Briscoe made his comments during the, taping of the "Your 
Government'' program that will be broadcast Sunday on WLEX-TV 
in LCxin.!rton. . . r. l~ 
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1 · SchOol 'reform•:~s half a ·1oafelloiigh for good, ol' Kentucky?::: 
:WASHINGTON - The nation's eyes are "'fT; ROBERT T. any powerful" special-interest group. In this thing they want is to have new ideas, a new • Forgy said. He recited largely meaningless 
on Kentucky. , _ · ?) GARRETT case, it was the school administrators. system of governance or new laws to rid statistics, such as an upward bump in ACT 
: The Kentucky Supreme Court decision +l WASHINGTON , A little history: Superintendents In the the schools of politics and patronage im- scores, a measuring stick for only a fraction 
stiiklng down all our school la~ dominates -~ BUREAU· , , poorer counties, who tend to be th~ most posed on them by Imbeciles. such· as you of Kentucky children. Only about 40 perceoi 
the talk at nationareducatlori and legislative \.· · · · ·-·' ' ; .,·. . inept at running schools but the most. and I who are not "professional educators." of our 9th-graders wind up taking this college 
conferences. Leading newspapers, such as , · '· ··" :. ·::, , ·- skilled at amassing political power bases, Heaven forfend! exam, and even with that comparatively elil~ 
Tbe Washington Post and Baltimore Sun; . -brought !be lawsuit that -started all -the They just want the new money ($200 mil- bunch representing us, we still rank 20111, 
have run editorials on the Kentucky ruling; ruckus In the first place. ' lion a year in new "equalization funds" for among the 28 states that use the test 
Experts say the case could be a watershed·_;_ Their lawyer, former Gov. Bert Combs, poor districts), poured into the same old What Forgy did not mention were tbese.-
e~ent in ~e annals of American education.-· . ture, Governor and ·education department and .Forgy, formerly a partner in Combs' discredited system. __ • _ facts documented in !be lawsuit If you take 
: It's a big deal. . would be burning the midnight oil to formu- law firm, spent a couple of years nudging federal aid Into account, the worst Eastern 
td~~; 
01:%:f~t 1:e h::;~l~~~~~?t:; :~ni~~°:o~~~t~1\tli:::si::re~u~t~~ !~ j~~;~i~d~~.1~; !~~ti~:i::::n~~~u~, ·.•··.';N'd_·•.:_bin'ir.··.••·•.: .. s.···.iih_._:,_:.te_' •. "li•·.·~. ei.¥i~.a.•''.~.J_;_y_· '!::~i:r. ~~~!11~~~~~d~~~~dc:n;.ucb 
for and operates !be-public schools. No other alysts are paralyzed waiting tor the out-of. tax increase for !be schools. Corns was not - , .-, · ---- -· -v- ,. · - ·- · · · ·,·· • · · But where is that money going> 01 five 
'state's .~i~ ~ourt has ~ven its pollti~lans so state.hired guns to "!~II us what to do."· . . unsympathetic. Before he came to fame as /·so'golden\ a11}opportuni?t1t.•; mountain districts studied, one lost $200,000 
· :~s~ n!i~.;~1~1~:;!{~r~;r~itu~i:::~c: - -~:~71:!~;~~i:r:i~!~;::}i~~r :~ ;i!i:;1 f: ~]~~f~~:~;~:e~: -- },:!~i;~t0I~Jl!f i1~~~~~i'i~lit1 ~~t]~£~;~=1~i~l:!if~J 
si~ce t~e June 7 ruling? . , "bosses.''. The consultants then will produce the state Department of Education. •.siifte the "JiJfie:\°'7i/fuliil 7:"5'.· had payrolls tilled too much to such posts.as 
,So little, apparently, that tis almost a recommendations that - gee, what a coincl- Forgy,.whoserved on Corns' advisory pan- . - ,. . , . , ,. . ,.. . .. , .. •.- •.•.. g ,. , cooks, janitors and bus drivers. The featber-
crime. About 15 percent of the 318 days ,dence! -~ are remarkably similar to what- el in the case, clearly hoped to serve as a '. So,Jittfo;-"·apJ:>_arehij_y,.·thath. bedding is so bad that state aid, which should 
~~~:Jo~o~~ ~:::i:11:nld~I:!~re to do the :~:~1!!-ii!~:1e~enT!!1%ak~~nse:;r~!~~ ~~~r:g£~1r~e&~as::~!i:l':n ~::~~-~~'. :: it's almost a crime/'; o;':'. <.. ~::a':~ t~:r;:~:~~:~k :~ ~~fi~~~~~ 
, ;The 21-member task force set up by !be have decided, in private huddles, will fly on der that scenario, Forgy and Combs wanted · ••.··•· · ·' ·· · ·'·' ·· · .•. · · · ''./ +· '·' · sent out like urchins.to beg and sell candy-1D 
G9vernor and General Assembly to draft a the 1irst_and !bird floors of the state Capitol to broker a deal between Gov. Wallace Wilk· In Ills speech to the superintendents, raise the funds for instructional materials. 
response to the ruling has met once. Al that So much for participatory democracy.) inson and the legislature that would fund a It's a scandal. And I defy Larry Forgy; 
meeting, two lawmakers who dared to try, -;. To complete a dismal ·picture, the advo- few pet projects .or the elected officials, but Forgy strained to appear to be discussing who dropped out of the 1987 governor's 
to talk about Ideas received sideways looks cate groups that" have championed educa- · mainly would pump more money Into the education. But tiie real message was poli- race alter traveling the state and saying toq, 
that made It clear they'll be on the next- lion reform In- the past appear In disarray, p~orer districts, sans any reforms. - · tics, and how the little dictators who run a many people wanted to corrupt him wltll;· 
train to Siberia if they don't shut up.,,,,. .f;lcking a_game plan for the year ahead. But Chief Justice Robert F. Stephens and lot of our school syste(!lS can finesse the cash gifts and bought votes, to pronouncjl, 
The task force appears preoccupied with /-And !be-editorial pages.of the state's lead- lour of his cohorts broke µp Ibis little tea Supreme Court ruling: the school systems of Eastern Kentuck)C-
procedure, not substance: Should the Iegls- · trig newspapers, which think of themselves party. By voiding not Just the school-funding Play upon people's fears, not their aspira- free of extensive political. corruption.· ! •! 
Iature act before the January filing dead- also as champions of education, nodded polite- formula, but the whole darned school sys- lions. Assure them things aren't too bad, if . He wants to put $200 million more in\_lF 
line or alter the May primary? Which out- Iy last week at a brazen appeal !or what is be- tern, and by not sending the case back to they'll just stick with !be.status quo and leave those systems and declare the job done;!~ 
;side consultants should be hired? They coming known as ''the minimalist solution.'' Franklin Circuit Court, the high court both education to the educationists. Warn of !be But on Ibis issue, tor Kentuckians of cqn-
twon't propose a bunch of wild stuff, :will'. .,Th.\H'PPeal sprang from the lips o_f Lexing• .. invited a broader . publl~ dlalo!:_!1_E:.-_1md • radicals in our midst who wan_t c~aos. Appeal_ science, there can be no c;.:)lpromise: No~-
they?" Check 'em out good, boys. · ton lawyer Larry Forgy, an erstwhile pohir. opened Pandora's box. · -,<::::. · to the lowest common denommator, and call refonns, no more money! Millions, even a bil-
l By now, more than six weeks after the rul- · clan who appears to be so hungry !or the It's giving the superintendents and all the for the most minimal common effort lion, more for a reformed system? Yes. But nol 
Ing, you'd think that the staffs of. the legisla• limelight that he'll carry water !or almost other school politicians heartburn. The -last ''The system Is, in the main, working," one penny more !or the same old, same old! 
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~ -~7:~-~f"fKENtbci<VTsi:ftidol?s'~l{~iH·cRossROii>s·,.;:~;~~:·:t, .. 
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srDAVJb:KELLE6 }/:';'("; +\ · :; '',t ;' flle'III $)'Stem from th',! ground up," It Is easy·' · · We often !o~et that the great.majority or. where the biological pareni,S are still mar-; 
,:.,.: .wrtte,· ~'execuflve Jr;;.;;10toi,11teflqin~\ .to Jorget thal the reason for-!_be m?numen•: :our scbool districts make wise use of scarce :rle~ to .each ,olh~f, That is the context In; 
~, School Boerd,·A•aoclailoll,·.;., ,:;;,'-,'·'..' .:tal decision .wasJhe lack of educational re-·?, dollars.•A~cordlng to lbe U,S. Depai:tment · ... which · a!lequate .must be defined: F.or: 
f Y>""""' +·"" .'••·• ·.·.••#;cc;,t1 ·,, A•·'.'./,\·> sourc:es:Jt:tollows tltat Jhe. ooeJndlspens- ''. ot .Educallo!l, J,<entucky rankS first tn thei: ,9ur ~bOols ... to ~ . constitutional, every 
: fJltbbbylsl3.fears <>Id 81\d ver~>J:i:ust~\ed'.\ able ,elemelit reqillred _11) make (!Ur educa• .\nation in 'the. percentage ,of education do!- ·. child must ,have l!CC~ ... to. an .. · ~deq~ate 
J••·•·~~•·•·lts;gettlnt1 ,dlfflcu,ltJ<>;,~e~pJIP "L:!!l>O~}J!Ysfani{constttuttonal ls !1!0;provide + Jars spent ori classroom ·teachers "-" will ch· i•education1program, •.. /:':'' /·. · .. , ;' o;p;:•.··• s, '.<I , 
~~,._readlng\11as ~~.been 11l.;.8l:eat.,.ade,qU11le;;:;:¢d11c:atlonal .· programs;,;Every ,{:means lba~•,%fat~wlde, .we have a·Jean or-;. · The Tast Force. on Education Reform,, 
prnbJ\!ffl tor,llftni frescluiol or ea(ly i;)illd7,,, ;~l!(ll ,must be able topr,ovide ali•adequal!, ,,~nlzation, :with Very low administrative • .composed of 21,leg!Slatlve leaders and .rep.; 
IH)Od.educatlon programs would have gof•:·•,and fair opportunity for every chUd., .. ,, •. and overhead costs. Resources are going to ·. resentatives of tbe Governor, has a great 
ten blm off to a better start; but tie Is from ' ,: But can,we depend on our schools to use · the classroom, which is .the first prlorUy. responsibility; ·It must examine and. evalu-: 
a::poor !amlly living In a.poor community '. resources wisely?' What about those dis- -', In scbool board. meetings around .the·· ate our education system. A small sampling· 
_where-those programs·were nof'_ava!lable. •• "tricts Wllich seem to make· the .headlines? 'state, board members elected by tbe tax- . of the questions to .be cqnsldered would trr; 
It's always l>!!,en l!ard tor Robby to concen• ; ' · · .. paying public work with professional edu• · dud~ th_ese: ,' \' .: .,, >", '.° ; ' '. > , J 
ttate at.,SCIJEOI because ~f the p~blems at:<.. •· cators to squeeze. every dollar out or aus- ··• '.. <,:" What ls an.ad~ua,!e,,educalional )>rO'; 
llome,_,.Al!.,:/!!lemt!~lll!'Y,- scboot ,coul'lSelbr,1,} This is the third in a series , tere budgets. Kentucky school d>stricts ,are'. :gram? f/ , . }; , ,. ,,,,.'>': ,<,, .. ,: , , . , 1 
mlgbt,~;belJ!E!d, bµt R!lb~;rn,SC!l?O!,dis::") by educators and others ;,111e. most audited, monltored.,accountable · ., , ,,.; How can the state. !>est, intercede: 
;1!,lct can}aff<»:d co~lors,F, \;· 'c' · ·.· .. "' invited by The Courier- .and visible ~rm of state government.· : .. , ·wtieiieducation in a.particular.district Isn't. 
, ,, Ro(lby :was unluclty troll) the. beginning.... Touma/ to contn'bute arti'cles . , . Increased investment does get resulls. The • up to state standards~ , ·;.. . , . . . . ; 
He.wasJ,9rnjnone.ofKentµcky'spgorcoun- .,, . General Assembly's leadership in the 1985 . . .. . · · : , . ' ·· '' , · •· : 
,u/ll! w~ere schools don;tJ1.ave the resources on reform of Kentucky's · ,special session is already beginning to return . . "" One dollar. of every .three spent· by 
:ll)'offer the ·pro(!l11!'1!1! he.neyided, And, even. d t · I t · dividends. Kentucky student test scores are< the.state General Fund goes to teacher.~!-. 
If. be. had been b<lrnJn· one 9f Kentucky's e uca wna sys em. improving and our dropout rates are lower. ~ries and benefits. Are we adeqlll:telytr~1n:; '. 
•~ealthler" districts. hls"scllool ~ould have , • , , • > Kentucky's taxpayers are getting a bargain' l!l~.a.ndJlllllzlng our,i.~c~~~? :, .;· ; ,; ··;,d j 
:rar.fewe_r reso~rces than· If he lived In ~~~• , y es,.there are a. handful of Ke~tucky's ;I 11,· './6; the money invested in sehools. } , .. , ..·· :0 · .· 4 A" Wl!at level, of inv~ent Will., be}·e•: 
Ol;IlllrJrns,Jndianaor Tennessee,, .;,b,+.>. · oischoill districts' that have,· some: serious· . , The • bad· news Is tbat our world is ' q111red lo mak~ our educat1onalsyst~ con-; 
'j.'.•Put ·yourself 'in -~bis'"typlcaJ student's\; problems.We do have a system ill,.Place In. changing; And tbe children growing up In stitulion~I? ., · ·.. , .·· '' '.':, si\/ ' j 
place;1111d It ls.easier to focus Oil the:very '>whieh 'the-state is providing those <listricts Monkey's Eyebrow or Woodford County· We have'a rare opportunity to. reverse 
·heart-()!· thlt'Kentucky ·Supr-eme · Conrt•s ·, With the assistance and firm direction need- ,. or Covington already face intense compe- Kentucky's historic neglect of public. edu~;, 
decision lo Rose· y,,. Councd::that •Ken,: '.,~d to tackle their schools' problems. · · tltlon In a future where· everyone must tlon. Our great obligation is to support legls-: 
tucky's·.scllools are ,Inadequately and In·> ' "But the General Assembly will need to be · have a high quality education, We must ·Jallon .aimed at giving each Kentucky chlldi 
eqnltably.tunc:!ed, Because;,of the·dlffer,,t:surethat the state.has ·a workable mecha0 .overcome the crushing effects or poverty an ·· excellent I educational -program. The\ 
:ences !n assessed propertrvaJue,betw~n-; .lltsril of overslght and, where needed, quick,·.· and of an aduJt population with a low Task Force on .. Education Reform· wm, 
5;Chool:.d1strlets, and overall)ow ·tundinl!..:1••,inierventlon, wblch. can-solve,proble~ be,., .ovep111 level of education. we ·:must, .as make tough •decisions. ,Our0 .input. and sup-· 
)nany,clilldren·do 11otbaye,,a~esirtQ.bad;< tore·they;reach'.crtticaLstages. Nine .of 10 ···the coilrt',said, provide .. an educational • port Is essential •. ,.· · , · ,: ". .··· •·· , .. • \\ 
'1; '. n',!',!ded teducatlonaJ,,:programs. O.urT, gistricts are well managed and are stretch• , ,program adequate not just tc, today's · .. - l have great confidence that this Task/ 
state's,. students· ·aon't st,irt ,on an ',!QUal:, ltlg slim• resources. ·They would welcome world, but to· the new and more difficult , Force will be responsible and make wise de-' 
,footing ,,with 'their peers )n, most. ot11er , and support acUon by the state IQ wo~k With.· ~orld ln which our Children will compete.· . clslons. The General Assembly .bas demon•: 
ststes;, wnei:e governments _mvest · lll!)te< ;those !listrlcls that need. more state over- , .Our. schools must also do.more for chll- strated its desire to improve schools. Gov., 
·l!eavily In.children tbal\\we do; .: , ;:,, ,q;fgbt and. assistance. A workable oversight dren who lack .stability and support at . Wilkinson has said thateducalion is his first 
f '.:FOCUslllg on.adequacy.and equUy. ls Im, }mechanism can asrure·thatall schools'will home. Jn"today's society,. fewer than 10 ' priority, Working.together, we can provide·a,: , 
pptjaµt, because in 'tilt; 1µ<c1tement lleaerah -wor~;well, While retaining communlty cotit . percent of our students have mothers who b~Uei-~~re for Kentucky's childfe~.· , ·•· •· > ,, ; 
e,1L'1Yc .~.~P,ecU~tipn,,.9!1~::~1:!1;1~1ngjt; '.frot,(\vithli(the Jrame:work &of stat~_ia)'i~), .,9!!., 11Rt1Y9[k.outsldetlle, horp,1;,ap.d Mmes,,.;,:;,, ''< '. • ·; .......... ~T~~~!!''•,'!'~J!t,,,:;,;:;;:~.J ~ 
' ' 
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-Asbestos removal 
is masl~ed worl~ers' 
unenviable mission 
I. By KENNETH A. HART 
lnd_ependent News Writer 
MOREHEAD - There would be no basketball games played on this day 
in Morehead State University's Wetherby Gymnasium. • 
· The gymnasium floors were covered in- clear plastic. Large hoses 
connected to box-like devices placed strategically throughout the building. 
And a number of men wearing protective clothing and facemasks were 
working up in the rafters of the structure. 
Wetherby is one of six buildings at MSU undergoing asbestos abatement 
this summer. Friday, w,orkers were busy removing the hazardous sub-
stance from a network of overhead utility pipes. · 
Joe Planck, MSµ's physical-plant director, said asbestos also will be 
removed from pipes in the building's floor.and utility room. 
MSU is one of many institutions in the area with asbestos problems. The 
material was commonly used in buildings for sound-proofing and in-
sulation purposes until health officials determined that breathing its fibers 
can cause lung cancer and other respiratory diseases. 
Planck· noted that no friable asbestos - material that's releasing 
carcinogenic fibers into air - has been detected at MSU. The buildings 
are being abated as a precautionary measure because they represent a 
potential health hazard, he said. . · 
For example, the asbestos-insutated pipes at Wetherby are covered in . 
canvas. However, Planck sa\d a crisis could result if the material was 
ever disturbed, because the gym "is a place where the public might be." 
To remove asbestos from Wetherby, workers are using a process known 
as "glove bagging," said Huseyin Babaturk, an air quality specialist with 
George Analytics Inc., a Nicholasville consulting firm. 
With "glove bagging," Jarge plastic bags are suspended near asbestos-
containing areas, Babaturk said. Wearing special gloves, workers remove 
the material by hand, then place it inside the bags. · 
Once the asbestos is safely inside the bag, workers remove their hands 
and leave gloves and all encased in the plastic. The bags ·are then double-
sealed and placed in a metal drum for disposal. 
Once. the drums are filled and sealed, they are hauled to a landfill in 
Estill County by Romac Inc., the contracting firm engaged :by the 
university to abate the buildings. . 
· Workers stood on scaffolds to remove the insulation from the overhead 
pipes, their work areas covered in 
clear plastic. Leading from the 
scaffolds were large hoses that' 
connected to one of several box-
shaped machines. 
Babaturk explained that the ma-
chines provide a constant vaccum 
which catches asbestos fibers that 
escape into the air while the mate-
rial is being removed, The fibers 
are filtered out through the ma-
chines, and the fresh air is pumped 
outside the building. · 
Planck said the air being pumped 
out of the building is constantly 
monitored by the Enviornmental 
Protection Agency to make sure it 
does not contain asbestos fibers. 
The air inside the building is moni-
tored by the Occupational Safety 
and Hea)th Administration. 
Once all the insulation is re-
m_oved, Babaturk_ said, the pipes 
will be coated with a sticky sub-
stance designed to trap any fibers 
that may have been left behind. 
The building will then undergo 
several inspections, and if all 
checks out, the job will be com-
plete. 
Workers will use a different 
process to abate an equipment 
room located under the bleachers 
at Jayne Stadium. Plack said some 
spray-on insulation on the room's 
: ceil:ng has been found to contain 
. asbestos. 
According to Planck, the workers 
. will seal off the area using sheets 
of plastic. The insulation will then 
be wetted with solvent, and,scraped 
off the ceiling into plastic bags. 
"Each job you go on is unique 
and you sort of have to handle it in 
a different way," Planck said. 
The asbestos-removal project at 
MSU began June 22, and is cur-
rently about one-third complete. 
Planck said the material has been • 
. removed from Breckinridge Hall, a 
classroom and office building as 
well as the school's power plant'. 
Other areas scheduled for 
abatement are the utility rooms at 
Baird Music Hall and Alumni 
Tower, a dormitory. 
Planck said the current project 
won't take care of all the asbestos. 
on campus, but at least it's a start. 
"Most of the buildings on campus 
have some asbestos," he said. 
"We'll do those as we get the 
money." ' 
The areas currently targeted for 
abatement were chosen because 
they represent the greatest pote-
ntial health hazard, said Planck. 
The current project is expected 
to cost about $400,000, and is being 
funded by the state. 
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By SCOT~ FOWLER;::~~;:·,,;,..~:.~., .. [ : for the self-reporting." · 
Staff Writer ' · · · · · I 1 'The infraction committee's report 
' · · ··· .. · ·· · ; w'as strikingly similar to the one it 
The NCAA piac~d ihe. ·Eastern ' ' issued regarding the University of 
Kentucky University women's bas- , Kentucky men's basketball program. 
ketball team on a one-year proba- earlier this year. In that report, the.· 
lion yesterday after judging that a committee said it bad considered ; 
former head coach provided cash, abolishing UK's program comp le. tely 1 
clothes, meals and improper trans- for a year or more but did not do so. 
portation worth more than. $700 to because of the school's thorough co- . 
two former EKU players. · " ·· operation. UK still received a much i 
But because of a thorough inter- stricter penalty than EKU, however. j 
nal lnvestigation by the school, !lie · ..:., a three-year probation that in-
suspension of the two players for eluded a one'year ban on live televi- ; 
· the 1987-88 season ·and the forced . sion games and a two-year ban on ] 
resignation of forme,: coach Georg~• postseason play. · · 
, Cox, the Lady Colonels escaped sen- ; EKU's troubles started late in , 
ous sanctions, according to the Com- 1987, when two Eastern players re- ; 
mittee on Inf radians report..:,:-;~-- fused to sign an NCAA statement; 
Only three penalties _were. pre- saying they had not been offered il- j 
scribed as a result of Eastern Xen- . legal inducements to come to play j 
tucky's. and. /he N~AA'.s_ ·inv!:sliga- at EKU despite "considerable P,,res-_ 
: lions: i ·; •· ,,T , . .- ",·-: r, ·, • i·' · · · sure from their coach to do so., ·. ac-.
1
. 
,:: Ill EKU is limited to 15. expense- . 
: paid visits rather than 18 by possible · cording lo the report. .... '..·-i · ·.• ·' . , 
. recruits for the ·upcoming school ; : Although the report did not reveal · 
• year. -.~:) _::\~-- •:: ~: ---~~·.:.=::~:-~~-; ~: :-. -:·;: ; the athletes' names, lt has been pre-~ 
··· El The Richmond school's scholar-·. · -viousfy-reporled that neither La-; 
ship limit, normally set at. 12 by the Tonya . Fleming nor .·Kim Hatley I 
· Ohio Valley Conference, will drop to · · wou_ld sign t~e statements. ~KU's 1 10 during the 1990-91 season. ,;:·,,.-?; , executive assistant to the president, · 
a Former head -coach_ ·Cox' is Doug Whillock, confirmed yesterday 
barred from being employed in the · that those two players were the ones 
athletics department. of any. NCAA , involved In the major allegations . 
member institution for the next five 1 ,against the Eastern program. · ' 
~ yC8rs~~1,'.';;:~•:ui,;jJJ1~i:,5};,:~~~;;;:.-~::·] Fleming and Hatley, who had 
•-,-11 could have·been ·much worse.: . been junior-college teammates in 
The Committee· oil Infractions de- Missouri before Cox lured them to 
, cided against such penalties · as a . : Richmond, were suspended from 
·. two-year probation, strict recruiting :'. the team, and EKU began an inves- · 
· sanctions and a· ban on postseason : · ligation. The school found a number 
play because of the university's con- of occasions on which Cox had given 
duct during the probe. ,:, , -.- . ·· ,,,,. . the two players amounts of money , 
_.,, '.'We are pleased that the NCAA , ranging from a few dollars up to , 
-Committee on Infractions ,recog- '. $200 and bad also given them plane . 
.·n1zed the efforts of the university to · tickets to travel _from thei~ h°.~';8 t? :I 
·police its .. qwn affairs and our com- _Jh~_ school. . ·-" .,, .-c~ , ..... , ,>.,-..c....::., 
· plete cooperation. with the associ-
_.allon's ... enforcement -staff,":;cEKU 
President Hanly Funderburk said in 
:a statement. .'!We agree with their 
: decision that our approach to the 
f · Eastern officials told Cox he i 
I 
·would be fired at the end of the i 
1987-88 season; he saved them the . 
, trouble by resigning shortly before I 
: the season concluded. Once the 
school sugmjtted its report to the 1 
, NCAA, the ·college watchd9g organi-1 
· zation began-its own probe and con- . 
- firmed Eastern'; findings. ;· -: ··r-. 
"We tried to deal with the whole j 
thing very fairly and thoroughly," , 
. said Whitlock, who was heavily in- I 
valved in Eastern's self-report and I 
helped present the school's case be- , 
fore the Commillee on Infractions in 
June. _ .. : ·,· •., ... ·., ,, . , , 
Fleming and Hatley cooperated , 
fully in both inv~tigations and also , 
gave the money they had received _ 
. from ·eox to charity:Last season the 
NCAA granted the two the right to · 
play thei, senior years for Eastern;·1 
which had a 12-14 record under new , 
: coach Larry· Joe Inman after 'falling 
, to 6-20 under Cox in· 1987-88. Flem- · 
· Ing was the Lady Colonels' leading 
:. scorer, averaging 18.2 points, while ' 
· Hatley played in a reserve role and 1 
averaged 3.6 points. ' •·' · . ' · · 
Cox's five-year ban from NCAA ' 
athletics was based on· a "knowing ' 
. and willful effort" to conduct his ' 
,' program in violation of NCAA rules.'1 
The report also noted that Cox had ' 
once· ·requested that two· recruits· 
· sign statements sayinglhey'had paid: 
~
im )oi: . T_-shirts . ~e aciu~iiy-gave''. 
·, hem free .. :, , .; : ,-- :·-,; ·:·-
,._::The coach submitted ihese docu-,; 
,ments to an athletics department ad-
'1ministrator who had challenged his · 
_gift of T-shirts on a prior occasion," , 
,the report said. ::; ' .• ,.. , . 
:,cBoth Inman and athletics director 
· Donald Combs were out of town yes- , 
terday and unavailable for com- i 
ment Fleming, Halley and Cox also , 
could not be reached . 
.'a EKU assistant sports information 
.'director Jack Frost said a decision 
: had · not yet been made by · the 
I school · whether.• to ·appeal the ; 
1 NCAA's finding. ·Whillock said that 
I the one-year probation would not ' 
: cause changes in Eastern's athletics- 1
1
. 
' department monitoring system. · 
'·' "This was a . case of the system · 
'. working,"_ ·he said. "The violations·; 
fcame ,-in · (Cox's) . first ·recruiting , 
, class, and Ile is now gone .. Although 
:.;we are not happy about the fact that , 
~ an investigation was warranted, we ; 
dee! _we. cooperated as best we 
t ~_o?}_d:"/~'~, l:'~~~~j_ ~- ::,/::;~~i;;~;~,-) -case .. warranted ·a departure from 
.cthe normal minimum penalties ini- . 
·posed in _cases of this nature.''..\',-: 
., ~NCAA enforcement ·department 
:-official Chuck Smrt ··agreed _ that 
'Eastern would have been penalized 
'•much more harshly if the ·school 
''had been less forthcoming in'its re-
• . • • • .,. - • I ---
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. port arid the NCAA had later found . 
.. out the same··tllformation.·•~;-:./:t'•- 1 
"' "'The' prescribed 'penalties would. 
have been a lot stronger if not for 
· the sell-reporting," Smrt said. ''.Our' 
'later inquiry verified what they·had 
•said.' They ·certainly received credit 
2.,.. ~~-~: .. ,J.~i..-, ~--~'-• _..:...._ ___ .__..;:..:-....-,......! 
}[~(L ~() ;~t,~~qy_~~(j1:t~~~r,_~sofi~ 
c'f, ,WASHINGTON :::-.The U.S. Department of Justice lias awarded a 
$56,664 grant .to the ,University of Louisville for a study of the' 
:psychology _of airl!ne hijackers; i!_\\'.aS ann?uri~~ :yesterd~Y: \;,::;'i~ 
. </.The proiect will be handled .by the umvers1ty's Department of, 
Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, according to·a news release from · 
Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Louisville.,. ,,:; t-::-'.~ t'{:. \{!:'";i'.i,.;r_;; ;".)~ 
: ·. · He :said. the'.university had 'collected 'FBI, 1 Federal '.Aviation'l 
Administration and Bureau of Prison file ·aata cin all U.S. aircraft : 
, hijackings, totaling nearly 300, and going back to the first recorded. 
ancident in May 1961 .,: .. .:,-, .,, ... ,,. i ·-'-•~. _,_,, :< :, ,; ¾'' · ,1. ~, .,; 
'-' • • .;;--•• • •.l=l• - ,· --.--- r: t• '~':! ·r,:!,,_.,. -. ~- t·:1,,,-•·.1 
:,ic,,r;;Researchers·are interviewing arid testing 80 .hijackera in '):ustooy·' 
[\!<?:.!~1:!l~~hy ~3?.'t~oiY.-,th~ EI'ti.~Uh...t4: . .ffi!11es:~}:{it:'.ll:i!'.i'i 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations- · 
--1 :- -. 
:,,_:ft 
' 
• • ..... ,. .. ➔ 
. ""~1,~~] ?: ' ' 
: 
EKtf Wd~~7~",'S~:·s~~Retban · ,: ·. ets: 
·orOb8.ti Off: , ~:fn= :~~:~~t···,:t~"~'~ ~;k, 
~ :-- _ _ . . • cme. _ condoned the violations and the : 
·- · 'c- -." - • - •. · • Cox gave a total of $155 ici · loss ?f. post-season comp~tition and 
Assoc· t d Press · · • two student-athletes to purchase , · telev1s1on opportunities for one 
,a O ' • • • - • I : round-trip bus tickets to the'ir I year," according to the NCAA. . 
' ·· The · NCAA placed Eastern Ken- 1 • ' • • 
tu k 
, , b k tb n -· · homes.'. Neither woman was re-'. · - · . -,, . . . ·. 
• c y s womens as ·e a program on . quired. to repay the 'transportati·on , But the ]l[CAA said the Commit-, 
a one-year probation yesterday for re- t I fra · 
. cruiting violations t~at . inclu?ed, casli 1
1 
· coSts. · . - . · ' · ee 
0 '! n ~tt0ns imposed lesser 
payments to players. __ . .:· , , . . ,:, . · The NCAA went on -t~ say that . penal_ties because . the uni".ei:sity' 
Cox diq not "deport himself in · ha~ cond1;cted a thorough investi• . 
. •The university-was .. ab.le to avoid·, · acc~rdance with the generally rec- .gat,on; withheld the ~o s~dent- '. 
further penalties because of its coopera- '. ogmzed high standards of honesty athletes fi:c,_m compehtton_ m the : 
'tion·during'the"investigation, the NCAA' . normally associated with conduct., · .1987-88 season; severed ties with 1 
' said. · . · - ' and administration of . interco!le- ': , the fon!ler c?ach; provided full \ 
. : "Eastern Kentucky _:d.,;,p1y· ·regrets'' ·giate athletics!' , .: ' .· · .'. 1 cooperation with the NCAA; -and , 
· the circumstances· that led fo this repri- : 1 · . The NCAA sai,f" that Cox de-·/ that the school ~ad no wior appear-. I 
mand and censure by the NCAA," EKU , clined an i~vitation to.appear before ' ances before t_he comµuttee. . ,\ 
· President Hanly Funderburk said in a: tpe Cpmm1.ttee _on Infractions.,-·. - _;-•, · ' , I 
· statement released through 'the school's . The vwlahons were "major"., .. "We are pleased that'the NCAA 
sports information office. - ~ · ·.: . and could have resulted in "a ·two- 1 •• ~mmittee on Infractions rec<ig-
"A.s the NCAA imnoimcement 'indi- i: year pr9bationary period, elimina- . mzed the efforts of the university to 
, cates, the. infractions were completely . tion of expense-paid recruiting vis-. , police its own affairs and our com-
. self-reported and the university conduct-· · '.its for one year, elimination of off-· i ·, plete cooperation with the associa-
' ed a thorough internal inv_estigation · : camp_lls ,eci:uiting for ,one year; · ; tdion's enforcement staff," said Fun-
. which resulted in the institutional ac- , erburk. · : '. ·" _. .. • · 
tions described in the NCAA report.", . 
. ~ : ·Th~ :' inrra'ctions' . occ~~ed. und~r 
George Cox, who resigned as coach on 
March l, 1988. He compiled. a 15-38 
·.record in two 'seasons, including a 6-20 , 
: mark -in 1987-88._ Cox ·could not be ' 
C reached for comment, but 'when Cox -
:announced his- resignation-he had said,~: 
· _"I _could have stayed and fought the " 
_thing. But it makes things tough when ,1 
your own boss.(Assistant Athl~tic Direc'. ! 
. tor Martha Mullins) doesn't support yciu. . 
It's like a cancer eaiing away at' you." .. '. 
• • • ~ ' : ' ' I • ) • , I ''i..: •-~- '.. 
·; , .-The probation will limit the w01:nen's ; 
:program to 15 expense-paid 'visits dur-,.-
. ing the· coming ·academic . year , and no · ·• 
.more, than HL student-athletes inay" be ·j 
a,varded financial aid during the 1990-91 •., 
•;_academic year. '"!•' •,;-:...:.:.._{ l : ! · , ·. :t ' : -1 
,.:,:·' It also said that Cox m~iigo-before l 
:·the NCAA Committee on Infractions· if '. 
: he seeks athletic-related duties at an _I 
NCAA institution in the next five years. j 
. ~--;, The, 'university's investigation;·~ac- 1: 
, cording to the NCAA,- began after _·two ·, 
'student-athletes refused to sign student- 'o 
athlete statements because "they were :·. 
· ·unable to report that there ·were no:· 
violations ~of NCAA legislation in 'their : 
~f~it:ment.".~~-~:~-:-.. ~:~-~;~-~-- ·_::: ::~- :/:~ 
''.'' ••Among the violations"as determined 
· t,y'-the .Committee on Infractioris:· .-, "so ,i• ;· 
• Cox ga'ce _about $50 to three pro- : 
. ·s~ve :~tudent-atl_!!~~_,;_jn __ !'!QY~ 
· · - ·,-.1987 for entertamment expenses on , 
~:_; their official visits to the campus .. , l 
' · - ' • The coach provided "improp- : 
_-er automobile transportation, -enter-: 
_ taimuent and clothing items" to two :. 
prospective student-athletes· during I 
.. a recruiting trip in April, 1987. ;! • • 
;.· ;· ·-• Cox mailed $200 to a prospec- · 
... tive student-athlete in May 1987 for ; 
:' the prospect to pay tuition and fees 
-to · a community college · in her 
-~ ,hometo~ :~r.w.::1~ .. ·Jf · ;·/ .:: ~--. · · . , : 
.,1,-:...• He also·· purchased two one- ; 
, ·way airline tickets in June 1987 for : 
,: two prospective ,_sl)Jdent::ith_letes _ to:,; 
, travel to Lexington '•in _.order ·to : 
(enroll at Eastern Kentucky'for'the•; 
'·1987-88 academic year. -·. ,;;,,:,0,9-, 
:;,,;":·ciix also· gave'$40 to one wain: J 1~an-so she ·could purchase a ticket to 1 
;,,ih,rhomefown -of the othl:'" ,r,~t j 
;ibefore_ they_ ~v1cl~ to t~e .'lll!'vers1-; 
r: ty. Neither· womaI] was reqmred to_; 
-··· c: --- !)epay·tlie-transportation-cost_s.~.~•_c;.c. 
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taking part in Thursday's session ' 
-~---: --__ illl_ · . ci_ .- ·@_.--_0 O_ •. mi_•--~ 1ru21.· Inieil_·. _t_·-_ O __. ·1_ill1l .. ·_eet ;: · ., :d~:~ 1~~1 l~:~e~jigw~~:t !~~~~: 
lf" . at screening consultant candidates .. / 
Wlitih{ (eX~ert§ . w Jmo,. · Ihle_ .. Jb~e_rll ~; ::)~ (itl~~~~¥~~~~:£{1¥iefffd}~:t'.; 
lj:b' J;P' including Furman, Peterson and ' 
~tlhteir~it21te§ Jl\ef orrimi' §Choo}§ :.~0I:e:, re;ate~ matter, Rose andi 
. . , Blandford have asked the Supreme 
·.· . ·· The !ask. force members will ask Court to ignore requests for changes' 
By° MiCHAEL )ENNINQS : ·. · : . ) r the experts "any questions they ' in the court's June 8 ruling. The two ' 
Stall Wrttcr , ' · · · _;._ ·.. ·. , . : _ •.> ,. I , want about what's going on in other' legislators - defendants in the law-' 
· · slates," Guy said. "Hopefully the I suit that led to the ruling - contend ' 
· FRANKFORT,· Ky.·~- Six ed~cal!on ex:. ! end product will be some ... broad ' the group that filed the suit missed 
perts who have helped other states reform 1 ; policy statements (for) these three '\ the deadline for requesting changes. : 
their school systems will share their know!- , committees we have." . · on July 17, · the group of school 
·edge this week with the · Kentucky Task , Rapier said that, after the meet-
1 
districts and students that filed the Force on Education: •, ., ... :. ' · · · · '· · 
., Kentucky House Whfp Keimy Rapier, D- .. l ing, "I look for things immediately I suit asked the court to say that the • I 1 ••• to pick up" with the three sub- .legislature should not try to run the: 
Bardstown, said the meeting In Frankfort on · I committees that are starting to dis- 1
1 
slate's public schools direcl!y. I 
Thursday should serve ·as "the Jumping-off t · I d b th rt' 1 
point" for the 21-inember panel's efforts to ' I sec the ISSues ra se Y e cou s / ·. The group, called the Council for 
plan a new public_ school systeni for the ·' I action. • · · .... · ·· · · I Better Education, asiced the court to' 
state. _,. .. _. • c :, · ; : , · • . · · ! I "I'm excited about ii, and I think, declare "the state as distinguished 
Other panel members .. described · the I it's going to be beneficial," _he said. ; from the General Assembly" ·re- I 
meeting as a brainstorming session to set Legislators noted that a scheduled 1· spon_sible_ for operating schools. : I 
priorities for !ask force subcommittees on ' meeting of the General Assembly's' , ,' .'The group also asked the court to ' 
curriculum, finance and the governing of interim joint Committee on Educa-; I' declare that "no school district in 
1 schools. , •. . . . lion Friday gives legislators two, , Kentucky is overfunded" and that 
:,::·certainly we hope It wlll prepare us· for ·J I working days this week to jump- I laking money from one school dis- ' 
the next step . :·., committees starting lo . ) start the task force's efforts. ·. , trict and giving it to another would 
meet and get down to specifics," said Senate : 1,-. ,, The six experts have agreed to • be unconstitutional. 
President P{o Tern ·John "Eck", Rose, the I , i ineet with the legislators for no fee, ;•,: ·_in a court document filed last Fri-
.Winchester Democrat who ls co-chairman 1 1 although the state will pay their ex- day, Rose and Blandford contend 
of the !ask force with House ·speaker Don , penses, Rapier sad. · . the council's requests are Invalid be- '1 
Blandford; D-Philpol ·,. _:•,:•-.:::-:-1 t; He said that ii any of the experts cause they were not filed within 20, 
'Sen. Joe Wright, D-Harned, said he hopes_. '--want to serve_as long-term _consul- · days of_the court's ruling ....... " . .,., the experts will give panel members some· 
Ideas "on what kind of agenda we might set ' ··. -_~Ei<_INGI.Q!'/J:1.E8t-LD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY .. TUESDAY,:JuL Y 2s:· 1989 
:!~;!:f~:~;~~ f~,:rl~iia~i~ Success i ori~~·scfioo I ·ref o rrn: \ 
perts about the merits· of elected vs. ap-. ' · · · ' · · • · · . ·. 
c~~~~~d ::~~~t~0~~:~et!te lt~~b~~!t1i!. :_:a te r_ri b I e . m ix_ f_ 0 r, , Ken_ _tu cky :.,_ 
"dispersed throughout the state, rather than 
aft in Frankfort.".':•" t • _ • · • • ••• '.{' ···~~ • •: _: • · - •, • • • •·· 1 • 1 
Rapier and Buel Guy,,Blandford's c~ief . ,.As'chief political adviser to the the message is that, the· fate of·: 
aide, said the planned session grew out of a governor, .. Danny Briscoe_ should _. future generations of school.children i 
meeting between !{entucky Iegtslators aiid' ,:know, better than ·anyone else, the will be held hostage to-Wilkinson's 1 
several national 'experts 'on education re- . . . . . 
form. That session· occurred during a meet-! .:nature of Wallace Wilkinson's polit- '-own.ambition.That 1s unconsc1ona-
1 
Ing of the Education Commission of the ical plans. Still, here's hoping Bris: · ble; given the condition of education I 
States In Chicago earlier this month. •.'/' ! toe ·was speaking only for himself • in Kentucky today. · :. . _·, .. · · -1' 
. "We've been pretty lucky In getting peo- ' F 'd h h · d h · · · ' 
pie to come In here on a six-day and five-• ·. n ay, W en e suggeste t at There is an additional message 
day notice," _Guy said y~erday. "It W!15_n'L education reform in Kentucky may as well, one that is less unconscio'. 1 
,:,, , -J·: firmed up until basically this morn-' ~e linked. to Wi!kins?n's ability to · nable only because voters have j 
'·_',.:; · ing." ·._._ ··' \•--·:•::'" '<··-•,~, ·<· i succeedh1mselfmoff1ce. ; ,.: · become accustomed to the broken, 
.·r,c•:•\' ··,:r'-Frank Newman, president of the·. . ! • During and after the taping pf promises of politicians. Wilkinson '. 
::::,;_ i EducationCommlssion·or theStates,: WLEX-TV's' ''Your Government," .won the 1987 election by-pledaing: '.·'will moderate Thursday's IO a.m. . o• 
, meeting at the_ capitol, Guy said. J. ')3riscoe indicated that the price for no new taxes; the extra revenue 
·,'.-,{;Also parti.cipating will'.be ·Kent Wilkinson's support for any educa- . generated by a lottery .•was· sup-
. McGuire, the education 'commis-: tion package, including increased posed to meet the state's needs . 
. :"sion's sen1or policy analyst; .John taxes, might be legislative approval Now, Briscoe and others indicate 
, _Myers; senior program director for~ : f b t · I · th t th · d t t 
;':. education with the National confer-, 9 a gu _ e_ma ona _ s_ ucc_ ess1on •; a .. e governor \~, r~-. y, ?. accep j . 
·;:, ence of State Legislatures;· Susan amendment. , ... · , :- • . add1t10nal taxes. . . . .. ,· .. , , .. 
> Furman of the Eagleton Institute' of ; Wilkinson .' made that amend- '· . If the new position reflects."recog- ' 
Public Affairs at Rutgers University; ment, including a provision that it nition of the state's strapped finan-
·::- !~lli~~:hC:oi°t~~~~~h T~~
1;!: apply to the incumbent, his No: 1 cial status, there is some redeeming 
•. terson, an adviser to the South caro- legislative priority in 1988. Howev- quality to the broken promise. It 
Jina legislature .. - ; . :.: i'::_,i:: . er, the amendment was killed in the would de_monstrate that Wilkinson 
.,.,. Guy said McGuire "put t)lls meet- Senate. Wilkinson said recently that 'is strong enough to do what'is best . 
·. ing together."_.:_,;) ,,:,t":1:!.i ,,,,_-,.-; ~ he still expects a second consecutive :. for,.the, state regardless of political 
· <?t Rapier said. the six ·experts all t_erm as governor, which means he. :: consequences. But i(his support· for ' 
" have experience ln · states where ·· • · h' 
•r:some facet of public education has' still expects succession to be ap-. ,new '.tax~ mges .'~olely on the ·1 
been declared unconstitutional. , proved bef?re his t~rm. en_ds in 19~1<', succession· 1fille11;dmen_t,_ hi~ promise:: 
(I'.-, ,The 'panel they wilt" address'....- is; 4 There 1s· nothmg wrong with ·-.. Jo the voters will be sacrificed for · 
-legislators and five members of the • th_ at· he has every right to propose · .purely ·selfish reasons: __ ' · ., · ; J 
,,, governor's stafl and Education Cabi- J i th_ e .• aniendm_ ent again. during the . . f:)K_en,riick_ y"' ;?,needs ::.·gu·. "tiematorial ~I .. net '-- inust grapple with a June 8 .. , . 
ruling by the state Supreme· Court i 11ext General . Assembly. But; it . ,succ~~iori.'}3?t th(greater)re,ci_b,y' 
,:;that said Kentucky's education sys-· 1would be very wrong, and very far /IS ..for_,, 1mprovement.,m. :our. 
lt,em_w~ unc~nstltutio~~t. \cl:Jd.1 j . cy_nical. of ~e governor, to link ,' scho9Is:· ·-_'{he" oppo_r,\tmity_ .'.to ·.meet ' 
••"The court said the General As-, · succession with the reform of Ken- : that need _IS here, as a result of the. 
~:~~~:~ r:p~~~f;i~ i~a~ts e~1:~~~~~:. tucky's public· schools_ 'ordered by ·:'recent . Supreme . 'Court :;decisiori.'.il 
tern of common schOols.''. .. v:¥.P.i \ · _ lf __ e state,;,upreme CClurt. !~f:k}(::_, °i:'~-:,I~ur~ly,\Walla(e\)'Vil~\11s~ri.".y,:ciuld:; 
... :.: _ .. :· .. ~-- .... • ......... -- .. ,. .. __ , "j If Briscot<was speaking" for the :--not sacrifice that opportunity 6ri the , 
l!Ovem·or. micl WP honP hP w,ism't altar of nPr;;on,i 1 pgo_ · • · '' '·, •, 
, 
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WilkillStiriy won 'f 
link succession 
to school reform 
Aide says report of _allegation false 
By Bob Geiger 
Herald-Leader political writer 
FRANKFORT - Gov. Wallace 
Wilkinson said yesterday that he 
would not link his support for 
educational reform to legislative 
· approval of a constitutional amend-
ment allowing him to succeed him-
self as governor. 
"There is absolutely no ~th to 
news accounts that I would make a 
connection between changing the 
way we educate children in Ken-
tucky and succession," Wilkinson 
said in a statement. 
Last week, The Courier-Journal 
quoted Danny Briscoe, Wilkinson's 
chief political adviser, as saying 
that the governor might propose a 
deal that would tie education re-
form and succession. Briscoe called 
a news conference yesterday and 
said he never made such a state-
ment 
"I have never advised the gover-
nor of Kentucky to connect succes-
sion with any issue," Briscoe said. 
"I have never said that. I have 
never advised it. I don't believe it." 
Briscoe said he had been asked 
by a reporter about comments legis-
lators had apparently made, indicat-
ing they thought the governor 
might insist on some kind of deal 
that would tie Wilkinson's support 
for a tax increase for schools to the 
succession question. 
"I answered that it was possible 
he (the reporter) had heard that. 1 
didn't answer that it was possible 
strategy," Briscoe said. 
The reports of Briscoe's earlier 
comments had rlrawn quick criti-
cism from lawmakers. House Edu-
cation Committee Chairman Roger 
Noe, D-Harlan, said, "It's inappro-
priate to try to tie succession to the 
education-reform movement." Noe 
said he would be offended by such 
a move. 
"It's totally politicizing the edu-
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cation effort, which can't be done if 
we're going to be successful " said 
Sen. Michael Moloney, D-Lexington, 
head of the Senate Appropriations 
and Revenue Committee. 
But Briscoe said at th~ news 
conference that he did not think the 
controversy resulting from his com-
ments had damaged the relation-
ship between the governor and the 
legislature, as both try to work 
together to develop an education- . 
reform package. 
~riscoe also said if a special 
sess1?n was held on education mat-
ters· m the fall as Wilkinson has 
urged, ther~ would be no way to 
use succession as a bargaining chip. 
Constitutional amendments can-
n_ot be introduced in a special ses-
sion, so the succession amendment 
would have t~ wait until next yea,. 
If the educational questions were . 
solved in the special session, the 
governor could not continue to pres-
~ure the legislature to tie the two 
issues together during the 1990 
regular session, he said. 
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Wilkinson will have role 
in education-policy meeting 
held in Oxford, England 
By JOHN VOSKUHL 
Staff Writer • 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov. Wallace Wilk-
inson will go to Great Britain next month 
for a four-day symposium on education poli-
cy at the University of Oxford. 
The Oxford International Roundtable on 
Education Is sponsored by Oxford's Norham 
Centre for Leadership Studies and Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute and State University. 
Wilkinson, one of 25 policy-makers and 
educators from around the world who will 
attend, Is scheduled to deliver a formal ad-
dress at the seminar, his press secretary, 
Doug Alexander, said yesterday. 
Alexander said be did not know what the 
governor's topic would be. 
Superintendent of Public Instruction John 
Brock will also attend the roundtable, as 
will Kem Alexander, former president of 
Western Kentucky University and now a 
professor of education finance at Virginia 
Tech. 
The symposium, which will be held at the 
university's St Peter's College from Aug. 13 
to 17, will focus on education developments 
mainly In the United States and Great Brit-
ain, Alexander said. But representatives 
from Canada, China, and European and Af-
rican nations are also expected, he said. 
Other scheduled participants Include Min-
nesota Gov. Rudy Perplch and Washington 
Gov. Booth Gardner. 
Alexander said he thought Wilkinson bad 
been Invited because of the recent state Su-
preme Court decision that struck down Ken• 
tucky's system of public schools. 
"I think It's a recognition of the fact that 
Kentucky Is at the forefront of education 
news right now because of the Supreme 
Court decision," he said. 
Wilkinson said earlier this week that he 
felt honored to be Invited. 
· - A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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· "eg~1"1 -~ Eastern Kentucky county leaders~i~ 9 p. _g __ 
establish economic survival-plan [ 
1SSOCiated Press 
HAZARD - A sense of urgen-
Y prevailed yesterday as leaders 
rom 22 Eastern Kentucky counties 
riea to forge a plan for survival in 
rapidly changing economy. 
Speakers at the so-called eco-
1omic summit for Southeastern 
:entucky coal counties didn't gloss, 
,ver the region's serious economic 
,roblems. Panelists described how 
'.astern Kentucky lags far behind 
lie state and nation in its economic 
evelopment 
"Eastern Kentucky is at a great 
isadvantage when it comes to 
reating,manufa~turing jobs. Histo-
y shows us that," said R. Percy 
:!kins, executive director of the 
:entucky River Area· Development 
listrict 
Toward the end of the day, 
everal conference participants wor-
ied the event would conclude. like 
imilar leadership conferences: 
,Ienty of panel discussion but little 
ction after the buffet lunch was 
erved. 
Roger Rectenwald, executive di-
ector of the Big Sandy Area Devel-
pment District, said the group had . 
J pursue pledges by large coal 
ompanies such as A.T. Massey 
nd The Pittston Co. to help with 
ommunity development. · 
"If we leave this room and 
omehow-not challenge these multi-
ational corporations to do what 
. i3 !!: -"" i-+· 
they say they ,vant to do, then tary L Rogers Wells; and state§ ;;;: ;;l ~ · 1--' • 
we've blown another day," Rectcn- Energy Secretary George Evans. . 1";:; . S 
wald sa_,d. . . Many state lawmakers and re-· e §:" S' . 
In hght of that challenge, the gional and county government offi .. ~ j [ ~ (1) 
groyp a~eed on three ~ou,rses of cials also discussed the region's a c. - g i-+-
act10n to improve the regions econ- problems of trash collection, poor·- [ Ol d 0 
omy: schools, methods to attract new' W !l. I:: ·o .,_.. 
• They intend to _ask the Ken- industry and relationship with the g ~ 9 ji°I ~ 
tucky Center for Pohcy Issues to coal industry. , - a '8 . . 1-1 
arrange a summit between· execu- , • ;; e g ·, (1) 
tives of Kentucky's largest coal The lowest unemployment rate " .,. j 
companies and Eastern Kentucky in -an Eastern Kentuclcy county in ~ :!! gi --:, 
leaders. Local economic develop- April was nearly double the nation- ~ ~ ~ · 
ment would be first on the agenda. al average of t5.l percent State 
'--'. 
• They also intend to ask the reports show the worst jobless rate 
Kentucky General Assembly to pro- was i~ Elliott Co!-'nty. more than_ 
vide $1 million for a proposed · four !Imes the nallonal average. 
regional government in . Eas1ern "We"re losing 3,570 people 
Kentucky, model_ed alon!l the Imes (yearly) according to the Census 
of_ th_e Ap~alachian Regional Com- Bureau, and we feel many of these 
~1ss10n. Pike Count}'. Judge-Execu- are high school and college gradu-
tive Paul Patton sa,d_ the money ates. people we can't afford 'to lose," 
could be used ~~ matchmg grants to said Elkins of the Kentucky River 
help. commumt1es prepare_ for eco- development district 
nom1c-growth, such as buymg prop-
erty for an industrial park. ,Elkins compared the out-migra-
. • They agi·eed to find a person tion to Eastern Kentucky's 20-year 
to help lure businesses to the region depression that ended in 1970. Dur-
and to. point out sites ready for ing that time 51,410 coal mining 
development. · jobs were lost, according to state 
These plans ca~e after a day- records. Since 1980, 25,000. people 
long meeting at the Hazard Holiday have left the 22-county region, ac-
Inn attended by about 130 people. cording to U.S. Bureau of Census 
Speakers included Superintendent figures. 
of Public Ins_truction John Broe½; "The fact is we have lost jobs 
state Economic Development Cab1- · paying $25,000 a year in exchange 
net Secretary Gene C. Royalty; state for jobs paying minimum wage" 
Finance and Administration Secre- Elkins s,airl ' 
g. 
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GE·'gives' ~~~ erson~ s~hQ.~I _$J~j:mj~,_io.11~ 
~~iir::r GARR.'·'-;.>. - .. ' -~~ ~/: ~ . Grarit aimsl:o ;double' :r.::1!~:8~~~:ef!5 :1 :~~~f.: 
In the largest ·sin~e grant ii has ever awarded a ' 11 . .b . d . -. d . t · 1 curriculum, wllh Instruction tailored 
SChool' the GE Foundation has given Weste_rn High CQ ege- QUll ~' Ua es 1 · for Individual students; flexible class . ,_ . . . . ,- b"--":"' _ ,. . . . 1 scheduling with students assigned to 
School In Jefferson County $1 mllllon to "restructure" --~--'--'---------~~---'-- team teachers rather than moving 
its academic programs. · · among the foundation, the Jefferson · .from class to class;· and developing 
The goal Is to double the number of seniors wbo go ,County Public Schools and GE Ap- close connections with 'the universi-
on to college by the time Ibis_ fall's ninth-graders pliances at Appliance Park In Louis- ty of Louisville and other colleges, 
graduate in 1993, Principal Lucian Yates said. ville. · perhaps including some preparatory 
Jefferson County school Superintendent Donald Ing- Ostergard said the $1 million _cgllege classes. . . . . _ . 
werson said the grant Is important because the mini, grant is .the largest available In the ' He said the "partnership" theme 
mum level of .education required for employment Is program. Its previous largest grant will add heavy Involvement with GE 
increasing as the world becomes more tecbnofoglcat was $750,000, to· a school -in Albu- volunteers; participation by families 
"It used to be that 'literacy' meant having a high querque, N. M. · · .. · of students and· neighborhood busi-
scbool diploma," Ingwerson said. "In the 1990s, 'liter- GE will also provide scores of vol- nesses; and a strong emphasis on 
acy' will require at least two years of college.- This is unteers to work "one-on-one" with cultural activities, Including field 
an effort to'help our young people he In that shrinking : Western students, trying to build trips. - • . • - . _ . 
work force." · · their self-esteem, and keep them .on , The $1 mlllion will be distributed 
The grantcoines from the GE Foundatlon's"College track toward college, Ostergard In annual payments of $170,00o· to 
Bound" program, which awards money to inner-city said. ' ' ·• · $220,000 a year for five years. About 
schools and other schools with significant numbers of ' Although $1 million is only a frac- half the money will go in extra pay 
students from poor families, foundation President Paul 11°!1 of the school system's $415. mll- to teachers who design the new pro-
Ostergard said yesterday. . ' lion annual budget, he said GE be- gram and teach extra classes. About 
AltbOugh Western's campus is on Rockford Lane in lleves private money focused on a $120,000 will be ·used for Instruction• 
suburban Shively, Its attendance district Includes low- specific school ls particularly elfec- , a1 equipment, including_ laboratory 
income neighborhoods in southwestern Loutsville. live because it allows flexibility. equipment and computers, · and 
Yates said about 38 percent of Westem's 1,000 stu- "The emphasis ls on d)screttonary , $100,000 will be used for other class-
dents now express the intent of going 011 to two-year or . . money, money for ctassroo,m. teach- 1 room supplies. Another $100,000 will • 
.four-year colleges, but officials don't know how many Ing aids and· decisions about teach• , establish a college-aid fund for 
actually do. He said one early element of the project Ing made by teachers," he said. · Western graduates; and the balance 
will be a survey to find out. "We take .lbe poorest schools In will pay for _consultants, stall train-
Almost 74·percent of graduates of Jeffe~n County lbe community- and -offer 3 mix of Ing, student · activities and other 
volunteer Involvement and a dlagno- . 
schools go to college or other post-secondary schoot. sis by people at the school itself: costs. . 
compared with about 60 percent statewide, according What they would do 10 tum . the "We guarantee with every ounce 
to the county schools' annual report for 1988-89. · school around II they bad the mon- of our ability that we will do every-. The GE grant was the second major private grant to ey ,, - - .- ,. .. .. . -· thing to make this project work," 
the county schools in a week. · ' · Some •of the details rein~ri to be Yales said. · 
On July 18, school officials announc~ that NTS ·worked· out, said Yates; a former ·as-' • "Democracy ls· based on an edu-
Corp. would ·spearhead a drive to raise $750,000 to slstant pri'pcipal at Ballard High cated populace.,.. We want to 
renovate aging Eastern High School in Middletown. School who w_as named Westem's make sure we keep those values In- . 
· O!!iciats billed the grant to Western as a parlnershlp principal this summer. tact." .... , ... __ _ 
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KEA says 
school reform 
takes more 
than money 
By Joseph S. Stroud 
Herald-Leader educauon writer 
LOUISVILLE - Several hun-
dred million dollars in new revenue 
will be needed to reform Kentucky's 
public schools adequately, David 
Allen, president of the Kentucky 
Education Association, said yester-
day. 
But new money alone will not 
save the state's schools, he said. 
The schools are "generally under-
staffed, under-equipped and under-
maintained," he said. 
Allen's remarks were the first 
formal statement the KEA has 
made on the reform effort, which 
began June 8 when the state Su-
preme Court ruled that Kentucky's 
entire state school system was un-
constitutiona I. 
Allen and KEA Executive Di-
rector Larry Diebold spoke at a 
press briefing during the KEA's 
Summer Leadership Conference in 
Louisville. 
They said they hoped the KEA, 
the state's largest teachers' associa-
tion, would play an important role 
in rebuilding the schools. 
"We have assurances that we're 
going to be involved," Allen said. A 
21-member Task Force on Educa-
tion Reform began meeting earlier 
this month. A second meeting is 
scheduled today in Frankfort 
"Woven through all of this,'' 
Diebold said, "is the strong concern 
that teachers - practicing teachers 
- have a strong involvement in 
coming up with the solution." 
The ex.act cost of the reform 
effort will have to be worked out, 
Allen said. But he said the figure of 
$200 million mentioned in a speech 
last week by Lexington lawyer 
Larry Forgy was "too little." 
Allen said the KEA's call for 
comprehensive refonns was not 
aimed at Forgy, who last week said 
the system was basically sound and · 
called for a conservative approach 
to refonn. But Allen seemed to be 
addressing Forgys approach when 
he said, "We categorically disagree 
that a re1atively small improvement 
in funding will sustain (an) ade-
quate, equitable, system." 
Teacher salaries were a concern, 
Allen said, but they were not the 
only concern. He said all education· 
issues should be considered in the 
refonn effort. 
"While we believe that the en-. 
tire school system does not need to 
be turned inside out, we also assert 
that i:io issue should be ex.empt 
from the current dialogue," Allen 
said. 
"We contend that everything 
that exists today in Kentucky's 
system of public schools is, in fact, 
up for debate." 
Allen said problems with Ken-
tucky schools ranged from inade-
quate .curriculum to poor equipment 
and resources to the condition of 
the schools themselves. 
"Some schools' buildings are so 
dilapidated and outdated that they 
need to be entirely replaced," Allen 
said. 
On the subject of teacher sala-
ries, Allen said the KEA supported · 
a beginning salary of $22,000, with 
a gradual increase over 10 years to 
$42,000. 
Last year, beginning salaries for 
teachers with only bachelor's de-
grees ranged from $15,740 in Meni-
fee County to $19,148 in Fayette 
County. 
The average salary for all Ken-
tucky teachers was $24,920, com-
pared to a national average of 
$29,567, according to KEA figures. 
Teachers, Allen said, reject the 
argument that Kentucky has set its 
expectations too high. 
"Just as we often take inade-
quate resources and perform magic 
in our classrooms, we expect our 
state to devote more of its admitted-
ly inadequate resources to the edu-
cation of its children. Just as we 
haye high expectations for our stu-
dents, we have high expectations 
for Kentucky." 
The KEA knows, Allen said, 
that "the entire system, top to 
bottom, has not failed." He said 
teadrers were doing a good job 
"despite grossly inadequate fund- . 
ing, too few resources and despite a 
system that sometimes seems to 
value patronage and who you know 
above what's good for children." 
But Allen said improvements 
were needed in curriculum, school 
facilities and resources available to 
teachers, such as up-to-date ttxt-
books. 
Adequacy, he said, "is more 
than good teachers making do with 
what they've got." 
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Wilkinson, Brock to attend 
education meeting in England 
By Jamie Lucke 
Herald-Leader e'ducallon writer 
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson and 
state Superintendent of Public In-
struction John Brock will join poli-
cy-makers and educators from 
around the world next month at a 
weeklong conference in Oxford, 
England. 
Kem Alexander, the former 
president of Western Kentucky Uni-
versity, is an organizer and director 
of the first Oxford International 
Roundtable on Education Policy. 
The conference is being spon-
sored jointly by Virginia Tech, 
where Alexander is a distinguished 
professor of education, and the 
Norham Centre for Leadership 
Studies of Oxford University. 
Twenty-five participants - in-
cluding several U.S. governors and 
education ministers from countries 
in Asia, Africa and Europe - are 
expected to attend. 
The cost is $1,200 a participant, 
which includes lodging, food and __ 
air fare, according to an invitation 
to the conference that was sent to 
Wilkinson in January and signed by 
Alexander and Oxford professor 
Vivian Williams. 
State money will be used to pay 
Wilkinson's and Brock's expenses, 
their spokesmen said yesterday. 
The conference will be Aug. 13-18. 
Wilkinson will speak at the 
conference, but the topic has not 
been decided, said press secretary 
Doug Alexander. 
The conference a159 may pro-
vide a chance to enlist more experts 
to advise Kentucky on the educa-
tion overhaul ordered by the Su-
preme Court. 
Kern Alexander is being touted 
as a potential consultant to Ken-
tucky's new Task Force on Educa-
tion Reform. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Schools need 
.more than 
money,KEA 
cl1ief says 
By MICHAEL JENNINGS 
,. 
Stall Writer . 
The cause of public school reform In 
Kentucky will take more than money, 
and teachers expect to have a large role 
In discussions on changes, the president 
of the slate's largest teachers' association 
said yesterday. · · 
. In . the wake of the · state Supreme 
Court's voiding of the current system, 
Kentucky also needs to broaden its 
school curriculum, properly certify all 
teachers and hire more school counsel-
ors and nurses, Kentucky Education A!!r 
, socialion President David Allen said. 
Speaking at a KEA summer leadership 
conference In Louisville, Allen called on 
state policymakers to avoid narrowing 
the terms of the debate over school re- '. 
.form. 
: . "While we believe that· the -entire 
1 school system does not need to be turned 
inside out, we also assert that no Issue 
should be exempt' from_ the current dia- . 
. logue," •Allen said. ·' · ·· · .' 
· He also said Kentucky teachers expect ·• 
"a strong involvement in coming up with 
the solutions" to the dilemma · posed by 
the court's ruling. · . 
Senate President Pro Tern John "Eck" 
Rose, the 'Winchester Democrat who is 
co-chairman of a· 21-member task force 
, that will draft a blueprint for rebuilding 
the school system, said the panel would . 
'ask all interest groups In education for 
their views. · · ·• · ·, .. 
"Certainly the KEA and teactiers will 
be one of those groups,'' but "right now I 
can't say exactly when that will come," . 
Rose said. · .. , ' ~,, ,,._ - ...: 
Allen, whose organization represents. 
:about 31,000 teachers, said KEA mem-
bers "categorically disagree that. a rela-. 
lively small improvement In funding will 
sustain that adequate, equitable sys-
tem" that the June 8 ruling requires. 
He said reforms needed to fulfill 
the Supreme Court's mandate would 
cost more than the $200 million In 
extra state taxes recently proposed 
by former state Budget Director 
Larry Forgy. 
Forgy contended that, ·.by raising 
taxes that much, the · state could 
meet the court's demand, for even-
hande<\. financing . of · schools and 
would 'help satisfy Its demand for 
ensuring. that all Kentucky children 
get an adequate education. · 
Allen said he couldn't specify bow 
much more money would be needed 
or bow that money should be raised, 
although he cited higher sales taxes 
as part of the solution. 
KEA Executive Director Larry "our expectation that we wnu,e ac-
·. Diebold' said Forgy's comments had lively Involved" In reform ~.fforts 
led some people to think that the and have pledged to draw the KEA 
court's ruling Is '.'no big deal,'' when into the process. He declliioo to 
"the fact ls, this Is a big deal." name a panel, member· who ··had 
Allen said the pressing needs of . made that pledge.;. , ,.,.1 :::"./ 
state scbOols Include: House Speaker Don . Blandford, 
n A curriculum that gives all stu- the Philpot Democrat who -IS. illso 
dents the chance to study foreign co-chairman of the panel,,;,and 
languages, high-level mathematics, House Democratic Caucus :Otalr• 
advanced science, music, vocational man Jody Richards of Bowling 
educa lion and the arts. · Green said they knew pf no such 
specific commitment. : .• · ;, •· 
El Schools equipped with laborato- · · ·••• ' · 
ry equipment and good heating and . "Any assurances like Iha~· woul~ 
air-conditioning systems. . have Just come from an lnd,v!dual 
· Ill Better-paid teachers who have 
"the Job security necessary to con-
centrate on teaching:'• 
Allen said members of the Task 
Force on Education are aware ol 
o' 
on the panel, Blandford said.. -1 
"The only commitment- ,that I 
know that has been made Is that 
KEA and other advocacy groups 
will most assuredly· be beard at 
some point," Richards said. ' 
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ombs suggests $400 million, su A.Rcl-f,v£s 
ots of responsibility for schools. 
By TODD MURPHY 
Starr Writer 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The man repre-
senting the state's poorer school districts 
In Kentucky's landmark education lawsuit 
estimated yesterday that the state needs to 
spend about $400 million a year to bring 
the poorer systems In line with the richer 
ones and then improve all schools. 
But former Gov. Bert T. Combs, now a 
lawyer In Lexington, also said examination 
of possible restructuring of the system as 
well as holding districts responsible for the 
job they do are as Important as the money. 
Combs' comments came during and 
after ii luncheon speech to the Lexington 
Rotary Club. 
He talked about the state Supreme Court 
ruling handed down June 8 In response to 
a lawsuit filed by 66 county school systems 
- a ruling that said the state's system of 
schools was unconstitutionally inadequate 
and inequitable. 
Combs also talked about the ruling's pos-
sible effect on poor and wealthier districts 
and about how the legislature has pro-
gressed In setting up a new school system 
by the court-imposed deadline, the end of 
the 1990 session. 
Combs said the $400 million a year 
should be split, with $200 million going to 
the power equalization program - to 
bring the poorer school systems In line 
with the wealthier ones - and the other 
$200 mill ion spent to Improve all schools. 
Asked later where the money might 
come from, Combs would • only say, "That 
is the prerogative of the legislature." 
Combs emphasized that school systems 
must be held responsible for tbe education 
they provide with that money. 
"Let me emphasize that nobody, in my 
judgment, with walking-around sense be-
lieves that you can have a good system ot 
schools without responsibility and 
, without accountability. We have got 
.to make absolutely certain - the 
• legislature bas - that the money of 
Kentucky people, appropriated to 
the school system of the state, ls 
spent Wisely." 
• Combs' comments In some ways 
paralleled those Lexington lawyer 
Larry Forgy made a week ago at 
the Kentucky Association of School 
Administrators' annual conference 
in Louisville. 
Forgy, who headed a committee 
set up to get opinions on school re-
structuring, called for $200 million 
to help equalize the state's poor 
schools with Its weaUhler ones and 
suggested using the average of the 
·state's six best-funded districts as a 
benchmark, which Combs also sug-
gested yesterday. Forgy also bad 
said major restructuring of the sys-
tem was not needed. 
Combs said yesterday that Forgy's 
comments, which some criticized as 
being too accommodating to the sta-
tus quo, were misinterpreted. 
"Forgy was talking about the Inequi-
ty part of the problem. The Inequity, 
in my judgment, can be substantial-
ly corrected with $200 million. . .. 
There's nothing wrong with what he 
said." 
But Combs said questions about 
the adequacy of the whole system, 
and the accountability of the school 
districts, must also be addressed. 
Combs said the poorer systems 
must be willing to contribute local 
taxes to their Improvement. He also 
said the poorer systems should not 
be - and the Supreme Court ruling 
.will not allow them to be - Im-
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proved by taking from the wealthier 
districts. He noted that the average 
per-pupil expenditure In the state's 
wealthiest county district, Fayette, 
was stlll $500 below the national 
average. 
"Everything that has been said 
and done In thls case .. . has made 
It very clear that no school district 
in Kentucky ls overfunded, really 
not properly funded, and the court 
would prohibit taltlng money from 
one district and giving It to the oth-
er." 
In response to a question after his 
speech from Fayette County Super-
intendent Ronald Walton, Combs 
said the wealthier districts should 
be allowed to excel 
"The court contemplates that 
once a . . • constitutional minimum 
has been reached, other districts, 
like Fayette County, Jefferson Coun-
ty, Woodford County . . • ought to 
strive hard to go beyond that consti-
tutional standard and have a more 
excellent school system." 
Combs said be is not concerned 
that the legislature is moving too 
slowly on agreeing on a restructur-
ing plan. 
"They have until the legislature 
adjourns next May . . . that's seven 
or eight months. -~. rm assuming 
they're going about their tasks." 
Combs largely held to a prepared 
text of his speech yesterday, and 
was careful in answering questions 
afterwards. 
"I don't want to get In a contro-
versy," he said. "It's not a contro-
versial subject ... As long as every-
body keeps their good humor and 
works toward Improving the school 
system lo Kentucky, I think It's a 
great opportunity." 
Combs offers sales tax boost 
as way to fund school reform 
By Joseph S. Stroud 
Herald-Leader education wr11er 
, Former Kentucky Gov. Bert T. 
Combs yesterday added his 2 cents 
to the debate about how much 
school reform will cost the state. 
Combs' 2 cents worked out to 
$400 million. 
Combs helped file the 198.5 law-
suit that led to the June 8 state 
Supreme Court ruling that Ken-
tucky's entire school system was 
unconstitutional. Yesterday, in a 
speech to the Lexington Rotan: 
Club, he offered what he called an 
"infonned estimate" of what the 
slate should spend on e:d11cation 
reform. 
He said $200 million a year 
should be used to "correct lhe 
inequity" between the state's poor 
school districts and those that re-
ceive more support, and said anoth-
er $200 million a year should go to 
"upgrade the entire system." 
Combs would not say how he 
thought the money should be 
raised, saying that was up to the 
legislature. He noted in his speech, 
however, that the money could be 
raised wi th a 2-cent increase in the 
state sales tax, though he said he 
was not advocating such an in-
tTease. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
Eliminating the inequity be-
tween the state's richest and poor-
est districts, Combs said, could be 
done by adequately funding the 
state's Power Equalization Pro-
gram. The program, which was 
established in 1976 to raise the 
funding level in poor school dis-
tricts, has failed because it has 
never been fully funded, Combs 
said. 
Combs said the school property 
tax in poor districts should be 
raised to the average of the top six 
districts in the state. 
That comment echoed a propos-
al made last week by Lexington 
//, . . , ... ,,,, \ 
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State ·n~eds· -·to~:rJlap- -eaucat1o~ goal.?, :exp~rts -~-t~I I panel. 
By Jamie Lucke ·- ' :, the education issues now confront- • The state Department ~-Edu- Many ; scli~i' ~~yst~· _·ac~pt - Roy 'Forbes, -director of North • 
Herald-Leader education writer ing Kentucky, said Frank Newman, cation should assist local school . that some .students cannot learn Carolina's Center for School Ac-
FRANKFORT Kentucky president of the Education Commis- districts, but the job of monitoring , and will drop out If thii" state·· countability, said state superinten- · 
must determine its destination be- sion <if the States in Denver and a school districts should be assigned · commits itself to the propositio].l dents who were appointed tended to 
fore striking out on the road to former president of the University to some other agency or office. that au· students are capable oT; provide more dynamic leadership ' 
education reform. of Rhode Island. • Teachers and principals learning, that will influence other , than elected superintendents. I 
That was the message from six He said the task force could should be free to make important decisions, Newman said. He also ·1 But the experts agreed that 
national experts invited to partici- define its goals by looking at work decisions about how and what their said that dropouts were shut out of there are examples around the I 
pate in yesterday's second meeting , completed in Kentucky and else- schools teach. At the same time, the today's economy. ., ; ... "' ., country of elected superintendents [ 
of the Task Force on Education , where. state sb~l~uld impose a strict ac- House Speaker, D~~jd Bland- : who have brought about reform. 
Reform. I "It's no longer a question of counta 1 1ty system to ensure that · Although there has been little · 
tud I · ha ford, D-Philpot, co-chairman of the whether Kentucky can compete s ents are earnmg w t they research. on the optimum size for The experts advised the 21- 1 h Id task force, started the meeting by i 
b 
with Tennessee. It's a question of s ou • • fru • · h h school districts, there is strong evi-
mem er task force to decide first I h h K k t . • The most crucial ingredient in expressmg stration wit t ose dence that smaller schools are bet-
what students should learn, then , w et er entuc Y can compe e •s ful ed t· · 1 who say the group is moving too with Korea," Newman said. uccess uca ion 1s persona at-· ter, especially for students at risk of 
proceed to specific questions about . f t_ention_ for each student, a goal that I slowly. "There is a lot of impatience failing. That's true e· ven if the 
how schools are governed and fi· Among the pomts O agreement I t 1- h · 1 out there," Blandford said. expressed by the experts were: s easter o accomp 1s m smal er ! smaller · schools provide fewer 
nanced. ·schools. , i He asked the experts to help the course offerings than their larger 
- "The focus needs to be on • Someone, preferably a Ken- • Teacher education should be group devise a "syStematic way" to · counterparts, said Terry Peterson, 
teaching and learning," said Susan tuckian but not necessarily a pro- ·examined and improved. rid the school system of failing · executive director of South Caroli-
Fuhrman, director of the Center for fessional educator, should be hired • The task force must cultivate · programs. · I na's business/education subcom-
Policy Research in_ Education .at to coordinate and organize the task . public support for its recommenda- After a broad discussion of mittee for educational improve-
Rutgers University in New Jersey. force's work. • tions. . . goals and procedures, task force ment. 
The task force is studying how • Educational equality should . Some task force members said members focused on questions that 
to revamp the public education be judged according to output, not .:the Supreme Court had established have been important to Kentucky. 
system, as ordered by the state input That means the key measure ~/heir goals for them. But the experts Rep. Kenny Rapier, D-Bards-
Supreme Court June 8. is whether all students are equipped 1 , said the goals outlined in the court's town, said the task force must deal 
to compete and succeed when they I decision should be defined further with the perception that the schools 
While no other state has had an 
assignment of that magnitude, al-
most every state is struggling with 
leave school, not whether schools and expanded. are hotbeds of cronyism, feather-
offer the same courses and have _, For example: Does Kentucky bedding and politics. Newman 
equal staffing and equipment __ believe that all children can learn? agreed. 
" After ··nearly three hours of dis-
cussion, the task force's three com-
mittees convened and took thes< 
actions: 
• The committee on governanCT 
scheduled a public hearing at 1( 
a.m. Aug. 16 on the merits of ar 
elected vs. an appointed state super-
intendent, whether there shoulc 
even be a state superintendent anc 
the state school board's relation tc 
the superintendent. 
• The finance committee decid 
ed to examine the mechanisms fot 
delivering money to schools - tht 
minimum foundation program anc 
power equalization - to determim 
how they contribute to inequitie, 
before taking up the question o 
how many new dollars might bi 
needed. 
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. Brainstorming produces decision_·to hire:: 
~9()r~~~tmg . cogsult~t r or scho_o1fett:<>dl 
By MICHAEL JENNINGS ·. : ,::, Terry Peterson, an education advis- 1 The experts advice. to look for as· 
stat! Writer· , ., . .• ,. , j ... ---- .' . _;,: er to the South Carolina legislature. much heltp as possible In Kentucky· 
, . :, ._. ;· ·"' \ \q '. ·'"· · •.•- ·· · For example, Newman said, most ran coun er to the contention by 
· · · · . ' : .. . · school systems "assume that some some panel members, including" 
FRANKFORT, Ky:- The engine of pub- kids can't learn too well." 11 Ken- Blandford, that outsiders would take 
llc~chool relorm In Kentuc_ky lurched Into lucky decides all children should _a more objective view of the state's 
gear yesterday In a bnsk brainstorming finish high school, that will 1nnu- ! needs. · · - . 
session at the Capitol. . • . ence specl!lcs In the plan for · In the several states where the 
. Based on advice lrom six out-of~te ex- schools, he said. /· Education Commission of the States 
perts, the Task Force on Education Re- Roy Forbes, director of the cen.' ·bas aided reform efforts,· "our most· 
· form agreed to hire ter tor School ;Accountability In Ra- valua~le resource was people In the 
a single consultant lelgh, N.C., said Kentuckians must state, McGuire said, He said those 
. to coordinate efforts. also decide what taskS other than states have used outside experts to 
t b lid K educating children - such as adult- I supplement ln~tate expertise . and 
0 .re u en- literacy training and soclal~ervlce •~as a sounding board" for Ideas., 
tucky"s school sys- coordination - they want public John L Myers, senior program di: 
tern. _: . schools to perform, . , rector for education with the Na• 
: The experts advised the panel to choose' House Speaker. Don. Blandford, . I !Iona! _Conference of State Leglsla-
~ current or former Kentuckian- for the who Is a co-chairman or the task lures, . said the overall coordinator 
- Job. . . force, and Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Dan- ' need not be a professional educator, 
, . Under a proposal by. Senate Majority _ •VIile, said the Kentucky Supreme': : but should have some experience In 
, Leader Joe Wright or Hamed, task-force · Court already made the panel's , education and be familiar with the' 
· . members .will suggest nominees to the pan- . goals clear when It declared June s , state's politics. . _ l 
· el's two co-chairmen, who will then recom- lhat the General Assembly had 1 _ Kentucky"s case·'!s'-unlque; ·and 
mend a candidate to the-task force. failed In Its constitutional duty to 1 "what Kentucky does·wm have 8 . 
. . "When you use consultants, one of the provide an efficient system of · I good deal of national significance,".' 
things you want Is for the knowledge from · sc~oo~ for the state. _ . _ · · Newman said. Still_ the state can·· 
the rest of the world to remain in the· Weve been told by the court, be':1efit.greatly from:studylng what' 
state," a11d hiring a Kentuckian would helJ) what kids need to learn," said _ , other states have attempted, he add .. 
achieve that, said Frank Newman, presi-· Clarke, chairman or the House'Ap- __ ed.: ...... • . . \· .. ,< _', .. .-•:··, •,:.,' 
-~ dent of the Education Commission or the propriatlons and Revenue Commit• Blandfo,~d said he_has beeil frus. •• 
-' States, who moderated the session yester- , tee. , _ ~ted by the impatience out there" '_- · 
day. Kent McGuire, senior poll , , Peters_on said that, Indeed, the _ for quick results and by ~riticlsm of -, • 
• ,, . .I analyst with Newman's organlzalio~ , pa1_1el might be able to define mo~ the decision to solicit out-of~tate ex• . ii 
:: :' ,,,. __ ' said having a full-time, ln~tate coor- of its goals by c~mblng the court or- ' pe.~. - . '• . . • . . -~ -l :-··· -. ,j dlnator had proved "absolutely crili• , der and educational goals alread,Y There are those who· seem _to . 
. , .•• - ·' ', cal" In several states' school-reform out111_1ed _by the General Assembly s , think we should all have all been 
efforts. · Interim Joint Education Committee. : locked up· In a big room and ,'., , · i 
, , The panel also approved Wright's The panel should also aim at a hammer out a plan and come out ;" 
proposal that -Its three subcilmmit• _ school syst~m that can adapt to and give It to the General Assembly · . 
. tees be allowed to hire other consul-· ev_er-lncreasmg demands, Newman . an,d be done with It," he said. . .: • _. 
· tants If they choose. _, \ sa!?·, _ 'The task force, feels comfortable _ _:-'. 
Also at Wright's suggestion th~ Its no longer a .question of , with the way we re proceeding _ -: , 
_. group approved a toll-free telephone' whether Kentu~ky , can .. compete methodically. We think we do have ·. 
line for Kentuckians to give leglsla- with Tennessee but of whether, I a plan of action, although· some._:-
, tors their Ideas on schools or seek Kentucky can compete with Korea. have questioned that" .. . ,.,,,,.1.,.,.,:)1·, 
lnformalion·about meetings related• and J~pan and Singapore and Ger- , State Budget Director Kevlil'Ha;:<; 
.to the restructuring effort. The num- , m~ny, he said. . ble fretted at the amount of work toy' 
ber ls (800) 372-7l81. _ , You need a system th~! ls•gomg be done by the court's deadllile,-the .!, 
Members of the hastily assembled •r, to keep challenging Itself. adjournment of the ,General Assem• ,:; 
-team of experts urged the Kentucky . Rep. WIiliam Strong,. R•H1128rd,_ bly's regular session next'AprlL.,But ,.:, 
· panel to set overall educational . . urged the task force to ask Gov.. several of the experts said the state:: 
goals before getting down to specif•· ! Wallace. Wilkinson, superintendent_ could do the job In the lime avajl• .i'-
lcs. . -. , i' of Public Instruction· John Brock ' able. , , . 's• ,:-, ,.. . , :, .,:y : ; 
"I think that you are ahead of the an~ former state Budget Director - "You've got to .be thoughtful' on ·, 
, public" In seeing what those goals · Larry Forgy for their advice before. I the one hand ,!1°c,;,'not drag your feet ; .. 
should be, Newman told the-panel, . setting goals. _ , . - . . , on .the other,. he said._, . -, :, ,--,~··'· •J 
vyhlch consists of 16 legislators and· . Newman ~d one ultimate object _ "It's amazing how fast things' 6m _': . 
five members . of the Education ' oul:!11 to be putting chlldren "in a happen If you have good support:;; _ 
.Cabinet and governor's. starr. Now, . setting where the~:re taken serious- i'· and a commitment,· aild I think you•"' · 
_be said, the panel shOuld "educate ly and personally anil are led to ' have that here," Peterson ·said. _ 
ihe public ... so that by the time 1._be/,leve,they can learn. - . . Some of the experts said the state ' 
you're ready to· go you're not run- \ What you want to focus on Is uni- would need a lot more money for • 
nlng Into a buxz~~-" formity ·of-learning" In all schools schools, but It wouldn't need all of It·· 
Once broad objectives are agreed : and school districts, not necessarily I ri~t away. · : • 1 
on, the task force can figure out 1 , on a uniform commitment of re-_ Smee 1983, legislatures have .In-· · 
what changes In -governing schools 
1
, sources, he said. . : , -. creased funding for education more t· . 
and other specific "measures wlll Giving schools and teachers more than for any other area; but .typical• , 
best achieve those alms, the experts autonomy can prove a key to better ly "that doesn't com_e as a ~. In• 
·said. . · learning, said . Susan Furhman, di• , fusion right up_ front,", Myers said,,,,,· 
The state should base Its overall rector of the Center for Policy Re- Such -school reforms -as lowering , 
'goals for schools on "what •.. you 'search In Education at Rutgers Uni- the dropout rate should be attained 
.want young folkS to know to be com- ·versity's Eagleton Institute of Poll- over a period or years, thus spread, 
petltlve" In the. 21st century, said tics. Ing out the cost, Peterson said. h :,, 
After the. meeting. the task force's .. 
governance subcoinmlttee decided 
to meet Aug. 16 to discuss the merits . 
of an elected vs. appointed state su- · 
: perintendent and the role of the 
: state Board for Elementary and Sec··; 
: ondary Education. . : . .. ,,,:-
: The finance subcommlttee.egree'i\;' · 
to begin studying. the state's basic',: 
school-funding program but did not ,. 
set a date. · ·, . , •- ,._ _ ·. 
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=ired.Murray chief worrie$ _ J\l:Jout __ f~tur.e 
I_ have still not ironed out ·our: differ-
soclated Press 
MURRAY - Kala Stroup, who 
linquishes- the presidency of Mur- ,, 
y State University this week, 'l 
aunchly defended her job per- ; 
rmance and wondered how her ·: 
~parture would affect her career, 
1d the school's image. . , i 
Stroup, who served as president. 
,r six years, said she had never; 
st.a job until May 2, when the\ 
lurray State Board of Regents 
Jted 8-2 against renewing her 
mtract, which e'.'pires June 30. ; 
"I've ·been in higher education' 
,r ·30 ,years and I've never been 
~estioned," said Stroup, 51. "I've' 
!ways been highly sought after. It 
ill have a tremendous impact on 
1y future." 
James L Booth, vice president 
>r academic affairs, will take over 
s Murray State's acting president 
'uesday. Stroup will begin a sab-
atical in September, and she plans· 
J move to Washington, D.C., to be 
senior fellow with the American 
lssociation ·of State Colleges and 
fniversities. · 
Stroup said she hadn't decided 
,hether to seek the presidency of 
nother university or work at some 
,ther level in higher education after . 
,er sabbatical. She is concerned ,. 
hat the Murray State board's refus-; 
11 to renew her contract might limit ' 
1er job opportunities,' . :J 
"I will have to do a tremendous ' 
unount pf explaining," she said: : 
. . ' 
, Stroup said she was disappoint-
ed but not surprised by the board's 
decision even though the university · 
was on an upswjng. She said enroll· 
ment was increasing, the school . 
was attracting more private money 
and students were becoming stron-' 
ger in academics. : 
Criticisms of Stroup centered on · 
her .management style, problems 
with the faculty and internal strife 
at Murray, a 7,000-student school in . 
Western Kentucky. 
But Stroup said that she apoJo'. 
gizes for nothing and that •she 
wouldn't change her management 
s_tyle. . 
·. . "I believe I led the institution 
~tli integrity," she said. "I feel like 
I did the very best job I could, 
considering the circumstances." ; 
: : :; ;I'he• composition of the board i 
. changed several times during her j 
tenure, slie noteil? which was the 
· result of three different governors 
· appointing· members. · 
"Rarely did I have 100 percent 
of the board agreeing on anything, • 
and I regret that, but I really don't 
feel that there was anything r could 
, do," Stroup said. . 
She declined to . criticize the 
board or Gov. Wallace Wilkinson 
whose four appointees to the board 
voted against her. · 
But she expressed concern thai . 
I her removal could harm the univer- , 
sity's reputation. 
. "This kind of relationship and 
mstab1hty and lack of continuity is 
not necessarily the mark of your 
better institutions," . she said. "I 
think that since this was the second 
time this has happened to this 
university, it says to the public we 
! 
ences,,, that ·.w~ · still havf/o\ ~-
tured., ~•. -~ 1: ,.• .. ; .-·.('."•'i 
. Stroup's predecessor,"' Constan-
.. tine Curris, left Murray after · a 
contract battle with the university's 
board. . i 
During her sabbatical, Stroup 
: will continue to help Murray attract 
funds for the Center of Excellence 
in Reservoir Research and tl)e na-· 
· tlonal museum of the Boy Scouts of 
America, which is on the Murray 
campus. She also will be a repre-
sentative of the university and: a 
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Ouster to hurt~~ 
:q 
her career, ::.; 
Murray State~t" 
Stroup says 
Associated Press " i > -
. . , j >ll 
MURRAY, Ky.·- Kala Stroup, who',till 
relinquish the presidency of Murray State 
University this week, staunchly defends her 
job performance and believes her depariure . 
will hurt her career and the school's 1111age. 
Stroup, who was president for six :ie'ars, 
says she had never lost a job until May'. 2, 
when the Murray State regents voted· ~-2 
against renewing her contract, which_' ex-
pires June 30, 1990. · 
"I've been In higher 
education for 30 years, 
and I've never been 
questioned," said 
Stroup, 51. "I've always 
been highly sought 
after. It will have a tre-
mendous Impact on my 
future." 
James L Booth, vice 
president for academic 
affairs, will take over Stroup 
as acting president to-
morrow, Stroup plans to move to Washing-
ton, D. C., to begin a sabbatical in Septem-
ber as a senior fellow with the American 
· Association of State Colleges, .and Univetsi-
ties. I'. 1 
She said she hasn't decided whether: to 
seek the presidency of another unlverslty,or 
work at some other level in higher educa-
tion· after her sabbatical. She fears the-Mur-
ray State board's refusal to renew bet con-
tract may limit her Job opportunities._;; 
"I. will have to do a tremendous amount 
:or explaining," she said. 
· . Stroup said she was disappointed, 
but not surprised, by the board's de-
-clsion, even thOugh the university 
. was on an upswing. She said enroll-
·ment was Increasing, the school was 
attracting more private money, and 
students were getting stronger In 
academics. . 
.. , "You rarely make II change when 
: tt\ings are going that well," she said, 
·, .She said she apologizes tor noth• 
Ing and added that she wouldn't 
change her management style. 
· ; "l believe I Jed the Institution 
:with Integrity," she said. "I feel like 
: . l cjid the very best job I could, con• 
j' s!dering the circumstances." 
She noted that the composition of 
the board of regents changed sever-
111 times during her tenure - the 
result of appointments by three gov-
ernors. "Rarely did I have 100 per• 
cent of the board agreeing 011 any-
' thing, and I regret that, but I really 
don't feel that there was anything I 
' could do," Stroup said. ' . 
She declined to criticize the board , 
or Gov. Wallace Wll!Qnson, whose, 
four regent appolntees'-voted against 
her. ~ 
However, she expressed concern 
that her removal could harm the 
university's reputation. 
"This kind of relationship and In• 
stability and lack of continuity Is not ' 
, necessarily the mark or your better .. 
Institutions," she said. "I think th11t , 
since this was the second time this , 
bas happened to this university, It 
says to the public we have still not 
lro_ned out our differences, that we 
still have not m11tured." 
Her predecessor, Constantine Cur-
ris, left Murray after a contract bat-
tle with the regents. 
During her salibatlcal, Stroup wlll 
continue helping Murray State at• 
tract money for the Center or Excel• 
lence In Reservoir Research and the 
national museum of the Boy Scouts 
of America, which ls on the campus. 
She also will be a representative of 
the university and a consultant to 
Booth . 
Stroup will have other Iles to the 
university, too. Her son, Chandler 
Stroup, will enter the school In the 
fall. 
-A service of the Office of Media ~elations-
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used tor purposes other than bUild• 
Bl ~ d ~ ing or fixing roads. And under Gov. an. · or soi ·yci re . orm Wallace Wilkinson's proposed $500 U ~ million bond Issue tor road con-
struction, the situation would wors-
f h · · I · t • I d en because of the debt service to 0 SC 00 s mus . inc u e par.I f~~~atb~::~ a $500 mllllon 
bond Issue stands a chance • • • of 
legl.slative overs: 1·ght passing the General Assembly un-less we find a way to pay for It as , we go," Moloney said. 
________ . In tbe General Fund, Moloney 
. By RICHARD WILSON 
Stall Writer 
Whatever-remedy Kentucky's General As-
sembly fashions for the state's unconstitu-
tional public school system, It will include 
more legislative oversight of school activl• 
ties, House Speaker Don Blandford predict-
ed yesterday. 
"I'm going to Insist, and I think tbe Gener-
al Assembly ls going to insist, that (II) does 
have at least more influence over the sys-
tem as opposed to coming In every two 
years and (just) appropriating money,'' said 
Blandford, D-Philpot . 
His remarks came during a speech at the 
annual joint summer session of the Ken-
tucky County Judge-Executive Association 
and the Kentucky Magistrates/Commis-
sioners Association at Louisville's Hyatt Re-
gency. Other speakers Included former Gov. · 
Bert T. Combs and .state Sen. Michael R. 
Moloney, the Lexington Democrat who ls 
chairman of the Senate Committee on Ap-
propriations and Revenue. 
Blandford's comments hit a sensitive 
point In the aftermath of the state Supreme 
Court's landmark June 8 decision that or-· 
dered the legislature to develop a new 
school system that meets constitutional mus-
ter. Earlier this month lawyers .for the 66. 
school districts and other plaintiffs ln the 
case asked the court to clarify the legisla-
ture's oversight role In a reconstructed sys-
tem. The petition specifically asked the 
court to make It clear that the legislature 
should not try to run the public schools di• 
reclly. · 
Blandford said many school districts do 
not "want the General Assembly looking 
over their shoulder. They want II right 
. where It ls." 
But Blandford, saying he was disappoint-
ed that the plaintiffs sought clarllicallon of 
that part of the decision, predicted the high 
court would not restrict the legislature's 
role in any oversight provisions lawmakers 
may adopt 
He acknowledged that · the legislature 
could not actually run the schools on a daily 
basis, but he stressed Increased oversight ls 
a must 
Combs, attorney for the plaintiffs in the 
case, basically outlined the decisions by 
Franklin Circuit Judge Ray Corns and the 
Supreme Court and estimated that II would 
cost about $400 million ln new state-money 
. / to: l)rovide the equitable and ade-
, qu_ate school system the courts have 
, ordered. 
- He told the local officials they 
would frequently hear the question 
of whether Kentucky could afford 
such .an expenditure. 
"In my opinion, if we're going to 
continue to be a compellllve, aggres-
sive state, we cannot afford not to 
do this in order that our· children 
will have at least close to an equal 
opportunity to compete lo this age 
of high technology," Combs said. 
- ,Willie not specifically addressing 
how the legislature should hold the 
schools accountable, Combs ac-
knowledged that there must be 
"5'.1feguards to assure the people of 
, this state that· their school money 
I will be spent wisely." 
Stressing that be was not trying to 
' Interfere with any legislative action, 
1 Combs suggested that some of tbe 
: necessary new money might come 
: from an increase in the state's sales 
lov 
Each one-cent Increase In tbe cur- said there ls already more than $300 
rent 5-cent tax, he said, would raise ' million In commitments or federal 
about $200 milllon extra. "I think mandates that must be funded In 
(legislators) could do worse th~n 1990-92, plus the cost·of normal con-
looking at tbe sales tax, because m tinued operating expenses of gov-
my Judgment If It's not levied on ernment. · ., , 
food, drugs and medlcln_e It's about New revenue restricted to ·a sales-
as fair a tax as you're gomg to find," tax Increase, he said, would not 
Combs said. raise enough money to meet these 
Moloney said It would be a mis- obligations and the court's educa-
take if the legislature tackled only lional mandate. ': 
the financial problems of education. Other sources for new money, he 
That path, he said, would result in said, includ~ increased corporate 
delaying promised educational re- and personal income taxes and mak• 
forms while the money earmarked 
for them Is diverted lo meet other Ing the state's tax code conform to 
the federal one. state government needs. S 
The needs elsewhere In govern• Overall, Moloney said, 700 mil• 
men!, he added, are already enor- lion to $800 million more is needed 
mous. He noted that 29 percent of to upgrade education and responsi• 
the Road Fund ls already being bly fund. other state services._t.._, 
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Education Committee~--~ 
wants role as. task:·:f Orce 
1rebuilds school.system:· 
By MICHAEL JENNINGS 
Stall Writer 
/ "If everything ls on their agenda, we 
: don't have an agenda right_ now," said Sen. 
David Williams, R-Burkesvllie. · 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The school-reform 
, effort ls the biggest game In town, and the 
, General Assembly's Interim joint Committee 
Harry Moberly Jr., D-Rlcbmond, said the 
committee should "start developing 
' on Education wants a piece of the action. 
Yesterday the 30-member Interim com-
mittee asked for a role In the work of the --·•·· 
task force that ls spearheading the effort to 
rebuild the state's public schOol system. 
On a motion by Rep. Waller Blevins Jr~ 
D-Morehead, the committee voted , to ask 
that Its members serve as non-voting mem-
bers of tbe subcommittees of the Task 
Force on Education. The proposal calls for 
each Interim committee member to serve 
on one of the three task force subcommit-
tees on school governance, finance and cur-
riculum. 
j Democratic leaders from the House and 
1 Senate who serve on both the interim com-
mittee and tbe task force endorsed the re-
quest 
House Majority Whip Kenny Rapier of 
Bardstown said the House leaders on the 
'task force would "push strongly" for tbe 
proposal. Senate Democratic Floor Leader 
, Joe Wright of Harned said be saw no prob-
! !em with it. , The task force co-chairmen, House Speak• 
er Don Blandford, D-Phllpot, and Senate 
President Pro Tern John "Eck" Rose, D-
Wlncbester, could not be reached for com-
'ment , 
i. When the Kentucky Supreme Court de-
' clared the state's public school system un-
: constitutional last month, It placed the re-
l sponslblllty for devising a remedy squarely on the General Assembly's shoulders. , 
Some legislators complained yesterday 
that the task force, which .Includes members 
of the governor's staff as well as legislative 
: leaders, has shouldered tbe entire burden. 
1 They accused the task force of usurping the 
I role of the lnlerlm Education Committee 
\ and monopolizing the services of Its staff. 
1 some of Its own Independent out-
looks" on school reform needs ralh• 
er than reacting to the task force • 
Rep. -Roger Noe, committee co-
chairman and a task force member, 
agreed. ,· 
· . , "I don't think, that Just because 
' the task force· ls discussing an Issue 
!bat, we need to restrict ourselves. 
1 from discussing that Issue," said ; 
- Noe, D-Harlan. 
But Rep.f Pat Freibert, R-Lexlng- 1 
ton, raised'. a caution flag. She said 
, she was "offended" by the makeup , 
of tbe task force and contended It , 
does not fairly represent Republl· . 
cans or women or blackS. But she 1 
added it "would be perfectly cbaot• ~ 
IC'' for the education committee to , 
set off on a course parallel to that of , 
, the Task Force on Education. 
. Wright urged the panel members , 
- to avoid turning education reform· 
into a turf battle. 
"I don't believe that any of us will 
ever be Involved In anything that's 
more important" than tbe effort to 
· rebuild tbe state's school system, he 
said. \ 
"There ls no Interest In doing any-
thing other than including everyone 
in the process." 
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lems you need candid and honest 
observation of what the problem 
is." Optimistic 
report on 
education 
is doubted 
By. Joseph S. Stroud 
Herald-Leader education writer 
· · A leading observer of Ken-.' 
tucky's education system is taking ' 
issue with a recent report that . 
seemed to show significant im<. 
provement in the state's schools. -
Bob Sexton, executive director -
of the Prichard Committee for Aca- ; 
demic Excellel)ce, said the figures . 
used in the report documented only 
ll)arginal i~provements in Ken-, 
tucky education. 
And some of the figures are , 
incorrect, he said. , 
, The figures· were used by Har-; 
· old Hodgkinson, director of a demo- . 
graphic policy center at the Insti-: 
tute for Educational Leadership in i 
Washington, in a February s~chj 
in Louisville and again at a meetmg; 
of the Kentucky School Boards; 
Association in May. ! 
They were cited in. a July 5' 
, newsletter sent out by the Kentucky' 
' School Boards Association, and ' 
again by Lexington lawyer Lany l 
Forgy in· a speech ·last week m: 
I Lo~isville. ·· · 7 
Hodgkinson had a speaking en- I 
gagement in Chicago yesterday and 
could not be reached for comment. 
Sexton wrote a letter to David 
Keller, · president of the school : 
boards association, to say that the 1 
publication of the figures in its I 
newsletter was "a temptation best 
resisted." ' , 
Hodgkinson's statements were 
·based on a study conducted last 
year. They essentially indicated 
"Kentucky seems tq want to get 
people so gloomy and depressed 
that they will drink (Kentucky) 
whiskey, play the (Kentucky) hors-
es and forget about the problems. I 
have never understood this strate-
gy." 
Hodgkinson also criticized the 
Kentucky Journal, published by the 
Kentucky Center for Public Issues, 
of which Sexton is president. 
He criticized the Journal's publi-
cation of an article titled "A Ken-
tucky Truly at Risk." . He said \he 
article painted an unfairly negative 
picture of Kentucky schools. 
Sexton, in a letter to Hodgkin-
son last week, said he had no 
interest in reporting only negative 
inforn1ation about Kentucky 
schools. 
He said he had called Hodgkin-
son's office for his data six times "in 
March, April and May, and that 
three times Hodgkinson said he 
'j would send it. 
/ "Tp suggest that we ·~on't ,want 
to applaud Kentucky's accol1\plish- ., 
ments is ludicfotis," Sexton wrote;/ 
"If I didn't, I wouldn't have 
called you in the first place. But the 
data you've sent only marginally , 
documents any change. The hyper-
bole of your letter (and your origi-
nal speech) just isn't substantiated." 
Sexton said he had seen and 
reported gains in ACT scores but 
noted that Kentucky remained 20th 
out of · 28 states in overall test 
scores. 
He also said that Kentucky's 
rate of improvement trailed that of 
Alabama and North Dakota and 
was the same as the rate in Missis- . 
sippi, Nevada and South Dakota. 
"In Kentucky you need people 
who can solve problems," Sext~ 
Sexton also disputed Hodgkin-
son's figures on the percentage of 
adults with a high school diploma. 
He said he called the source of 
Hodgkinson's information, the Pop-
ulation Reference Bureau and was 
told that the data was "question-
able" because it was based on a 
survey sample that was too small 
for accuracy. . 
- . . Figures Hodgkinson -used for:· 
the percentage of high school grad-
uates, whiclJ were repeated in the 
school board association's newslet-
ter, came from the U.S. Department 
of Education. But Sexton said they· 
were for Indiana, rather than Ken-
tucky. 
Kentucky figures, . he said,. 
showed an improvement, but the 
overall national rate was not below 
Kentucky's, as Hodgkinson 
' claimed. Kentucky's graduation 
1 rate rose from 65.9 percent in 1982 
to 67.4 percent in 1987, about six 
percent below the Indiana figures. 
Sexton noted that Kentucky had 
_improved its dropout ani:I attend-
. --ance rates. · And he ' cited ·other 
!- factors, such as the ·number of 
people receiving high school equiv-
alency degrees, as ·evidence. that 
there were positive developments 
going on in Kentucky education. 
He said he didn't want to pick a 
fight with Hodgkinson, who he said 
had "a good reputation" as a de-
mographer. 
He said he objected to Hodgkin-
son's letter because it cast Sexton 
as someone who was "talking just 
about negatives." · . . ' ... , .'' ,.. 
· "I really strongly object to being 
put into that category just because . 
we're willing to say we •have . a • 
, problem and here's what it ls." ·;, · -·- . . .. 
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Panel will set course for WKU 
that Kentucky's public schools had B6WLING GREEN - Western Kentucky University President 
not received · the credit they· de- Thomas Meredith said a new committee would devise a direction for,<> 'E!."' . e= lit g· ~ g !ii" . , ";,Iii, 
~rved for improvements in educa-, the university as it heads toward the year 20)0. . . 1a ~ ~ :;l ~-:! -g g :;l !3 S" !::"IC, 
tion. . , . The group of community membtrs and umvers1ty personnel will Ill ;,, I!!. "« 2. .i 5' <> ~ ;l' :<l ID :i! 
. Hod_gkinson claimed that !(e~- :study . topics· including out-of-state students, the percentage of ~ ![ o' ,~ B e: ;;::~ -~~ &: Ill ~ 
tucky m 1988 had the nations minority students and faculty members and programs that should be Q <> .g a :a ct~ !!l cl"<; ., _;.:: ,. o 
d h. h t . t . ed d d Ill ., <> " " o - " < n.,, ,.. c · secon - 1g es 1mprovemen ·m •strengthen or roppe . : . ·"' n ol f;!. 
0 
? o § ., g..,, ~ - :n 
-American College Test scores andl · 0 • The committee· will be formed during the school: year, Meredith lit g S-"' !l , ~ .,· - ;- cl':" CD iii 
. . _.. ·-o -i.·"""" I ... :n :the sixth-best improvement m its said Saturday. , ;. , '" e: S: ~.;; ;;l' :S. Cl !' <> '"",. e. 
h.h h Id It d · tati -lit'""'"'""=-"" C 1g sc oo r?pou ra e. . 
1 
He urged community support for programs unng a presen on 5" g:.,, ., s: ., <> ..,· Si · ·., 1(il ID c 
. He also said the proportion of to the Bowling Green-Warren County Chamber of Commerce. l& " cl §' "'~ S: ~ ., - _ s- CD i1i 
adults without high school diplo- "This is an exciting place to be, and this time couldn't be more : O! 'l;i g i ¾ ~~'o : · ~ ., 1' 
mas dropped from 40 percent to 32 perfect" he said Ill !3 - g ~ ~ ~· 5" '< & ~ 
percent, which meant that Ken- ' · ---'-- ii fa S. Ill O! g ::_; !.'? -. g !/; 
1 ked5oth '"' r,:i-<> --.. i:;'" ID : tucky no anger ran among m gj ... "' ;[ Si ~ Ji: I ... ~ .. ~ 
,the states. .. Rs~ .,.s,o .i ~"' m C 
'... "We haven't been 50th in eight; THE COURIER-JOURNAL, SATURDAY, JULY 29,. 198(1_ . ,:! " ct S: :g :ll !, !3 id I!!. :J ~ 
years " Hodgkinson said, according ~ f a 8 ~ = ;-~ a c 8. c..: 
to a~ _(J,CCount of his February . EKU summer enrollment up .i ; i ~ ~ 8 ~ i" . ] s I F speech in The Courier-Journal. • RICHMOND, Ky. - Summer enrollment at Eastern Kentucky . ; g ;,, Ii.._~ :; : '!:'l g: 1' ~ 
Hodgkinson may have further University has risen for the 15th consecutive summer semester. . e= a~- a Ji:~ -i" a "' ,. , . 
fanned the flames when he wrote to Summer-term enrollment reached 4,367 this year, up from 3,920 ·· <> s' g ~ g :; g g> . ., s, O · ~ 
an official in the state" Education last year. ; i g: S- > - s- :ll ;: - 1f = ," 
Department in May. "We are working very hard to schedule classes for both tradl- · ~ ;:_ ['ni Si ~ 8 ~ g ~ i:a,': "Kentucky's leadership seems Ilona! students and non-traditional students," said Dr. John D. ! a ;: !3 y1 e. !!l In ~ S: .,. 
1 , Rowlett, EKU vice president for academic affairs and research O !3 ., ., <> ., ,. extraordinarily good at locating ; and dean of the faculties. . . .g !3 ~ - la !1l !:l "' l "" · 1 
negative information about the According to Les Grigsby, director or the EKU D1V1sion of Ad· ' ' ' '" "" '" · ' 
state," the letter 'said. i missions, the rising enrollment trend is expected to continue In the 
''Most states have leaders who fall semester. 
spend most of their time talking Last ran, Eastern Kentucky enrolled a near-record 13,644 stu-
, about their state's virtues to get dents on its 350-acre Richmond campus and throughOut Its 22-
people excited enough to want to county service_ region,_ he~a_id. ---· 
work on the problems. 
